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Another benchwarmer?
Not this one. Our new B&K
Diagnostic Oscilloscope is more
than re -engineering of an old
model to keep pace with TV
technology. It is instead a basic
departure from all other
oscilloscopes. A departure that
has simplified a complex
instrument to make
it easier for you to
use. But there's
something else.
What this
oscilloscope has is
exclusive. An
Intermittent Analyzer

with electronic memory-and
optional remote Audio/Visual
Alarm.

With it, the elusive intermittent
conditions that make so many
TV sets tough dogs can now be
detected and identified in your
absence. Preset one control.

When the faulty stage is detected,
you'll know about it as soon as
you come back from service calls.
Then run the scope overnig'It
to check another set for an
intermittent condition.
All this adds up to greater
shop efficiency, more time for
profit -making service calls and a
lot more mileage out of a very
fine diagnostic osci loscope.
An oscilloscope that shows
vector patterns exactly as
specified by color TV
manufacturers. (All vectorscope
inputs and controls are
conveniently located on the front
panel.) Also allows you to
read peak -to -peak voltages in all
ranges on a double -scale

calibrated screen-just by turning
a switch. (As the range is
selected, the appropriate scale
lights automatically )

Automatic synchronization
locks in all patterns at any signal
level or frequency. There are
also fewer controls and these
are positioned for
easier operation.
Give our Diagnostic
Oscilloscope some thought.
It's worth it not to be sidelined
with a benchwarmer. See your
B&K Distributor or drop us a note
for detailed literature on
Model 1450 and our full -line test
equipment catalog, AP -24.
DIAGNOSTIC OSCILLOSCOPE
Model 1450, Net: $27995

B & K Division of DYNASCAN CORPORATION
1801 W. Belle Plaine

Chicago, Illinois 60613

Where electronic innovation is a way of life.

... for more details circle 101 on postcard
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ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS

2f=LPI

ANTENNA INPUT IMPEDANCE

300 ohms. balanced

AUDIO POWER OUTPUT RATING
FOCUS

Electrostatic

POWER INPUT

120 VAC 60 Cycle

POWER CONSUMPTION

COMPLETE MANUFACTURER 5' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

155 Watts

SCHEMATIC NO.

C101 -4 section elect
CI 014 - 250µI 100v
C1018 -400µ1 175v
C101C-50µ1 175v

SCHEMATIC NO.

C101D

Szlf 150v

MAGNAVOX

0226 -6pf.

1186

5000 NPO cer

390p1 5% 5000 N750 cer
CPR1O1 -circuit printed
C256

TV Chassis T9)7 Series

CPRI02 -circuit printed

GEN I 2349A

1185

RCA VICTOR

CR101 - diode 400PIV 500ma
CR201 -diode 1N60
L103- 8.2µ11

1182

L104

TV Chassis KCS174 Series

choke

L110- line choke
L202

1184

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Color TV Chassis KE

1187

ZENITH
TV Chassis 13Z13

I.203 -47001
L204 -36ph

2.70

1.205

[1:;200

4
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369

C219
15

c.a.

205

,3
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-

SOUND IF
6GH8A

1201

V2024

SOUND DET
1/2 13V10

I

C

820

1.15,

.001202
5

Cr!

560

Vcr

1212

I'

V203

*C204

Abs

L2I0

T205

C224

.241,

97
V

240

001

T207

C223

T'

'

*

V204

1201

2nd PIX IF

4JC6A

IW

_j0

-

%op

.001 I

1104 BRIGHTNESS
1004

°S
0

1120
1500

27011228

600
P

1227
474

470K

C'57

0105

III

KINESCOPE

20SP4

I I I

1222
2700

21GAP4

0 I

AF
15

10

- 10 V101-1,7

510111

-4I

R2 2

,

232

C2I1

C230

VIDEO
OUTPUT

-L

"*

1.204
25091

15

_I

0

Mt.

470

0224

C214

333

.015

I330

TO

3

T102-5

1236
334

TO

T102-6
5117

1232

334

AO

154

4:1

CUD

5 VOLTAGES ARE TAKEN WITH NO VIDEO SIGNAL

CI

00

IH

11223

14218

V2058

.001

AS INDICATED.

4 *INDICATES 5%

CONTRAST

/4244 AEI
300o

,tta

WC,

1.2(1
4.51C

*112.0

0012

00

Cs 470317

C224

ALL RESISTANCE VALUES ARE

iN OHMS 0.1000

n.

1213
150

1243

1225
420

°LW]

I

!To

I 540

27

T20

r r
g#

I

256

1207

r7.42174u7L205 :rat

5PIT

lot:

475
TO

0111

I

0231 T.
15

1282
22 MEG

O
l

64
1239
6404

1238
1.2141,4

8241
4/OR

v 206A

I/21111)8

CT"

'"

0' IIF

1241

.234

2WEG

330

120

390K

11701

334

AN

1269
70\5404

-1

14°L-0

.0033

C251

5265 t

0033./

0203
141 MX IF

4EH7

3204
L201

KS

2nd Plx IF
4JC64

SOUND IF

SOUND DETA

SYNC

AUDIO OUT

6GN8A

13V10

0206

VERT OUT a
VERT OSC

DAMPER
17C73

Rii5>--)

e3

I

.4)-1

04 I

A
11184

680

CI: OSCn ' C. "'' ''
--1 rl

8F07,8CG7
11(:)VIDEO93,L
59

I

5

RIO
4

Ir..'

5

445

SCOPE

I

5KEEI

2034

DAMPER
17CT3

20

360

I

1006

A.

VERT

o IG3GT

Stv

W.1134/

511114 45 CS 1744007T 45 SHOWN
0104

"0

U04

1W101

.35

CHOKE,

ASE,/6

02

o.

.1197 101111*

":r

1:2 4

KCS 1740

CK 110

11

OFF -0I

.0.H2

0

C108

MASTER

71 -35E3

TO PK 2002
AGC KITING

I-

"y

pn7TANT Pm

as

401T

6101

224

11750

V102

7102

19-02

8

.1/14,:_.

-i+-t ;',2°

IB3GT/

no

LIIO

%.*

40011, I 250W
,"111 = 2009 -=

11102

000 /-)

3101-

1110.COLD

stoz

C105

CIO

2204

TO PO

3501

10117

200-A

.01
10

14311

HV REC

0

1100

1450

r2

1182

-1

KRK 133

ONE -

-1-7
01. /0

1512

:411%22

1500

0

.0027

ics

9

600

o

30

LeZ1

I

c, 1.102
5

ISO

145V

HORIZ

680

0103

-,.. 0001

3719
PrAx

020

1506

HORIZ HOLD

21LR8
oI
112

T_J

V103

HORIZ OUTPUT

AA

°

0245

TO PK 200 16

, 22JR6 Xs -2

%172°.±-

3202

1200

49 TO 0105-3

914

V201

ISO

CliO

AE

2ille PEAK

1277

8200 >

1275

1214

TRANS.

C109

51'
RECEIVERS

A

E0

IAN
SR20i

e OUTPUT

RECEIVERS

27K

Vvne 7301
V101

1905

1244
530

1 64

390

nVERT

C255

8F07/8CG7

rE

20"

A

000

P2711

HORIZ OSC

11274

C VERT

PART

21243

3

FILC2021"

PIN
V207

t---1 0252

91.12

112 2ILR8

lJ

YFM21e

276

C257
.0039

L207

C250
4700

1501

150

1264

C233

V2064

VERT
OUTPUT

VERT
L IN

70

vow

1539

:at

-641,

11251

50060

C233

1

1267

1253
226

1/2 21LR8

1439

AOC

C240
033

VERT OSC

AGC

1B

T.11111

V2069

54,

12240
42011

118410
114313
118696
124276
121779
118375
124245
125226

10111C

17:1
4704 1731. 3

TP2

Sloe

Ist PIX IF
4EH7

2200

1 1841 1

NOTES

T

9 349

T 20413.1 :3

Knot

T201 - 4.5MHz
1202 -sound IF
7203 -quad
T204 - trap
T205 - IF grid
1207- video IF
T208 - 2nd det
RTIOI -thermistor temp comp
yoke deflection AL 218, Al 242
Yoke deflection Al 306

2 ALL CAPACITANCE VALUES LESS THAN
10 ARE IN Lif, 1.0 AND ABOVE ARE IN
mut EXCEPT AS INDICATED.
3 ALL RESiSTu23 ARE 1/2 WATT. EXCEPT

1349

I

T

10

22 T

124462
124274
124275
114489

T103- vert output
T104 -audio output

.r.I IoII

121

9:47

tb,

RT102 -thermistor 1651 cold
RVIO1 - voristor 48v IMO KCS 174C
T102 - horiz output

p

2200

R2031[200

1120

T

r- -T203i

SO9

1/2 13V10 ,

C26214

2

1202

cC".

V205
AUDIO OUTPUT

121223
121944
224254
230848
124263
114480
118506

R275- 91K 5% '/2V, film
RFI01 -fuse 3511 1.1a

i

(!.) 62 lip

124278
124279
239444
228712
227097
104180

R271 - 1K 5% 1/2V/ film

49TO 1114

w

124593

%. 1/2A- C

R118 -control vert hold contrast horiz hold KCS 1748
R210-2711 5% 1/2w film
R212 -2.2K 5% 1/2w film
R220 -3K 5% 1/2w Min
R223 - 5.6K 10% 3w film
R257 - control vert size
R260 -control vert lin

107463
109944
114486

L206- 2500
L207 - stabilizer

V2014

horiz hold KCS

1 14315
124271
1 16056

AGC

1 14314

PW200 - circuit printed pic dell
R118 - control vert hold contrast

KRK 1334A, BB, BA
KRK 1224C. BC
114845
114845
114845
114845
114845
116010
124269
124268
121225
121227
109956
109956
113998
112524
107385
124461
114293

C102 -51pf 5% 2kv N1500
C109 -150pf 5% 4kv N1500 cer KCS I74A -C
C109 - 180pf 5% 4kv NI500 cer KCS 174B

ELECTROHOME
TV Chassis M4

Series

L210 - RF

RCA VICTOR
PART NO.

DESCRIPTION

VHF tuner assembly
UHF tuner assembly

1183

TV Chassis KCS174

OCTOBER 1968
SYMBOL

AIRLINE
Color TV Models GEN12069A,

RCA VICTOR

TELEVISION R F FREQUENCY RANGE
All 12 VHF Channels
54 mc. to 88 mc., 174 mc. to 216 mc.
All 70 UHF Channels
470 mc. to 890 mc.
VIDEO RESPONSE
To 3.2 mc.
INTERMEDIATE FREQUENCIES
Picture I F Carrier Frequency
45.75 mc.
Sound I F Carrier Frequency
41.25 mc.

1 5 Watts (Max.)

.,_j

COPYRIGHT 1968 BY ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER OJIBWA,/ BUILDING. DULUTH. MINNESOTA 55802

1

INTERLOCK

I

1/4/10,

54.444

so (sr
120V

1

1183

TT/W=7

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN /

AIRLINE
Color TV Models

SYMBOL

PART NO

DESCRIPTION

C111 - 500 Sky 20% discop
C121A, B.C. 11- 20W/200/200/20W @350Y elect

1V31101

P/32152
P/32153
P/31110
P/23124

C123A, 8 - 60µ1/613µ1 @350v elect

GEN1 2069A,
GEN1 2349A

C707- 200p1 lky 10% discap
R101 -3.9K 5w 10% carbon
R122 - 2.2K Sw 10% carbon

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

K- UNIT -52

V301

3BZ6

3BZ6

0*OP327 2ND P1X IF

1ST P12 IF

T301

V303
3EJ 7

V302

T302
OV

3

0

811 iC

L303

M2555

iST VIDEO A D CHROMA AMP

4

'soy

IF TRAP

R311

0310

-

228

I L301

8313

60

005

C318

-MA&

50P

7.00.

K319

1.005

11318
R101

cfit3

L308

1.58

150.4

A.
22 ov-

255v

002

-120 4110.-9MAL'j

-M

Cab

R105

500

13155

1855

K52470 (

.C.QII
_

505

R

70

_

.16
.

.22

ION

8 Tsev
9

.003-I

4706.

03 I

AN

VYW

,Icercc

K"
RI

8308

V 50 3
HORIZ

C522

C521

25V

MP

33P

0501 0502

TP501

530K 4701

15K

C525
.2

524

-

39K

10

C713
1K
.01 %.R716

C529
700P

I9CG 3

0

TO IAA 0
6101

'

vR50i

58111/

--

K511,

I

ADJ

1.5M

C 12I0C

la$ ..
Lc.

I

SRIO2

R138

-

9

C.g:72w

C113

SOP

c.o.:2 1.047

68

aoosr 58QV

K78,.

WIDTH ADJUSTMENT

11127

NOV

3*

2805

2

3505

DC101

4v

4.-flr\-

K721

50011

R530
56K

.22

L104

TO

SI03

50K

T

L-

TO PIN 9

vi05

.ADJ
1%1

104

1.60

50VP-P

5

150Vr-r

7

440Vp-r

9

II

40Vp I.

-1

48Vr r

13

140Vr

IS

7

600Vr-P

19

,70vP P

21

180v -e

24 VP

P

234f3Vp-

V 30HZ
6

18VP-P

H 7 875 HZ

8 40Vp P

H
10

78 75HZ

48Vp P

V

30HZ

12

90V p P

V

30HZ

V
14

30HZ

13.5Vr-r

*V

V 30HZ

H 787 5HZ

V

30HZ

p

25

27

210Vp-

i6OVr-

29

38vr-p

31

33.

i)vp-

160VP .

35

Mir

,..--

3 OHZ

5:02

-B070s.v:

VIDEO IMP AND APPROX.- a 2 VOLTS RF ACC BIAS.

I'

,

(12

IVOLT PEAK TO PEAT( AT CONTROL GRID OF FIRST

V 30HZ

-

H HOLD
FOCUS

v 30142

280V

C112

DAMPER

L103

CONDITION COLOR OAP GENERATOR (GATED NANO°. TYPE)

-1

INM

VI03

TO

R531 t 470P

11516

K 716

255V

WAVEFORM MEASUREMENTS

9V r- r

C5797

8717

.22

632.3

R126

270x

C120

H.V. RECT.

TO

K517

Cjii4 6
C712
#2721K

500
KILLER

180K 7.

.11!

1Tv

8719

#138
398

R1 4

R13

im=8.

-

708

14 V
8157

C- 527

R5213

6720

68

*11

T

/0

19KV

0526
2,2K

T 701
'

8159

1632
688

-r

470

TO SW102

3AT 2

120v

.005M

5GHEIti
BURST AMP

Y701
R706

7

TIO2

.001

C523
.001

-

15KIW

TO rice

SIOI
6

C711

V702m

R712

KILLER

R156

1.' -UN i(X)K

V104

.

20v

R.29

.01

V

OS

.001

R703
4.7K

T103

8715
IK

.0,

2N3638

707

18

C530 $

16

8527

42-4.4"

T501

2

-0-.11- R526

10OR

_

C 709

1.8K

1*

RI49
330K

R147

HORIZ, OUT

cATI.100E CLARE
DISCONNECT

OSC

22

048V
A

141

390

W2

8702

R-147.

23J S6A

6 FO 7

520

T 33P

-

V102

8701
n3K

1208

v..0,8840v..

2

560

iov

R11145-6.-0)
RI

C706
.05

K

C:38

I

C7I0

O
100P

K70.

C702

8704

L701

CSI7

1,4

K

3

I220.811

V

R714

-3

L703 2

L702330p8

14
10

39K

-10?

BAND PASS 18705

22

21

6

3

20V

R509

V701A

TP70,

6.8P

I

2

K

Zoos

R5i0
278

C704
27P

CI42
.0i

'45GH8A

8727UNIT

Ov

C701

I

06

2708

IK

0511

6

140/.1

FIRO IA

2 SC 45 4CQ1 2ND CNRCNA A

R519

17516

9

8

.05

R517

2

2211

10

73-

K -UNIT-54

Q7
7K
T2#523

VERT OUT.

R522

C5113

4.-11--..--WAC514
8521

R515

8514

r2OV

C504 J.

513

0,

Ito

.01

C 516

1680P I 660P

-24V

C509

7

R502

03

WA

poov

2

K522 c

1 156V

.005

828

.005

13

R520
82K

R503

VERT OSC C512
C510

R513
27011

10

LII0

112130K

.301. C5191

AIOGF7A

/210GF7A

SYNC SEP

is8

C.00i 6 VIK IC

C5021

5GH 8A

WA

vFo2B

V502A

V5018

.506

KEYED AGC

IM

8504

8503

v501A

p5031, 5GH8A

TO 7102

V

0306

TP303

4,13K

/41.

r

228

1 CONTRAST

R1

TO RF AGC K525

,

3

--MnAl"

01)23

I

L318

333

R33

329

2"70 BRIGHTNESS

K- UNIT- 53

C334

I 001

L317

K50!/ K307

#124

I

5

120K

47P

81(311508

228 2W

255v

120V

R335 T306

Lc328

C326

'$8
L 312
132.1

8320

1131r1

3.90 911

8324

C320

SOUND HE.).

ION]
005

C309

.005

20 v

T .002

2.1,14

5141

C311

.005

C306

8304
'1304

C303

SOUND DEM01).

,I50/

L307. 7

I

22P

11(

V307

17334
10011

P/25218
P/25220
P/25221
P/25170
P/2575
P/25222
P/25223
P/25224

5HZ 6

SOUND IF

''2441

5ErtaN

TON TROL

2'K

-1TP302 1.

R302

501.

255 VSi

L316

5

220

R331

310
1K

C 302

a

V306

3AU 6

9

032

-

V305

1$319

180,4.

R118 - 5K pot green/red drive (9V-131)
RI25 - 5001( pot AGC (9V-130)
8I27- SOK pot horiz hold (8V-173)
RI36- 500K pot HY adjust (8V-069)
R145 - 1M pot vent hold (8V-172)
R146- SM pot vent size (9V-128)
R 1 S1 - 100K pot vert lin (9V-129)
R159-50011 pot color killer (9V-141)

8501

I2BY7A

7

TP301

8321

TV23159
TV2S215
TV25216
TV25217
TV25218
7V25217
TV25217

2

303 " L306

3RD PI% IF

1303

5

P/23155

R171-411 20w 10% resin
8104-2701( pot bright (8V-348)
RI12 - 5K pot blue drive (9V-131)
R114- IM pot green screen (911-132)
R116 1M pot red screen (9V132)

V304=1. 11101.

T304- -

TV23I 54

R155 - 6K Sw 10% carbon

R105 - 50011 pot contrast (9V-153)
R111- 1M pot blue screen (9V -I32)

TV23152

OCTOBER 1968

8138-3K 3w 10% carbon

H 7875 HZ

V

30HZ

V
16

30112

48Vr-r

H 7875HZ

H

18

20

160v

111TAI
H

7 87 5HZ

I H 78 75HZ

787 5HZ

35Vr P

H

22

787 5HZ

60VP p

H

24

7 8 75142

68Vp P

t / t 11
H

26

78 75HZ

i8 Vp

H
p

28

7 875HZ

H

31 VP P

30

78 75HZ

H

7 enra

H

78 T5HZ

13Vp . 32 150 VP

H
P

Te/SH2

180VP r

r
H 7 8 7 5HZ

14

7 8 75HZ

0 8vp p

787 5HZ H 7 8 75HZ

H

71375HZ

1183 COPYRIGHT 1968 BY ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER OJIBWAY BUILDING. DULUTH. MINNESOTA 55802

H

78 7SHZ

H 78 75HZ

v

3011Z

8160-5000pol color (8V-054)

1317 -coil 1st sound IF (TIF-341)
1318 -coil quadroture (11F-384)
1703 -cod chrome take off (211-982)
1705 cod chromo peaking (211.200)
1706, L707 - coil chronic, (2T(-230)
1801
cod blue horiz shape (211-937)

TV25225
TV25226
TV61468
TV61344
1311162
TV61455
TV61456
TV6146I
TV61462

R161 -5X tint (9V-134)
(101 -coil video peaking (211.-234)
1105 -coil hertz efficiency (211-904)
1106 -coil power choke (97-177)
1.108, (109 -cal power hne filler (211.-973)
1301 -coil 39.75MHz 8 41.25MHz trap (TIF-371)
L311 -coil delay line (211-977)
L313 -cal peaking (211-235)

1103 - dormer vert output (81-182)
1104- dormer convergence (211-971)
T105 - :former power (5T-194)
1301-x10nm' 1st MX IF (111-3721
1304 -Ammer video selector assembly (21L-978)

TV61467
TV61472
TV61464
TV61400
TV61460
TV61466
TV11171
TV11213

7101 - :former audio output (71171)
T102 - :former horiz output (8FT-644)

TV11145
TV62327
TV11214
TV62329
TV62328
1V62332
1V62334
TV61447

1305 - :former 4.57A141 hap (111-377)

1501 - :former hod: osc (211-980)
T701 -:former burst (211.-947)

1702 - :former bond pass (21L-965)
1703 -:former phase (211-981)
1801 -Marne, 81 (211-950)
M701 -Z demodulator assembly (X-urit-410
M702 -X demodulator assembly (K -unit -411)
0701 -tronsistor 2SC454C 2nd chrome on

0702 - transistor 2N3638 color killer
VR501 -voristor (TS -2171)
1701 -crystal 3.58MHz (crystal -800)

TV62335
TV62336
1V62337
TV3489
TV3489
TV24453
TV24363
TV24238
TV24228

AIRLINE
Color TV Models GEN12069A,
GEN12349A
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CHASSIS

LAYOUT
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ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN / DEALER

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

2/1=41 3.

PART NO

DESCRIPTION

EUI48221

RG101 - thermistor 12011 cold

RG109 -- thermistor 3.811 @ 25 degrees
c 424E1 @ 104 degrees C

Color TV Chassis KE

EUI 4%147
EU1404

RI23 -20K 10% 7w 23 in. sets
R123 - 32K 10% 4w 18in 8 2010 sets
R127 - 66M 20% 6kv
R151 - 3.6K 10% 7w

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

EU140220
EU14X186

OCTOBER 1968

8222- 5.6K 10% 7w metal film
R6I3 - 5.6K 10% 7w metal film
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AFC MODULE

EU49026
EU49029

- 12051 hone blue left
R804 - 150U vert red -green left
R805
12012 horiz red -green left
R813 - 12052 vert red -green

EU14X116

390pf 10% 500v Char D mica
C503 - 200pf 10% 500v Char D. mica
C512 4700 5% 500v Chor D mica
C707 - 330pf 5% 500v Chor F. mica
C613 - 0082pf 10% 1 6kv molded
C502

EU49X24
EU49X27
EU49X25

R801

EU14X1

C111 -2000 10% 5kv N1500 18 8 201 sets
C114 - 1390 20% 6kv N2200
C123- 100p1 10% 4kv NI600

EU49XI2

R462 - 1.5M 30% red screen
R731 -1 5K 30% chrome balance

11140222
EU1406

8814 -60U yell red -green master tilt

EU49X5
EU49X4
EU49X3

R457- 3.4M 30% vert fin
8460-6K 20% green drove

EU14X5
EU1403

R 152 - 41011 10% 7w
R154 - 8012 10% lOw WW E P
R154 - 16022 5% 2w flame proof gloss L P
R157- 14052 10% Sw WW

UHF TUNER
ET215:58

R102 -bright 250K
R103 -contrast 36822
R121 - vert hold 750K
R141 -2.5M tone
R451 -6U 20% vert centering
R453 - 130K 30% height
R454 -6K 20% AGC
R455 - 130K 30% CRT bias

GENERAL ELECTRIC

SYMBOL

01520 - -500

150-10% 50v

1307 - coi 4 5MHz trap

EU31 X2

CR101 - rectifier selemum 3MA focus
CRI02 - rectifier selenium 2MA boost

EU57032

1350 -col AFC input

EU57X31

CR202
CR701
CR702

EU1602
EU30X87
EU16X19
EU15027
EUI 5027
EU36X10

1501 - col horiz osc
1701
chromo input
L705 - coi crystal tuning

diode zener

voractor tint
rechher chromo detector
0203 transistor video blanking
0701 - transistor sub-carner buffer
L108 cod bort: efficiency

L 110 -filter reactor 0.33 Henries Min 350 dc MA

LI II

D1201

L203 - coil choke 270 uh +7%
1301 -cod 47 25MHz trap
L303 - cod 1st IF grid 8 41 25MHz trop

E5360742
EU36X8

EU6IX6
15610140

111360793

circuit breoker 1 2o CB101

155601

fuse la 250v lost blo 1101
fuse So 125v slo blo 1102
thermal cutout for 22kv set
thermal cutout for 25kv set

coil quod

,
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T102 - ',former cod horiz output
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w/horic centering for 18in
8 20in chassis ..
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,,,,,,

MISCELLANEOUS WAVEFORMS
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eALLooNs.00. ETC,
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tuner VHF 13 position
w/AFC

El/770115

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Color TV Chassis KE
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1901 -coil sound take off

,
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coil focus

1804 - convergence yoke complete

.
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-

-

T106 -'former power non power tuned receiver
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yoke deflection
1112 - cod dual hne fdter
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1701 -'former chromo bond poss
T702 -'former crystal Idler
1703 -'former chromo dernod
T901 -'former 4 5MHz interstoge

L801 -coi right vert red green
L802 -col right horiz red green
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TIO2A - cod pulse winding for EU77X116 'dormer
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EU36X13
EU3501
EU36X6
EU3607
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200

C743
IMFD
6V

, +68CW.
+270V +3-1CCW.

W-VPIr7CItIgr3
.CR.KT5581.1-1 0 20 3o 4 0-1
4=s

"PE17Los
TiNT

+270V
BLUE

SET UP PRINTED BOARD

CHROMA WAVEFORMS
+200V

+ 178V

Coln

ft -1m°

NRS

S.11!.1

VERT

nec7e-IT

I

°39302

OR

DRIVE

260

:116'

-

1"6DJ+3200

"6:6°

+320V 2

PLUG

2.74

YEL /RED

sAs

N/RED

TIO5 PIN CUSHION CORRECTION
2TRANSFORM

31- - - 51
1

C 121

J102

L.,' V HEIGHT
R453
1302

PHASING COIL
LIO

.4.13

8452

111E2 /0-0
,

00.3W

GREEN

601
16/11 PP-. "1:
C.453

ser

P
CONVELUGRGENCE

.,...e454
IN

6

SOCKET

2I
1/2W

1

-7-.RED/GRN

TO GRN /TEL
PRR TRANS

4

5

RED/BLK
BL

AvNT

TEL
11 POSE VALUES IN PARENTRESESI

l
I

15

14-

V e./6

r

:221

6°.H RIG PT

0

19

I

C1305

C8 .206

P -P

0

A% K
RSo 3

50

1W

RRN
,ISO

VIM
41;4

BOIL

150
8901
0132

R807

Al

ft22RGT
I

500

2

3

ett4441,

0

60V

P -P

Re10

0 Fit

4...

61W

CR
13010

81

225V P -P

13018

2

RI312

I00 kJ
TO GRN
PWR TRANS

250V P -P

18

20

R1305

Iw

(moo
TOP

P -P

GRN
13

CR

9

36V

BLACK

USED ON 22. CHASSIS

ALL VOLTAGES MEASURED WITH VTVM AND NO SIGNAL
INPUT WITH LINE VOLTAGE AT 120VAC. VOLTAGES SHOWN
MAY DEVIATE S20%

I

19040

C804 H R/G LEFT
T001

CR
801A

8809

120

IA_
5.

0

VERT

LBO.

111417

46

14506

C80
.0822

""gtP3

D/
ORANGE

NORIZ

LeOES,

111./3
20

7

OLU

3

6

4

PIOI

3 OV P -P

GRN/WN

YEN I

Leof3,

u/viNT

2

eim,

FAY ,,ke°40,T

.22

YOKE

11

R802
RED

0

1

NORIZ

1905*

10

RT

457
AM

VERT

3
WHT/ElLu

w01/BLUE +920V

1

D/WH

44

NORIO
LOCA.,

R58
000

EL/RED

HIGH VOLTAGE

+7604

MIIIII6IIIMPV014414111111I

125V P -P

1111111141114111

RI 6

YRI/GREEN+700V

+400 V
R456
3905

K

"

MON

TEL

EL/BLU
14

FOCUS

50451

DEFLECTION YOKE

9

.59

T

0;755

BLUE

2SUP22

41

O+00BL

fi,:j1111

1,102

190.22

2IGWP22
25 KV

GREEN
DRIVE

ig5
YORE

220;22

ITEL /GRN

5452
SERVICE SW

J

V7

71
1112

BAN 1

NOTE: CHROMA WAVEFORM TESTS
PERFORMED WITH STRONG COLOR
BAR PATTERN
USE LOW CAP
ACITY PROBE (2stuf.) AND WIDE
BANDE SCOPE

+178V

TEL /13LU +320V,,

TEST POINT Man .+400,,,tr xgrzn141-.22-.
TO FILTER
e
REACTOR 1110

240V

1

365

+400V

P -P

8748

2.7x

1[71

mer

50V

2.5V
P -P

6

8721

.0 CT

'Am.

TRAST

410

+2.2V

.005

22V

1110K

ISM

SG 103

C742

OV 7,

680

FEST POINT

-_ K__-

055

5

Mr 11,

L712

2702

STOCATNESS

R7:5

VI 3 C

TEST

AmP

120

c2p
50I51A7

C101-,

21,0,322

1000

472

Al
F
1/22 613B4/0
La S uliCARRIER

II

Rime

0,7

P -P

R752

R747

-0739
22 ;R742
2008

10

R7.6 34'4
all?

705

R722

+33V
201

CR

10

0716

nos

;317.

4W

22R

R739

+I

+oar

1"-- 7./4745 7

10:
2

116

SG 702

C741
.01

4 R746

RED B.,

P -P

I 911

--HE--

18V

4

117220

XTAL
TUNING

322!

422
39x4

225V

OV

3300

1709
I00

_L

2T0
C 711

II

SOT

8733

C734
20

I

0701

15

L203

ION

77::;
5

1000

11;r:

crle

704

SUBCARRIER ire0

C 212

112213

C735

8707 4

7,46

C2I0
680

IV56,70

to

8751

R 745

POINT rZil

CR

K

18

_2420e

C

K

732

0-7 AMP

TEST

iK

..
11,37.33

C7I3
2.4

BUMP
01

100

ACIO

1/3

VU

R222
as

+82V

330K

1.130

P738

2°

1704

CUT?

ir

1700

7701

POINT

.+140V

+563/N e

soss.

I

I

Ix
TEST

.005

C

T702 15

BURST GATE

8225
364

V6A

L202

+250

1/36811

61

P -P

V138

ST 3 '27N

XIII

Tr -% XTAIT
FILTER

QI

'sr

--40.,--61-.6

100

R 70i

074

ee

17300

TEST PONT
TEST

14 POIMT

IK

5600

L707

di

8753

170V

OV

L 711

LSI

50V
P -P

P -P

MI, Ea

R731I BLUE CAL
1500

'ID'

7-1

R750

I/ 3 6ACIO
8-Y AMP

CR

9730
3300

L

EAR PHONE JAC

+400,2

TEST POINT
31031

in

j11703

680

+7.20

-

TEST POINT 217

L7i5

I TEST POINT

mom=

CONVERGENCE BOARD

COPYRIGHT 1968 BY ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN DEALER OJIBWAY BUILDING. DULUTH. MINNESOTA 55802

'V
.1

0

220V

P -F,

KK

Ad

v.11111.

0

140V

P -P

1185

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN / DEALER

ELECTRO-

HOME
TV Chassis M4

ELECTROHOME

2J-TVEMTiCa

SYMBOL

L405
T402

L402 - bora stabilizer coil
12I0 - 4.5MHz trop
1101 - sound Coke off coil
L102
sound quad coil
1403.1404 RI Choke lOrith

f 1PON

MIXER GRID

TEST POINT

) flf:
MIX. ri

B SLIDING

EWely2LX

LF,Tgrui @

R335
R413

+ SV7

-.25

7.!GSA

I

K

MIX. 0100E

ANT.

;00V

6220

4.7K
1W

I

6EHVEF183

GIMMICK

1ST I.F..1180

4WMC

0302

GRID COIL
NPO

L..

2.40

RV

NPO

TRAP

4.7K

92211

1556

4.7K

IK

Vw

31.221:

-

enz

BOV I+

65BK

w

L2K T 20%
IK
4.

1.20

211

5%

Cre

+2500

IK

7 502

.1K

SYNC. SEP

2500W

8220
200

4 2 50V

T

SOY

3011
400 V

-f

+13 SO

SYNC. SEP

5%

10

xx

YI91

1110

C 325p350 R34
.01
821 -27ir

2.5M

VERT.

_1 L.

6GK6

6000 107 107.
1-rost-.Ar

133

VERT. OUTPUT cam+ pok
GLUE

1,52

2007

KOOK

200K

7

TOP

Los.

R222

SHAPING

O ff

111:11

.0047

ev

47 10'

2K

20K

3+1,2

5%

;ILI * 4

T

ev

470

YOKE

BIM

VERT
HOLD

-1;

IW

1(7
9V

7575 IV

30 11.)

18 50v

WITH 66K6 VERT. OUTPUT

71175 IV

0402

INTERLOOt

TUBE REMOVED
30111

6CG7

p122
301

HORIZ YOULTIVIBRATOR

1W
TEST POINT

.0047/ 2000

M.11111EAKER

L) 402

2.75A.

SILICON
0100ES

MHZ. OUTPUT

RE

SR4OIC

usasv.
4.7%

Roil

15*

RANGE

4.5V

IK
-71 U14
10%
2 41.1

a

NODE

150
SW401-C
git211Q

SOURCE +2 50V

3=0

-

Lori
PILOT BULBS
VHF

36 K
711I

+

SOURCE

r,f6JG
GO
300V

-II3 4.7EIM

sr

Sr a47
0n

iv saw

2001
SV

110612. HOLD

Eli
39K

_JILL

sox

I
EL411
1.5K

5%

sos I' ()mix IM
...........,
44I5
gat

4'0

1. 115M1

OA, , 6111. Nele,C41.
INCTLINE TO POINT 40 Al

FEW I soutsu OR CeuvE

LIME pST Ies(AN

1

787 5 rA.,

STAKo-er

500v

T401

5%

Ic.,c)g0

6.3v
C423
.ot

IDOK

ii

Esc:Hs

SR4011)

esst

+1360

LIAM
MOMS
L.F MST MISS MOMS' NOM
10% TCLIWANCS WLESS OTHERWISE MTECI
1.17X10
10 iOo,o00

Kl NM MOUCTIVI

110110931
TUOULATI. COMM T N eld. moo oc

T cora° L re .0051/08 FOIL

t.4

[ULUNDI:111C. CAPACiTy IN NTO. ARO DONN

COMMIC, IIICA. OR WWII TYPES 415$ NO
011150/11 MTSIDC CW 1111011111X0

CAPAOTv IN .014,101 IF CRITICAL YIP =NV.
VIDAL CAM:11M 61C AS TtlFSRATUnt COLIPINIATM111 SW1C11
AIM 11301TWISO BY 1.0T2 AT CAPACITOR LOCATWII.
NP NOM FOLOSIZE0
at 00. WWIMIONATED
P 5 POLvSTrXE/d

UM T.

WHITE

IK

7

71175 TV

STAND

SR4018

sosoe

10%

00

,H

CU

PS

NOM
MIT., PM ACM
1ft SLAW 840A
am sus. CARICrIN OMIT. no PMTS PEN 1111.1.10111.

C4111

:1

0.1 v/iC__

/
17427A

2201

CO NOT MEA1USE

x

I1M YID x
36 K
w 52.

AGC

T 2 50v

029

3

1.1.42

I

YOKE

4.7K, IVT
0. I

MEN

600V

ALL OT.ER CONTROLS SET NORAML
IMVEPOPITAS 101011 TARIM WITII NOM

"CrAIVSPITIMOIren TO

+2 5pOr

PICTURE TUBE CO

ON SONE 000EL 5 otro
THIS TUSISTOK uSED TO ESTROUS. CORRECT
miCoo vOLTAGE COINEWENT Rollo PROPER
?ICON ON SONE NOOELS.

SET SC PITH STRONG SIONAL.4 FULL CONTRAST

FOR TWESMOLD Of SENDING MIL USOM SCOPE AT
CRT CATROM FOR START OF 11,11C COMPRESSION.
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4

57.

.03 3

soo at

500V

puRpt.E0- FILTERED 900ST

.047

VOL2213211..212L2121122111.21=23211

NL,VS5MLLtgre,KTOKTNEVon l'erAT'IL!"1

NORIZ.

/1/01

pH

KEEP CLOSE
TO DAMPER
1.410.

.ICOV

330

470K

11%

+130V I

6

STAB. Oa

I

1

2.2K
20%

643

DO NOT MEASURE

DRAPER

MEI

Titla

TIORIZ.

engK

N V RUT

GG 8 5

15K

6AL3

I K3

7575(19

414

CIRCUIT

Ntssi

1400

2 50v

EN

195v

INONoi

fusc IN [N REPLACMG)

31111

__2_

7575 (U

NOTE;
Sw 4o 1-A.B,C SHOWN IN
STAND-BY MODE.

270

25

5K

40

1.51 IP CHIN PEPLC.I.G)

(120v LINE KOOltuL OP.OKTNESS)

N

9112

160

EN

....-1131

N VERT

I:27c
5%

30(1,

708

VA1

.2570

600

R325

ran 4.,

SHOWN, FOR BEST FOCUS.

" 9 as

30(19

301N.,

8330

13212

2W +IICd100K

TO

CONNECT TO I OF SOURCES

FLYBACK

FILTERED
BOOST

OSCILLATOR

2 .0,/

25

74

6CG7

2

81727
2.7 K

:213550;

30(19

22v

150v

v_ms.1

HNC.
SPLITTER

GG W 8

2

90

NO

+ 5000

-; 6CG7

VI

luSE 14 WHEN

304,

+ 135

R224

-4-

0.)

2_802

130V

V302 -A

TO

20%

\

,KEYER

125V

-1

way:,
o

K
SIMINITNESS

To

TO

mow
2v

5%

r rirIBIr
000666
7575119

220K 5

TO

CONTRAST

5%

10%

FOR T YPE SEE SET OP
REPLACEMEN T PARTS
LIST.

;

BROWN

.135V

+ 30M
*AC.

6211
3.4K

II4219

Cige

INV

PM TIRE

100

WMT.

FILTERED BOOST

3

.5.5V

-,11111

5%

LES

20%

PURPLE

5002

vv,

201

R219

LI
3400

BIII
1.35.

GtQD
IK

-fp

5
18:11

-6F-4

100v TO i7Ov

v To 32

2

0%

20%

2, %T

r

82281

190y,

veep aye

yeir

N750

(2as

20%

Mg

VIDEO -CET.

jr_._f4,-,-rry___4_1

7

1:
42'

2440

RI0207

5

150

0v
tats

9

1211

rat
RED/ON
27 NI30

1

I N295A

1221

6EJ7/EFI84
+240V r - -3RD
- - IF
3RD I F

4I 212442c
m

. 2440

5%

130

to,c

2NO IF.

3.58

661/1
22

5%

LZMI

47.25
TRAP

S

+135V

507

Y1Itzti
7 GG W8

OR

V205

6EH7/ EFI83
+120V

TIM

9

.2.6V

91411
So 4.7K

67K

g9L11

39

T30 43MC

AR

H

220

6GK6
AUDIO OUTPUT

IN87A , I N60

119

SCUNDTRAP

0_20

VAC

9

+2502

12211

III VTT.0,SZE°07.15:k*

0.5 TO 1.5

1
G.

la

VOLUME

QUAD.

4.5,c TONE

C4,
10

+ i35V

0206

CO22

T -S11

6.6K

*/.

4.5MC

V

i 0220
.350

V24
109

23 244 00 uHF

41.25 MC CO -CHANNEL

w

1500 @ 300v
1000 @ 300v
6000 @ 300v
600 @ 252

+240v

2

__

1

Ve
' 4 l?

resistor WW 15w 10011

E401 - elect four section 1500

LIMITER -DETECTOR

NEATER UHF .0

W

C ZAKA:

control Manz hold 200K

R404

GOO

ANTENNA 300A

2202 e53,01.4
e sum.. Lr. ouT

silicon rectifier
control veil size 2 SM

SR40IA, B. C. D

23.24`-00 voo
AGE

Neon Bulb

NE2

R224 -resistor WW 8w 511

510191.;

2NA 16

.23.24,00 uoof

UHE CONNECTOR

audio output xformer
vert output 'former
power xformer
CB401 - circuit breaker

41.192-07
41.192.08
41.192 09
41.192.10
41-228-05
42 21-53
42-8.08
42-21-10
44 204-07

R222 - control A G C 100K
R339 control top shaping 22011
R336 -control bottom shaping 470K
8104 - control buzz 50011
R402 - resistor WW 7w 3 6K

+42500

INE12AG

SUPPLY

AGC

a

0

MODE v
1682 AG

ANT,

BY 13 52

OF AMP

IF output

1101
T301
T401

-Cr

4,0 4:4%

IN

IF OUTPUT
HEATER 6.30
I, F ADJUST- (1.22)

*UHF B.

1204

R240

VHF TUNER

OSC. MIKE

EiGJ 7/V 202

I.F.

horn output 'dormer

.

OCTOBER 1968

coil interstage IF and 41 25MHz trap
L203 - trap 47 25MHz

21 107.01
21-213 01
21 300-01
21 314 33
21-1400.05
21-334-03
21-347 01
21-355-02
21-360-01
21 1400-04

dellechon yoke and centering device

1204, 1205 RI heater choke
1212 - peaking cod
1207 - choke coil

8416- control drive 47K

21.338-03
21-391-01
21 394.01
21-390-0/
24 80008.11
24.100013.01 or 02
24-10124.01
26.65-03
27-11-03
28-22-01
41-146-06
41 189-01

1202

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

OSC TRIMMER

trap 38 SOMHz

1202

PART NO

DESCRIPTION

500 Vr7 soy

SOURCE

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN / DEALER

tir 1/7"7:
02030 - 2.5V P P

Cathode CRT -- 25V P P

-

7 /-7- =-Eg

IIV P

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

6V p p

OCTOBER 1968

L

'0401C -- 23V P P

04016 -- 12V P P

1.6V P P

Q40213

1301

Q403C - 250V P P

320336-2
320322.1
300241.1
300241-2
320323.1
320338.1
361261-1
361301-1
361260-I
361260-2
270099-3
270099-2
270099-4
250290-18
250290-17
230144.177
230144-175
230144-134
230172-2
230172-3

audio output xtormer (02 -CC)

7401 -vert blocking osc xformer
T501 - power xformer (01 -AA)
1501 - power xformer (01-88. 02 -CC)
1601 - horiz blocking osc xformer

T602 - horiz driver xformer
1603 - how output xformer (01 -AA)
T603 --how output xformer (01 -BB, 02 -CC)
deflection yoke (0I -AA, 01-88)
deflection yoke (02 -CC)

- 8.5V P P

Junction 0602 & C602

,,ros C103 -- 17V

Q10113 -- 4.5V P P

C505 -elect 20µf 200v 100/200 150v

00028 -- 9.5V P P

QGOIC -- 29V P P

SYMBOL

Q602c -

UNLESS OTNEKVISE SPECIFIED,
I WSISTORS
I/260 10%
2 CANA... TORS UOL 300v, 20%.14
ELM TROLTTICS 1112100-10%
OFF 036RD
4 VOLTAGES MEASURED WITN NO SIGNAL
INPUT VOLUME CONTROL AT 140414144,
NORMAL CONTRAST AND BRIGHTNESS
SETTINGS, AND 120 VAC POWER
5. ALL VOLTAGES ARE POSITIVE UNLESS

..

Q60313 - 8. 5V P p

24V P

1208 - 45MHz decouplong coil
4 SMHz sound take off coil

1301

L302 - ratio detector xformer
L401 - vent output reactance (01 -AA)..

VOLTAGES AND WAVEFORMS

P

P

L401 -pert output reactance (01-1113 02 -CC)

1502 -filter reactance (01 -AA)
L601 - horiz ringing coil
L603 - suppressor coil
1301 - audio output xformer (01 -AA, 01-B8)

SAWED I-1
JUNCTION

...

.

6 2 201 MAY USE TAW BASE /EMITTER

C616- paper 0082µf 10% 2kv (02 -CC)
8213- 5600 5%
82I4 - 4700 5%

361101.4

L205- video detector xformer
L207 - 278µhy peaking coil

PP

0506 elect 350/350uf 100v 1000.11 75v (01 -AA)
C506 - elect 350/350µ1 100v (01-8B, 02 -CC)
C616 - paper .01;z1 10% 2kv (01 -AA, 01 -BB)

MAGNAVOX
PART NO.

DESCRIPTION

1201 - bandwidth adjustment coil (02 -CC)
L203 - video IF input coil
1204 - video IF xformer
NOTES

361257-1
361258-1
361156-2
360853-6
361159.1
361149.1
361150-1

R233 -9111 5% (01 -BB, 02 -CC)
R413 - 75011 tbermistor (NTC) (01 -AA)
R413 - 75011 thermistor (NTC) (01 -BB. 02 -CC)

320319.3
320319-4
320321-3

R505 - 4.711 fusible

R501 -205 5% lOw WW (01 -AA)
R502 - 1500 1w (01 -AA. 01 BB)
8502-1200 2w (02 -CC)

R211 - 150011 AGC control
R307- (A.B,C) 100K volume 600 contrast
200K bright 5501 (01 -BB, 02 -CC)
0404 -(A,B,C) 200 veil in 120K pert hold

7 1401 MAT USE TIDE lilt /COLLECTIO1
L301

C301

200 r

C3031
16
2)

20%

WARNING --When serviolng these chassis caution
should be exercised to prevent any contact with the
audio transistor heat sink since it is not at chassis

C302

ground.

50V

5.L302 NATO DETECTOR ASST

r

1C10 4

1117V

22

4 5V

zoo v".
33K

0302

11 11V

VHF tuner (0I -AA, 01418)

03001

SOUND

J
TP202

peneTom
100111

n
VHF

1

11L.0.

PI

0206
560

IC213
24

an

COO

-5%

C2,11

325

5

I

O

VIDEO

1.207

0201
220

220_1

-1-C206

330

C2II

111.202

J

n0011.

8205
330

2200T.

4205

-0-

12200

cm.

TWO

SAWA,
5%

:

1-

22 T2200

J

L2131
120 .
LOY I

7 ORN

025
20%

4

10V

0231

0204

Ain

54.1

to

itv%

JR

0202

1125

20% L_.
C;;0 av

..11..112202

1503

, 0240
4700

11233

CONNECT TO I SIX OF

Si

ANT WHEN ON MONO.

0203

5%

20%

0245

4/1

20%

J5W

IC

.--11

41.20

17112

NC

1000
(WV

'At

R506

000 -

C5011

IMF
1111

icsol
1000

600V
20%

C502

CIRCUIT

R11130EAM71. OF

T1000

BREWER
CON

1501

C5054

461V
I

202000

'Giro
2A

COO

1

0405

0303
1000
GMV

I

rva

1. 2.

50V1
20%

V

IIOV

"487?:'

0605
14

20%

11602

7K

4

57

505A
350

4.75

020%

C 50611

T

120

C503
.0116F114

1000
10%

I

11606

1505

0511F

MORO
1431.0

1000 4C"
N!

C6131
I)

J1

RED

5

COG

64

00411231F5ON

0614

OUTPUT

220

SOVn

20%

TP1101

0414 ILLED
PAPER

0104

TO .15

7502

H OR

TAG

t

O

11615

OSOLL AIZTOP
.120

33
20%
2041610

20V
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KU

0%

Tg? T

1404C
25K

10117

1.602

COO

bOOOT

HM

17V

ILK
TP102

10.30

00000506
2200

0501

GMV

1

234

4

000I

D502

0406
4714F -

DRIVER

try

1

0605

-0604

TP402

2
0450011

JUMPER

VERTICAL
LINEARITY

0101

4

10%

1,47W
1.302

0610

117V

0-r ggy

48

100

RORIE
1101

OWEN DOT

12050

470
20%

20%

.1. C50514 c505C

a

Al

0604

8503
476

RED

/1416

0404,4
200

0402
3%

I

L

51W

4

L601

0431101

.01

111

16/11ALUM

0604
000

AFC

10131/

7501

R407

10%

7111/32

DIODE

1.211

0502

FUSISLE

-1000

04101

120

R502

4.7

-- C507R

0403
1 SW

JI

_C102

01101

SK

Iv

C510

rr PALED
PAPE

-

TP401

40.

C225

1237
1111204

RED

4R
510

ISO

024516

2f

TO

oot

230

20%

NF

311250-2

3750

OAS

C405

C404
50

CO

OIL-

125

75V

O$C

5403

AK

TONE
VERTICAL
DRIVER

0401

C402

VERTICAL

20%,

316
20%

X 2401

O 410D

-

0401

0011

75V

20%

0405
004

11402

100

-52V
4250

"5°64
10!7
i6 [2200 474

3.90

5.66

0402

0402

11110

6.7V

0244

,..

0249

1500 610

/141
330

14CLD

C234

C407
1000

VERTICAL

CAO

SPUTTER

2

0235
1000

C127

4

3

TONI

MAK

SOV T

12V

C 04045
1200

1401

0207

I-4 AGC

20%

TO

20%

r- .50

560

It

1-.0244
*KA
,ov -0-70.7
10

1001/

11417

5400

0212

0247

330

0

0211

C226

TUNER

340144-1

Tar

O 05

O

2200'
1243

0251

5.611
1.44F

fr--/N-71
2221

C22I

1.2/I

R2; !*

47W1t

13070
2001
6016.T
0010001.

0223

GO 4AO
CONTAT

Roll
101 to

TEL 2

120

C220
20

10V

RED

GOO

21.

1502111

0220

O 3071

1%

tin
gst--'1216

It

TP204

.70

1-

uv

400

27K

4213

1206

5214

101P4

3 31C

:

37V

C210

2200

VIDEO

OUTPUT 53V

5.10

275101?

2.5

ION

10211

D RIVER

0215

1

2.60

0203

730

TP203

2ND I

11

391

17411

0223

0204

0211

220
20%

1206

0201

5/#02

10%

N

1215

0213

47.23MC
TRAP

46110

L.205

1.211

_C1113
5%

41076
ADJ

;

9V

120

340143-1

1.204

IF

3.23

C2011115

41.2

54

7,49

4

TumER

0207

CO.17°'

11201

24

34

TP304

270
C313

1000,GMV

vim

7500
5%

I
110I

CS?

R311

301

1

0,

14v
476

TP303

7301
4

0310

S Nil

ON

O 202

141

OUTPUT Hy

IF

0302

OW

1313

NO

4-11
500

SLY

VHF tuner (02 -CC)

F501 -lase la 250v (01 -AA only)

AUD IO

TONI
AUDIO
DRIVER

SV

023

41-6

UHF tuner (01 -BB)
UHF tuner (02 -CC)

220231-3

0303

00%

R306

0.23

C305

Iuol

damper diode

2201 - zener diode
Z401 - zenei diode (speLial)
2501- zener diode 12v
circuit breaker (01 -AA)

R304.12648

44,4

:

D603

TP304

JUNCTION OF A SPECIAL TRANSISTOR

20%

220233-2
220217-7
220167-9
610100-1
610073-1
610074-1
610075-1
610079-1
610080-1
610076-1
610069.1
610070-1
610071-1
610077-2
610070-2
610096-2
610077-4
610078-2
610095-1
610116.1
530113-2
530129-I
530138-1
530073-14
180723.4
340105-2
340144-1
340110-2
340143-1
180475-8

0204 - 75N1 silicon NPN transistor
0205 79P1 germanium PNP transistor
0206 - 80PI germanium PNP transistor
0207- 76N1 silicon NPN transistor
0301 -69N1 silicon NPN transistor
0302 - 70N1 silicon NPN transistor
0303 - 7INI silicon NPN transistor
0401 - 77N2 silicon NPN transistor
0402 - 70N2 silicon NPN transistor
0403 96N2 silicon NPN tronsistor
0601- 77N4 s16con NPN transistor
Q602- 78N2 silicon NPN transistor
0603- 95141 sibcon NPN transistor (01 -AA. 01-8B)
0603 -116N1 silicon NPN transistor (02 -CC)

240088-5
230146.64
230146-63
240098-1
230144-207
220217.5

R608 - 100K 5% I/aw

361077.3
320336-I

25K horiz hold

R4I0 - 301( vert bias
R414 -- 1511 vert height
0201 - 100N1 silicon NPN transistor
0202 - 73N1 silicon NPN transistor
0203 74P1 silicon PNP transistor

2400821202

..

R501 - 1 7011 5% 12w WW (01-118, 02 -CC)

361263-1

OF A SPECIAL TRANSS7011

C202
SOW

TV Chassis T917
Series

000001111

Q20511 -- 2.3V P P

_207C -- 6V P p

Junction 8601 6 0601 - 5V P P

MAGNAVOX

ti
L

Q206C

m

1186

R617
5411

4

0'11
I

1803

1187

2J-77=411

ELECTRONIC
TRCHNICIAN /

ZENITH
TV Chassis 13Z13

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

PART NO

DESCRIPTION

C2 - 11pf disc cop 5% 500v
C7 - 2 x .001AI disc cop 10% 50134
C18A - 300µf elect cap 175v
C188 -200µf elect cop 150v
Cl8C -200AI elect cop 150v

22-3856
22-21

22-5506
22-5506
22-5506
22-5506
22-2467
22-25
22.5628
63.5472
63.6463
63-5419
63.7458

(180-10µf elect cop 150v
C22 - 47pf disc cop 5% 500v

(48-2 x Slpf disc cap 15% 5004

OCTOBER 1968

C68 - 160pf disc cap 10% 3k4
R4- voltage dependent resistor
R6 -4K contrast control
R7 - 250K bright control
R8 - 1M volume control

V3
4BZ6

4BZ6
2ND I.F.

1ST LF,
/24V

3RD I.F.
L2

XI

.4

5
R2

124v 270
LIA

IF.
'OUTPUT

WHI/BLU

-

RI

,

T3

I-

/241'

Hf,

/.5

z

11.

4,1p

22

66

I

CZ
11PF

RED
SRN

LIB

6er

4125MM,

OWN

6 - 220'

wHT

vA91ES wiry

17

BRIGHTNESS

1

//OFF,/

L- 121

130V
+
..---...

CA 001

J

lc,
1.5
,

+130V

.. 2

40

J

'GDR

ig t

C24

1.

1/2 IIAF9

V7A

7MEG

)''

1047 PF ON

R5

3"C17

4

iKv
1[470PF

PIX

LOOK

.S=

R7

C

.01

2500

IW

'2700

470K

-1-

130V

Imifc:80

+130V

1504

/25 k

BLU

450V

17

TEL 7

C28

R8

C32

60

.01

I

VOL

-/2.1

9

-./V
-/ V

8

RIO

C44

.012

2

15 MEG

688

776V

TOCI8C

RED

Al

68v9

IONEG

C42

C39
01

38

*47"

470K

1°°)(1/6D

°

+13ov

_

R9

I X3
r:,4,6?

-r 5OV

.AZOCIK
A.G C

270

VERT.
HOLD

R13
1 506
1112

VERT

S6

= SIZE

MEG

VIOB

1/2 6LN8

VIIA

1/2 6LN8

2W

W

001

.001

C49
E

3300

HORIZ
HOLD

70PF
.,. 4C50

2 X 001

270K ±

1110

VOLTNETER HATING II REGO. INPUT RESISTANCE.

27

ALL CAPACITOR VALUES IN 14100FARADS UNLESS OTHERWISE

I33K

HOY

-56v

3306

SPECIFIED.

013.5 KV H v

II

IC55
0033

3308

T

Ri5

HT

Li,

RED/

Ri8

VINT

flk

0118

DOREDT

1

214

k
450V

810

1500

19.te

I

174011.12:14.:ilf,

Tcx

fi

V4
A

3

VIO

VS
4

3

4

4

5

C62

C63

C64

C65

IO01

.1.001

.001

00i

V7
4

3

i

V9
I

12

VII

VB
I

5

4

=

12

5E1

45

-8

BLIT

Ci8A
300

"-AP

120V A C

110

C67

TO

L.

CHASSIS

0- INDICATES VOLTAGE SOURCC.

1-14-4500

CA.CAPACITON VALUE SELECTED FDA MINIMUM YOKE PINGING.
MONIES WITH A MANGE OF 47 PF TO 72 PF
K.V., 4/04).
WHEN NECESSARY. REPLACE wing TRACT VALUE FOUR° IN
YOKE.

RED LEAD

CIRCLED LETTERS INDICATE ALIGNMENT
AND TEST POINTS WHERE APPLICABLE.

130V 0

CI88
200

EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF

Al

(RIS 6810

C

DETECTOR OUTPUT
VIDEO OUTPUT
I.F. AGC
- GROUNDED FOR I.F. ALIGNMENT

6

-

340 I.F. 61110

J

-

P

-

SOUND LIMITER PLATE
SOUND OUTPUT
SOUND DISC GRID

-

1500
E

R

IN

OUT 1

F

613-81-rpVIc075 I

SEC

SP I

MOWS ON POTENTIOMETERS INDICATE CLOCKWISE ROTATION.

(70
3DAMPER
3

C66

Ot 1 1.0068

TB

T0T8

RESISTANCE NEASuRENCNTS SHOWN WITH COIL DISCONNECTED
FROM CIRCUIT.

PICTURE TUNE END ANODE VOLTAGE TO DE MEASURED RITA
ELECTROSTATIC KILOVOLTRETER RITM BRIGHTNESS ARO
CONTRAST CONTROLS FULL COUNTER -CLOCKWISE.

1_.) (ILK

1504

Rai

INTERLOCK
JI

TA'?7
013VIOLET

A...* C,SC

581 IPART OF VOL CONT I
BLU

L,4

820

itw

I INDICATES 204 MAT SE USED.
ALL RESISTORS ARE 4101 TOLERANCE, CANNON, 1/2 WATT
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

COIL RESISTANCES NOT GIVEN ARE UNDER ONE OHM.

--J

1/2V31189HE71

2

OR 38HK7 L _

C61

EARPHONE JACK ASSEMBLY
(SOME MODELS)

DEFL.

/4-6.

1612

/612

VI3

V6
5

HORIZ
COILS

C59

C52
1514

V3
3

SLEEVE

C6

BOOST

TO

TUNER
HEATERS

FOR CAPACITOR CAPACITY TOLERANCE SEE LEGEND.

1/2 TO

+130V

X2

ALL VOLTAGE MEASUREMENTS TO BE MADE WITH NO SIGNAL
PRESENT.
AORTAL SETTING Of CONTROLS AND CHANNEL SELECTOR SET TO CHANNEL E UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

Rio
W.W

1704E
ix
sir

4.0Y 9

81.0

IRV

C54

ALL D.C. VOLTAGES TO IC AMMO WITH A VACUUM TUNE

1816 .0047

C56

55V

ALL VOLTAGES ARE O.C. UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

N.V. RECT.

/95-,

C57

C53

ALL VOLTAGES REASONED FROM CHASSIS 70 POINTS INOICATED.

IAD2

100r

111

68K

LIN.

2.71(

NOTES:

VI 2

Tll

820

6228v

VERT

130V

HORIZ. OUTPUT

8 DISCH.

+130V

C48
I2 X SIP
-1

068

1008

1/2 38HE7 OR 38HK7

.005081 4--

HORIZ. OSC. 450V

HORIZ. CONT.

161EG

IC47

2 MEG

+130V

VIOA

" 'RED

C46.0015T

330K

MEG

iC30
I01

120-

BLK

I

3.3

L

OE FL
COIL
I

125a

4/(

0-1

11

VERT
MP

4

33

41

8LU

ORN

I21v

6541 (43

2

6 FIK

1035
05

+130V

18(6

SPI

RED

//4V

I

-r PP

001

10

T9

.80

II
+130V

600.

-I

L9

1C33

6

C31

,fgor

I01

/2110

VERT. OUT PUT

VERT.OSC.1-1/

97V

C29

SON

0033

SOY

C37

001 =6B&
5

V9B
1/2 17.128

V9A
1/2 I7JZ 8

C40

A.G.C.
SYNC. CLIP

SOUND OUTPUT

C34

'Pr

123-3793

V8
4HS8

138V
1

OFF COIL (T51

PF

SKI
S

BRIGHTNESS-I-

1084

SOUND TAKE

47

VI3
I2DGP4

OR

QA

180

FIC231000

V7B
1/2 178,11

1/2 1713F11

- - LTT4- -

812

47v

viOLE7

.1

I

BOOST

6800

4.1504

SOUND LIM.

42v

,

.022

6

tO
MEG

SOUND DISCR.

V6B

+130V 450V

C25

Oi

1.001

C7
A .001 ..

TT

CONTRAST

C12

470P

FOCUS
ADJ.

1,5

R6

±001
otv

470 I

220K
NNe.

2.211E0

A.G.C.

2

=

BLU

GFIN

SE7776

C3

0

27K

1211

LIMITER GRID V611

226

PF

Pll -neon bulb NE2H

P11

TO SOUND

L

189'

220r

CIO

Al -integrator
Fl -fuse 1.8o

20-1424
95-2567

IK,

nor

IRF

Pt. of 16
Pt. of 77

TO H.V.13.SKV
/5.11).
C19
4 7PF

100 w---

-1-C9
470PF

710 -yoke
711-horiz sweep Irons

1

,
I

L5

C8

-.270

47
CC

3 36

CIS
4 7PF

I I

-

/.5Y

R3

I

*HT

rL.

5%

-

5-

3y;

6

T2

CI4

5.5PF ,47PF

/24v

w TiBLU

I

CI3

Pt. of 15

471P1

/74

6

6

77 -quad coil assy
T8 - sound output Irons
T9- vent output Mons

20-2014

BLU

5211

76-intercarrier coil ossy

Pt of 74
20-2004
20-2520

I

i

L4'

LT

&UU

16

63-3631

110 -line filter coil
L12 -filter choke

-IGRTI

113- horiz osc coil wind cosy
114 -spook coil
TI - 1st IF trap coil assy
72 -2nd IF trans cosy
73 -3rd IF trans assy
14 - 4th IF Irons ossy
75 -sound take off coil ossy

. Prof Ti

15 -del shunt peaking coil
16 -sound toke off coil ossy
L7 -video series peaking coil
18 - intercarrier coil wind ossy
L9 - quad coil wind assy

czz

VIDEO AMP.

14

/24v

/241' RED/BLU

ORNiBLU

1/2 IIAF9 =

4BZ6

63-5470
63-7454
63-6914
03-6915
63-4844

LO - choke coil

1006V

BLK

V6A

V5

V4

R9- 509K AGC control
R12 - 2M vert size cont
R13
1508 vent lin corn
R14 -1M vent hold cont
R15- 150K res 10% I.R.C. 1/2w
819 - 2.7i1 WW res 10% 1/2w
118 -1st IF trap coil wind ossy
12 -4th IF wind ossy

ZENITH

SYMBOL

I T Pr

L

PF

TPF I

__J
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S-56875

20-2005
5-80520
5-66852
5.66853
5-66854
S-80558
S-77495
S-79340

95-2499
95-2471

95-2599
5-79557
87-7
136-65
100-397

EFFECTIVE 8/1/67

HEFEI'

Nine -seventy-five buys you a complete tuner overhaul-including parts (except tubes or transistors)-and absolutely
no hidden charges. All makes, color or black and white.
UV combos only $15.
Guaranteed means a full 12 -month warranty against defec-

tive workmanship and parts failure due to normal usage.

That's 9 months to a year better than others. And it's
backed up by the only tuner repair service authorized and

supervised, by the world's largest tuner manufacturerSarkes Tarzian, Inc.

Four conveniently located service centers assure speedy
in -and -out service. All tuners thoroughly cleaned, inside
and out ... needed repairs made ... all channels aligned to

factory specs, then rushed back to you. They look-and
perform-like new.

"Prefer a replacement? Sarkes Tarzian universal replacements are only $10.45, customized replacements
$18.25.

Universal replacements shipped same day

order received. On customized, we must hove original
tuners for comparison purposes, also TV make, chassis, and model number.
Send orders for universal
and customized replacements to Indianapolis."
Part #

Intermediate
Frequency

AF Amp Ose. Mixer
Tube

Tube

MFT-1

41.25 mc Sound
45.75 mc Video

6GK5

6LJ8

Parallel 6.3V

MFT-2

41.25 mc Sound
45.75 mc Video

3GK5

5L.18

Series 450 MA

MFT-3

41.25 mc Sound
45.75 mc Video

2GK5

5CG8

Series 600 MA

Neater

Genuine Sarkes Tarzian universal replacement tuners with

Memory Fine Tuning-UHF Plug In for 82 -channel setsPre-set fine tuning -13 -position detent-Hi gain-Lo noise
-Universal mounting

FOR FASTEST SERVICE, SEND FAULTY TUNER WITH TV MAKE, CHASSIS,
AND MODEL NUMBER, TO TUNER SERVICE CENTER NEAREST YOU

TSC

OCTOBER 1968

TUNER SERVICE CORPORATION
HOME OFFICE, MIDWEST

FACTORY -SUPERVISED TUNER SERVICE

817 N. PENNSYLVANIA ST., Indianapolis, Indiana
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT, EAST 547-49 TONNELE AVE., Jersey City, New Jersey
938 GORDON ST., S. W. Atlanta, Georgia
SOUTH-EAST
SARKES TARZIAN, Inc. TUNER SERVICE DIVISION
WEST
10654 MAGNOLIA BLVD., North Hollywood, California

TEL: 317-632-3493
TEL: 201-792-3730
TEL: 404-758-2232
TEL: 213-769-2720
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MALLORY

Tips for Technicians ifhftv--

Do-it-yourself stereo clutch controls

Many stereo sets use a dual volume control which
lets you adjust volume of both channels either together or separately. As in most dual controls, there's
an inner and outer shaft linked to the front and rear
First, squeeze the end tines of the outer shaft together (the tines on
the end of the shaft that go into the control) with a pair of pliers, until
the tines just touch. Then insert the outer shaft into the front control
section.

control sections. By means of separate knobs, you
can adjust each channel simply by holding one knob
and rotating the other . . and this is how you adjust
right and left balance. These controls have an extra
feature: there's a friction clutch that ties the two
shafts together. So once you set the balance the way
you want it, you can turn just one knob and raise
or lower both channels together.
.

When you need to replace one of these clutch controls, you may find that an exact replacement may
be tough to locate. Rather than go to the delay and
cost of ordering from the manufacturer, you can get
the job done quickly and economically by one visit

to your Mallory distributor. He'll have the parts
Next, insert the inner cortrol shaft through the outer shaft from the
front. You'll have to apply some pressure to force the innets171
through the squeezed tires of the outer shaft. As you do this, the
outer shaft will lock in place in the front control section.

you need in his Sta-Loc® Control cabinet. They're

all standard Sta-Loc parts. It's what you do to
them that's special.
And what have you got? A friction clutch dual control, tailor-made for stereo. Friction between inner
and outer shafts will make both controls move when
either knob is turned-or either knob can be turned
separately while you hold the other.
This is just one of the many time -saving tricks you
can do with the Sta-Loc Controls components immediately available from your Mallory Distributor.
See him for all your replacement parts requirements.

Or write Mallory Distributor Products Company,
Now push the iner shaft through the front control far enough so you
can slide the rear control section in place on the shaft. Finally, attach
the rear control section and snap it into place.

DON'T FORGET TO ASK 'EM

a division of P. R. Mallory & Co. Inc., Indianapolis,
Indiana 46206.

Wiczt

ftead
... for more details circle 132 on postcard
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EDITOR'S MEMO
Time for a Change
It's a %%ell kno

I'm speaking of the change technicians must make to keep up with our
rapidly advancing industry. A technician can function properly only if
he knows his job. And the only way
to know that job is to keep pace with
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Electronics enjoys the same problem.
Unfortunately, too many techni-

dlidp

vances. And the next time such a tech-

METER

Eli

ZIRO

cians don't care to take the' time or
trouble to stay on top of the adnician picks up a technical book or
looks at a new test instrument he's
going to come away mumbling because he isn't going to recognize his

ON

OTT

OHMS
A01 11

FE 14

less
money

S.CV MA +
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own industry anymore.

ACV

.BAT

The effects of this sad but factual
situation have been felt all over the
country for some time. What's even
worse is that in some cases the tech-
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101(V- 100Y
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nician doesn't seem to care what's hap-

pening. He continues to labor away
using the same old service procedures
and the same old equipment he started with. Sure, he knows that scope on

the shelf under 2" of dust has a purpose. But he thought when he bought
it that it was supposed to give him an
alpha -numeric readout of the defects
of the TV set in chronological order.

NEW FIELD EFFECT MULTIMETER
Here is the revolutionary new approach to circuit testing, the solid
state Sencore FIELD EFFECT METER. This FE14 combines the
advantages of a VTVM and the portability and versatility of a VOM
into a single low-cost instrument. This is all made possible by the
use of the new space age field effect transistor that is instant in
action but operates like a vacuum tube in loading characteristics.
Compare the features of the FIELD EFFECT METER to ycur VTVM
or VOM.
Minimum circuit loading - 15 megohm input impedance on DC is better than a
VTVM and up to 750 times better than a 20,000 ohm per volt VOM - -0 megohm
input impedance on AC is 20 times better than a standard VTVM. The FIELD
EFFECT METER is constant on all ranges, not like a VOM that charces loading

It didn't, and he couldn't take the time

to find what it was supposed to do s0000, back to the old wet finger VOM procedure. It always worked before.

The truth is that those old procedures are grossly outmoded and a tech-

nician who plans to earn his bread in
electronics today had better get with
today's techniques. That means he had
better learn all he can about the new

with each range.

solid-state devices, test instruments
and service techniques before they

Seven AC peak -to -peak ranges with frequency response to 10MHz. Seven zero
center scales down to 0.5 volt. Five ohmeter ranges to 1000 megohms. DC current
measurements to 1 ampere. Full meter and circuit protection. Mirrored scale.

get too far ahead of him. The home
entertainment industry needs technicians badly - qualified technicians.
However, there's one consolation for

Low current drain on batteries - less than 2 milliamps. Built-in battery check.
Unbreakable all -steel vinyl clad case. Optional Hi -Voltage probe adds 3KV,
10KV snd 30KV ranges with minimum circuit loading for greatest acciracy in the

industry

pro-

year are obsolete or modified now.
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service

learned in medical school last

he
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give up medicine. Many of the things
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VOM

equipment

cedures. A doctor has to do it - or
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for

that people

tact

technicians it's no different.

ANY_,

-- and

n

are slow to make a change - and for

$9.95.

technicians who don't want to work at
it - there will always be a demand for
lion tamers in Northern Siberia.

Only Sencore offers the FIELD EFFECT METER.

Ask for it by name at your distributor.

MOVING?

(less batteries)

Be sure to let us know your
new address. Please enclose
NO.

a complete address label from
one of your recent issues.

MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE, ADDISON. ILLINOIS 60101
.
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Shocked? Don't be. Does this man look like a criminal?

He's not. This man is in the business of preventing crime. (One of the
fastest growing industries today.) He's a Radar Sentry Alarm dealer representative.

What could this possibly mean to you? Perhaps nothing. On the other
hand, it could change your entire life.
As a Radar representative, you could make $1,200 a month if you sold
only one system each week. Most of our dealers make much more. Two
sales a week would net you $28,000 a year; five a week, $46,000 a year.
We make the finest solid state microwave burglar alarm system available;
one that's easy to install and easy to service ...for both home & business.
We're presently expanding our organization of dealer representatives. We'll
train you, provide you with leads and offer continuing counsel. You can
operate full-time or part-time. Later, you may want to expand and organize your own sales staff.
But for now, let's get better acquainted. Fill out the coupon. In a few days,
you'll receive complete details about how you can live a life of crime -and
make it pay, handsomely.

Radar
Sentry Alarm.
The Crimebuster.
RADAR DEVICES MFG. CORP.

22003 Harper Ave., St. Clair Shores, Michigan 48080

Rush me RSA Distributor Info.
I understand there is no obligation.
Name
Address

City

State__

/
J

Live a life of crime,
phonestly.

LETTERS

FAST

TO THE EDITOR
Urgent Need!

COMPLETE SERVICE

Your articles and circuit diagrams
have been of incalculable benefit to

ON ALL MAKES

me many times. I have frequently encountered TV sets which are so new

that data is unavailable and ET / D's

circuit diagrams have come to the

Serious
Disagreement
on Quam
Baffles
Perplexes Sound Industry
Experts!

rescue.

would like to make a

I

(WE SHIP C 0 D )

$9.95

request

since I know you perform this service
for many of your subscribers. I am
urgently in need of a Harmon-Kardon.
Model
CPR -2,
two -channel
microphone amplifier module. This
model used a I 2AX7 tube and is no
longer available from the manufactur-

er. The original price was $23.10
with the usual discount. Would you
please list this request with your others for difficult -to -obtain equipment.
KEITH CROCKETT

St. Joseph. Mo.

Molded of rugged polystyrene, blonde or walnut finish.
Easy installation; just hang it on the wall!
(Wall bracket supplied.)

Chicago, 1968-Agreeing unani-

mously that Quam baffles are

Free for the Postage
e -cep

u es

Ot`iervvise there

mcs s

e

be a char -e

i am sorry to inform you that illness
prevents me from further service work.
I have about 90 percent of every
ET/ D issue since May 1958. I would
be glad to pass them on to any tech-

nician who can make use of them.
All I ask is that they pay the postage.
ARTHUR W. CLENDENON

120 Fry St.
Greenville, Tenn. 37743

Where can I obtain an old batter
eliminator? I desperately need one.
especially the kind with the 13H tube.
to power an old Atwater Kent.

If any ET/ D reader can help me.
he can call me collect at area 313.
number 549-4045.
GEORGE AMBER

Royal Oak. Mich.

New Theory
have been a subscriber to ELEC-

TRONIC TECHNICIAN / DEALER for

GEM CITY TUNER
REPAIR SERVICE
Box 6D Dabel Station
2631 Mardon Drive
Dayton, Ohio 45420

. for more details circle 120 on postcard
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sound (exceptional low end response). Others like the modernistic, unobtrusive design. One
vociferous group hails the low

price, while another segment
praises the ease of installation.

Value Unquestioned

Battery Eliminator

I

tops, leading sound experts differ
sharply on why. Some credit the

a

Asked to referee the raging debate, a factory spokesman declared, "The best reason for
choosing Quam baffles is value.
Whether the emphasis is on good
looks, good performance, or good

construction - not to mention
good sound-Quam buyers know
they get their money's worth!"

Choice of Speakers
The baffles are
available if desired with speakers
(and transformers)

premounted. Any

long time and always enjoyed your
Editor's Memo column. However, in

of 10 Quam 8" background music,

your February 1968 issue, the column
advises of the potential danger of
electrical shock citing a case where a
woman taking a bath received a fatal

speakers can be selected. There
is no charge for the mounting.

public address, or outdoor

shock when an electric space -heater on

You pay only for the components
themselves.

a shelf near the tub fell into the bath

Complete information about Quam

water.
I

take exception to this statement

believe the water in the tub
would have been at ground potential
since

I

through the connections to the hot and

baffles and speakers is available from
the factory,
Quam-Nichols Company,
234 E. Marquette Rd.
Chicago, Illinois 60637.
for more details circle 137 on postcard
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IT TAKES AN EXACT REPLACEMENT

TO HIT THE MARK IN COLOR TV SERVICE

TWIST-LOK® Capacitors come in the right ratings

so you can make exact replacements
Ask your Sprague distributor for a copy of Sprague's comprehensive
Electrolytic Capacitor Replacement Manual K-109 or write to:
Sprague Products Company, 65 Marshall St., North Adams, Mass. 01247.

P.S. You can increase your business 7%% by participating
in E I A's "What else needs fixing?" program. Ask your
distributor or write to us for details.

SPRAGUE®
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY
.

OCTOBER 1968
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600 BUCKS WORTH OF TV
SET AND ANTENNA AND
STILL A LOUSY PICTURE !

(--*(-Y--)M-Color or UHF set perfect? Antenna perfect? Then obviously

there's a missing link. Check that antenna lead-in cable.
Old, worn-out, weather-beaten cable, or the ordinary flat
ribbon kind designed for black and white VHF, causes more

fuzzy, distorted pictures than you can count. It's your
opportunity to upgrade these customers to a cable matched

to their particular signal reception situations. One of
Belden's Big Four-the link to perfect reception.

II
FOR CONGESTED AREAS

...

8290 SH 1E1,11E11
PE RMOH

_1,1,11.

III

II

IIIIINIU

In congested, in -city areas, stray electrical interference and noise are

at their worst. For perfect, all -82 channel reception-color or B/Wreplace old cable with Belden's 8290 Shielded Permohm. Its aluminum
Beldfoil0 shielding prevents pickup of ghost signals and electrical noise
by the lead-in. Weather-proof and water -proof. You can tape it right to

the mast. Or install it underground, in conduits-even in rain gutters.
AWG 8

(Stranding)
22 (1 x .30)

Color
Brown

Nom.
0. D.

(inch)
.3U')

Nom.
Velocity of
Propagation

Nom.

Capacitance

(mmf/ft.)
7.8

.515

Copperweld, 2 conductors, orange polyethylene insulation and web
between conductors, cellular polyethylene oval insulation, Beldfoil
shield, stranded tinned drain wire, polyethylene jacket.

26

Nom. Attenuation
per 100'
me

5/

65
177
213

473

671
887

1.7
2.1

3.2
3.5
5.4
6.6
7.7

Standard
Package

LanittInjalt.
50', 75', 100' coils
have terminals
attached.
Available in counter
dispenser.
250', 500' spool.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER

FOR FRINGE AREAS...

1121117 PERMOHAV
cable in uncongested or fringe areas picks up little
Antenna cable
electrical interference. But does get a lot of weathering, which

degrades an already weak signal. These customers need
encapsulated cable. Belden 8285 Permohm. Its special polyethylene jacket protects the energy field, regardless of weather
conditions. It delivers the strongest signal of any unshielded
twin lead under adverse conditions. Requires no matching
transformers and connectors. For all 82 channels, color or B/W.
randin
22 (7 x 30)

Brown

.255
x

I

mc
100

5.3

Copperweld. 2 conductors parallel, orange polyethylene insulation and
web between conductors, cellular polyethylene oval jacket.

ackage

Lengths in ft.

d

50', 75', 100' coils
have terminals

1.4,

300
500
700
900

I

.468

1

adard

No

oe ty o
Propagation
73.3%

2.8
3.8

attached.
Available in counter
dispenser.
250', 500' coils and
1000' spool.

4.8
5.6

1

FOR LOCAL BLACK AND WHITE...

"97"

1:131,14111,11\13
Cracked, corroded, weathered cable, full of dirt and moisture,
loses signal strength; prevents any TV set from delivering a
quality picture. Upgrade B/W VHF and local UHF customers
to Belden 8275 Celluline. Performance is improved because

all possible moisture between conductors has been eliminated. Abrasion -resistant and weather -resistant for a long,
long service life. And, it requires no end sealing.
Nom.

AWG 1

(Stranding)
20 (7 x 28)

Color
Brown

0. D.

(inch)
.300

Nom.

Velocity of
Propagation
80%

Nom.
Capacitance

(mmf/ft.)
4.6

Nom. Attenuation
per 100'

Bare copperweld; 2 conductors parallel, polyethylene jacket with inert
gas filled unicellular polyethylene core.

50', 75', 100' coils

I .05
1.64

200
300
400
500
700
900

.400

Standard
Package
DLit.

db

mc
100

in counter dispenser.
250', 500', 1000'
spools.

2.12
2.5
2.98
3.62
4.3

FOR MATV AND CATV...

112211

1111111F011; COAX
--irT1

Got an apartment or townhouse complex in your area? Motels

or hotels? Or is CATV coming? Use Belden's new 75 ohm
coaxial cable -8228 Duofoil. Shielding is 100%-sweep tested
100%. Spiral wrapped drain wires provide long flex life. Small

diameter saves space in conduit installations. Use Duofoil
for all coaxial color and B/W VHF, UHF and CATV applications.
Nom.

pacitanc

(mmf/ft.)
18

Solid, Bare

Don't t,

to ask t

.

what,'.

needs haunt.;

Black

.242

78%

17.3

Nom. Atter ual
per 1CO'

me

db

50
100

1.5
2.1
3.1

200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900

See your local Belden distributor for full
details or to order. For a free copy of the
recent reprint article, "Electronic

Standard
Package
Lengths in ft.
100', 500', 1000'

spools.

3.8
4.5
5.0
5.5
6.0
6.5
6.9

BELDEN

write: Belden Corporation, P.O. Box 5070-A,
Chicago, Illinois 60680.
. for more details circle 110 on postcard
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LETTERS

What may have happened in this
case was that the space -heater had

TO THE EDITOR

faulty wiring which caused the metal
cabinet and other exposed metal parts

to be "hot." For some reason, the

died - as I have stated, she died first,
then the heater fell into the tub.
FREDERIC J. CANTON

Brooklyn, N. Y.

cold water pipes. The tub had a direct
path to ground, which would give the
tub (and the water in it) the same po-

woman stood up in the tub and touch-

One fact that Mr. Canton appears to

have overlooked is that the electrical

tential as the low side of electrical
house wiring.
I contend
that when the space -

ed the space -heater. Since she was
wet, her body acted as an electrical
conductor between the hot side of the
faulty heater and the low side of the

heater fell into the tub, the high side
of the electrical house wiring through
the heater connections, would have
come in direct contact with the water
(low side) and produced a short circuit.

circuit through the water in the tub.
The electrical shock was fatal and as
she fell back into the tub she probably
knocked the space -heater
water.

into the

At first it would appear that the
heater fell into the water and then she

outlet is not always at the same potential as an "earth" ground. Water pipes

are normally at "earth" ground and
the ground side of an electric outlet
is some value above this. That is one
of the reasons for using a "grounded"
three prong ac outlet. It is also the

why many appliances are
hazardous if not properly grounded
and why you sometimes get a slight
reason

shock touching a metal ac -dc radio or
similar unit.
There is a potential difference between an "earth" ground and electrical
ground just as there is between "chassis ground and an electrical ground in

home wiring. The body presents a
certain amount of resistance when

SNOB

standing on a non-conductive surface

or with properly insulated foot wear.
But bare feet in water is like putting
one hand on the water faucet, and
sticking your other hand in an empty

44 Jackson quality built for the technician who wants
more-more accuracy, more speed, more profits.
After all, test instruments are the most important

equipment you own, so why not get the best.

MOP

I

cm

id
'

'Mt

r2 0

$24995

The only 5 Mc oscilloscope in the medium -low cost class
which permits the technician to measure the amplitude of
waveforms (as in TV servicing) as easily as using a VTVM
or a Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter. The "Readout" is an instant removable graticule with 2 sets of calibrations exactly like
a Meter scaleplate.
Model CRO-4 is also a complete VECTORSCOPE. It incorpo-

rates simplified vectorscope calibration facilities to insure
correct Horizontal/Vertical vectorscope pattern proportion.
In addition to standard graticule, model CRO-4 includes a
special, uncluttered graticule only for vectorscope use.

Model 810-

I

However, one item that I found in
part three of the series didn't really
solve any problems for me. Indeed,
it made a new problem evident. I refer to the item I found on page 88 of
the May issue - that in "many localities" the average RF signal travels
about one mile on 0.186372 microseconds - or about 5,365,612 miles
in one second.

Here on the West Coast, we keep
the velocity down to around 186,000
miles per second - but this gives us
problems that are seemingly insurmountable. Many has been the time

SOLID STATE
COLOR GENERATOR

DYNAMIC IN -CIRCUIT
TRANSISTOR TESTER
Tests all transistors for

that a local radio or TV station has
had to alibi itself out of a listener's

(NTSC type colors) for

A.C. BETA in circuit or
out of circuit. Tests for
leakage (lcbo). Tests di-

complaint that those who live several
blocks nearer the station are getting

odes in and out of circuit.
Exclusive features: Simpli
fied pushbutton operation.
Built-in transistorized signal -tracer generator. Plus
many design advantages.

their news first.
We even had one fellow who threat-

Extraordinary wide
range of patterns
faster, more accurate
Color TV installation
and servicing. Solid

State stability under
extreme temperatures,
push button selector

switches and many
other quality features
make this unit one

ened to take another man to court be-

cause the other man had heard the

JACKSON ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY
35 WINDSOR AVENUE, MINEOLA, N. Y. 11501 . (516) 742-5400

winning Radio Bingo call first, and
had, for that reason, been able to win.
The problem is pressing enough that
this little tidbit of information made

CANADA: WILLIAM COHEN CORP., 8900 PARK AYE., MONTREAL 11
EXPORT: SINGER PRODUCTS CO., INC., 95 BROAD ST., N. Y. C. 10004, U. S.A.

write you, tongue firmly in cheek, to

you'll be proud to own.

$8995

ackson

curiosity - perma-

.

Were I not already a subscriber,
would subscribe for the series alone.

Model X -100 --

$14995

that person's
nently . . Ed.

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER.

Model CRO-4-5" WIDE BAND OSCILLOSCOPE $ VECTORSCOPE

A,

on the juice - it would probably end

RF Travels Slower in West
Your series Antennas - Sans Bafflegab and Bushwa is truly a credit to

"4r

.4

light socket and having some one turn

me decide to take pen in hand and

ask: would the Junior Chamber of

. for more details circle 125 on postcard
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And you have to go back and fix your repair job one week
after you've fixed the set. It's your fault, and your money.
Replacement parts ought to last longer than that.
Like capacitors. They should be able to meet the requirements of high -reliability computer and missile systems, hold
their rating at 125° C continuous operation.
Like Elmenco dipped Mylar paper capacitors do.
Yet you can buy them at regular TV set prices. In any

value you need from .001 mfd. to 1.0 mfd. In TV rated
voltages from 400V through 1600V. Or in 100V values for

transistorized circuitry.

Elmenco distributors can sell you the other Elmenco
capac.tors: padders and trimmers, high voltage dipped
micas. And Arcolytic capacitors, also.
So you'll only have to do your repair jobs once. Then if
the lady in the set looks the same once you've finished, it's
her mother's fault.

Loral Distributor Products
IN A D VISION OF LORAL CORPORATION l LO 501
Pond Hill Industrial Park, Great Neck, New York 11022

.. for more details circle 106 on postcard
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TO THE EDITOR

has

everything

Commerce of any one of these locali-

ties mind if we studied their RF signals? Catch one in a cage and maybe
bring it home?

in

GERALD R. COOKE

Tacoma, Wash.

PHONO
DRIVES

We are truly sorry to hear that RE.
signals in the West are slower than in
other localities. We will consider asking the Chamber of Commerce to send

its survey team out with a copper lined can to catch one of these rapid
RE signals for you to evaluate. Please
send us any extras.

It might even he a good idea to put
some general speed regulation on all

RF signals - like maybe 186,000
miles per second. But the only way to
solve the bingo and news problems as
we see it. would he to place all the listeners at the same distance from the
radio station. This could also cause
problems. And then, too, there are always those few signals that would not

obey the last', and speed anyway CHASSIS PUNCH KIT
by GREENLEE

;or making clean
hobs with minimum
:effort. Punch sizes from
'2
to 3/i3.
:atalog No. 3005

Suggestecilf

S38al

Ed.

Schematics, Manuals and
Miscellany
I am in need of a schematic for an
Intercommunications System intercom, Model 2700, serial number
LD5044.
CHESTER WEAVER

Pratt, Kan. 67124
Catalog No. 1.108-03
Suggested Net . .

METAL STROBE DISC

$34.95

For accurately
checking all turntable

Here's a brand new kit consisting of twenty-four Walsco
phono drives, providing a profit -building assortment of
the most -commonly needed replacement drives for servicing all popular record players. Made from selected
materials, these Walsco "Exact Replacement Drives" conform precisely to the rigid specifications established by
the original equipment manufacturer, assure you and your
customer of "like -new" performance whenever used.
Packed in a reusable, partitioned plastic box complete
with a handy cross-referenced part number list, this kit is
a must for every dealer and serviceman. Order yours
today ... it could be the key to faster, easier service calls,
more profits for you.

Always insist on IG=I #4,"

speeds.

Catalog No. 1405
Suggested Net
.570

KEITH VOLLNOGLE

210 Carmel St.
Greenville, S. C.

CHASSIS REPAIR
CRADLE

All.met31 construction.
locks chassis securely
in place.
Catalog No. 5212
Suggested Net $7.95

you'll get more for your money, every time'

A DIVISION OF HYDROMETALS. INC.

ELECTRONICS

ROCKFORD ILL.U.S.A.

Giant FREE Catalog...
.

.
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JIM HARTT

.

We would appreciate it if any of the
ET / D readers could tell us who distributes the "STEG" foreign made

TV set in the United States or where

Only CC go. e, you everything in electronics
. has for almost 40 years. Match every
part and service need from over 10,000
quality items. Write for your copy today!
.

I recently pruchased a 3 in. scope
made by Allen B. Dumont Labs., Inc..
Passaic, N. Y. It is a type I64 -E.
Would you please acknowledge my request to ET/ D readers for a schematic
of this unit.

2300 W. Commonwealth Ave.
Fullerton, Calif.

GC ELECTRONICS
MAIN PLANT

I would appreciate receiving any information an ET/ D reader might have
on a Precise Model 630 marker generator, or an address where I might
write to obtain information.

we might obtain parts for these sets.
TAMPA TELEVISION LABS, INC.

510So. Howard St.
Tampa, Fla. 33606

. for more details circle 119 on postcard
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Join "THE TROUBLESHOOTERS"
who get paid top salaries for keeping today's electronic world running
Suddenly the whole world is going
electronic! And behind the microwave towers, push-button phones,
computers, mobile radio, television
equipment, guided missiles, etc.,
stand THE TROUBLESHOOTERS

-the men urgently needed to inspect, install, and service these
modern miracles. They enjoy their
work, and get well paid for it. Here's

how you can join their privileged
ranks-without having to quit your
job or go to college to get the necessary training.

Jusr THINK how much in demand you would

be if you could prevent a TV station from
going off the air by repairing a transmitter...
keep a whole assembly line moving by fixing au-

tomated production controls...prevent a bank,
an airline, or your government from making
serious mistakes by servicing a computer.
Today, whole industries depend on electronics.
When breakdowns or emergencies occur, some-

one has got to mo,,e in, take over, and keep
things running. That calls for one of a new breed
of technicians-The Troubleshooters.
Because they prevent expensive mistakes or
delays, they get top pay-and a title to match. At
Xerox and Philco, they're called Technical Representatives. At IBM they're Customer Engi-

neers. In radio or TV, they're the Broadcast
Engineers.

What do you need to break into the ranks of
The Troubleshooters? You might think you need
a college degree, but you don't. What you need
is know-how-the kind a good TV service technician has-only lots more.

Think With Your Head, Not Your Hands
As one of The Troubleshooters, you'll have to
be ready to tackle a wide variety of electronic
problems. You may not be able to dismantle what

you're working on-you must be able to take it
apart "in your head." You'll have to know enough
electronics to understand the engineering specs,
read the wiring diagrams, and calculate how the
circuits should test at any given point.

Learning all this can be much simpler than
you think. In fact, you can master it without
setting foot in a classroom .. . and without giving up your job!
For over 30 years, the Cleveland Institute of
Electronics has specialized in teaching electronics at home. We developed special techniques

he returns it the same day received, while everything is fresh in your mind.

Always Up -To -Date
To keep up with the latest developments, our
courses are constantly being revised. This year
CIE students are getting new lessons in Laser
Theory and Application, Microminiaturization,
Single Sideband Techniques, Pulse Theory and
Application, and Boolean Algebra.
In addition, there is complete material on the
latest troubleshooting techniques including Tan-

dem System, Localizing through Bracketing,
Equal Likelihood and Half -Split Division, and
In -circuit Transistor Checking. There are special lessons on servicing two-way mobile radio
equipment, a lucrative field in which many of
our students have set up their own businesses.

Your FCC License-or Your Money Back!
Two-way mobile work and many other types of

troubleshooting call for a Government FCC
License, and our training is designed to get it
for you. But even if your work doesn't require
a license, it's a good idea to get one. Your FCC
License will be accepted anywhere as proof of
good electronics training.

And no wonder. The licensing exam is so
tough that two out of three non -CIE men who
take it fail. But our training is so effective that
9 out of 10 CIE graduates pass. That's why we
can offer this famous warranty with confidence:
If you complete a license preparation course, you

get your FCC License-or your money back.

Mail Coupon for 2 Free Books
Want to know more? Send for our 40 -page catalog describing our courses and the latest opportunities in electronics. We'll also send a special
book on how to get a Government FCC License.

Both are free-just mail coupon below.

that make learning easy, even if you've had trouble
studying before. Our AUTO-PROGR a M M EDT M

ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I. BILL

lessons build your knowledge as easily and
solidly as you'd build a brick wall-one brick at
a time. And our instruction is personal. Your

All CIE courses are available under the

new G.I. Bill. If you served on active duty
since January 31, 1955, or are in service
now chetk box in coupon for G.I. Bill

teacher not only grades your work, he analyzes
it to make sure you are thinking correctly. And

information.

CIE Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 E. 17th St., Dept. ET -46 Cleveland, Ohio 44114
I-

1

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 E. 17th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44114
Please send me without cost or obligation:
I. Your 40 -page book "How To Succeed In

Electronics" describing the job opportunities in electronics today, and how your
courses can prepare me for them.
2. Your book on "How To Get A Commercial FCC License."

Name

(Please Print)

Address

City
State

Zip

Age
Occupation
Check here for G.I. 11111 information
Accredited Member National Home Study Council

ET -46
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measure
The RCA WV -38A Volt Ohm Milliammeter is a
rugged, accurate, and ex-

tremely versatile instrument. We think it's your
best buy. Only $52.00.*
Also available in easy to
assemble kit, WV -38A (K).

The RCA WV -77E Volt-

The RCA WG-412A R -C

Ohmyst® can be used for
countless measurements

circuit box can help you
speed the selection of

state, battery operated
VoltOhmyst eliminates

in all types of electronic

standard values for resistorsand capacitors, either

warm-up time, eliminates
zero -shift that can occur

circuits. Reliability for

budget price. Only

separately or in series

$52.00.* Also available in

or parallel R C combin-

an easy to assemble kit,

ations. Only S30.00.* It's
easy to use, rugged, and
compact.

WV -77E (K).

The RCA -500A all solid

in tube operated voltmeters. Completely portable. Only $75.00.* Comes

with shielded AC/DC
switch probe and cables.

For a complete catalog

with descriptions and
specifications for all RCA
test instruments, write
RCA Electronic Components, Commercial Engineering, Dept. 146WA,
Harrison, N.J. 07029.
*Optional Distributor resale price.
Prices may be slightly higher in
Alaska, Hawaii, and the West.

The RCA -WT -501A in circuit out -of -circuit transistor tester is battery operated, completely portable. It tests both low and
high power transistors,

The RCA WC -506A tran-

The RCA WV -98C Senior

sistor -diode checker of-

VDItOhmyst is the finest

fers a fast, easy means of

vacuum -tube voltmeter in

checking relative gain
and leakage levels of out -

the broad line of famous
RCA VoltOhmysts. Accu-

of -circuit

transistors.

rate, dependable, ex-

has NPN and PNP sockets

Compact and portable, it
weighs 14 ounces, meas-

ures 33/4 by 61/4 by 2

tremely versatile, it is a
deluxe precision instrument. Only $88.50.* Also

inches. Only $18.00.*

available in an easy to as-

for convenient transistor
matching for complementary symmetry applications. Only $66.75.*

semble kit, WV -98C (K).

LOOK TO RCA FOR INSTRUMENTS TO TEST/MEASURE/VIEW/MONITOR/GENERATE
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view

The RCA WO -33A Super -Portable 3 -Inch Oscilloscope helps solve virtually any electronics servicing
problem, inside or outside the shop. Its combination
of exceptionally low cost and high performance have
already made it popular as a monitoring and trouble

The RCA WO -91C 5 -inch Dual Band Oscilloscope is
a reliable, heavy-duty, precision 'scope in use in thousands of installations from classrooms to TV distribu-

shooting 'scope in black and white and color TV
broadcasting studios, and in professional service.

plications include waveform analysis, peak -to -peak
voltage measurement, square -wave testing, and ob-

And why not? Here's a 3 -inch 'scope that meets your
requirements for gain, bandwidth, transient response,
accuracy, versatility, and portability. AND IT'S ONLY
$139.00.* Also available in an easy to assemble kit,

servation of circuit characteristics. A front -panel

WO -33A (K).

tion systems...from service benches to broadcast
stations. You probably can't find a better value. Ap-

switch gives you an easy choice of wide -band or narrow -band (high sensitivity) operation. It's easily portable, AND IT'S ONLY $269.00.* The WO -91C -V1 is
available for 240V operation, no increase in price.

*Optional Distributor resale price. Prices may be
slightly higher in Alaska, Hawaii, and the West.

Write for a catalog with complete descriptions and specifications for all RCA
test equipment: RCA Electronic Components, Commercial Engineering, Department No. J46WB Harrison, N. J. 07029

LOOK TO RCA FOR INSTRUMENTS TO TEST/ MEASURE/ VIEW/ MONITORS GENERATE

a
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G"s

General Electric's
etofiftsofferyo/"Harvs u
a selection of toys,
GE appliances or me
with all the trimmings.

)

(please take a gift1

Earn a complete turkey dinner and your
choice of exciting toys and popular GE

appliances for the whole family when you buy
GE Tubes. See "Harvest of Gifts" details
at right and visit your participating GE Tube
Distributor today. Start earning gift points
now and have a holiday on GE!

GENERAL

ELECTRIC

TUBE DEPARTMENT, OWENSBORO, KY.
288-19
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MAGNAVOX
Tape Recorder Model 1TC108 - AC Adaptor Plug

Some ac adaptors supplied for this model will not fit
properly into the jack on the tape recorder because the
plastic flange on the adaptor plug is slightly oversize. In

TRIM
HERE

Visible wear on the ratchet teeth does not interfere with
normal operation.
Roll pin must he removed from the plunger to make correct spring replacement. If pawls are captive when a new
spring is installed. spring will be damaged. Check the tension after a new spring is installed. Repeat above solenoid
adjustment.

TV Chassis TS592 - Service Tips

most cases the plug appears to fit but the oversize flange
just holds it back. preventing,a good connection. The solution is to trim the circumference of the flange using a knife
or file and then sand the edge smooth.
Correction Note on Focus Transformer 3613064

Newsletter No. 1968-4 contained an error in the schematic wiring of the 361306-2 transformer. Terminal five
C118

R122

HI

Symptom: Critical horizontal sync. Set will perform as if
horizontal phase diode E501 is defective. Cause: R505
(100K) resistor open. Check C510 (.005 horizontal pulse
coupling) for short or leaky condition. Solution: Replace
R505 (100K) and check horizontal frequency. Re -phase if
required.

TV Chassis TS592/TS612 - Troubleshooting by
Transistor Isolation

To help determine whether a TS592 or TS6 I 2 chassis
can be fixed in the home or should go to the shop. several
troubleshooting charts have been written as an aid in isoNO RASTER

5

IIs there any high voltage),
YES

NO

ICheck voltage on

3

Measure collector voltage

horizontal driver

CAT

2

transistor. 017.

1

Is

this

voltage --

361306-1 Transformer

25 to 60 volt
too high) too low?

BB

T102

FC
T102

connects to the junction of capacitor C118 and resistor
R122. as shown in the revised schematic.

Check horizontal
output transistor
018 for short.

Replace if
shorted.

Measure collector of

'

base o' horizontal driver
017 shorted to ground Is

too high)

horizontal driver
.1111.

transistor 017
Does collector
voltage rise>

this voltage

10 volt

Short base to

emitter of

horizontal pulse shaper
transistor 016 with the

R. I',

MOTOROLA
Tape Player Models TM706S-1/TM 707S/TM 708S/TM709S Failure To Index

This condition mas be caused
two factors. the solenoid and/or cam adjustment incorrect or weak pawl spring
(pall No. 41A41328B01).
A solution to this problem is to make correct the sole-

Change horizon
tal driver tran
sistor 017

repeatedly depressing the track change switch. When pawls
just fail to turn cam, back screw out 1/4 turn beyond point
where cam begins to turn consistently.
Then check pawl spring. Remove the bracket which en-

016. Short base to
emitter. Does this voltage

go in ,ro,
NO

noid plunger adjustment. Apply Molycote G (Part No.
11P40059A62) to pawls. ratchet and cam. Insert tape cartridge and adjust power supply for Ilv. Use Allen wrench (or screwdriver) to turn adjustment screw clockwise while

Measure collector voltagc
of pulse shaper transistor

Change pulse
shaper transistor

016.

'Change pulse shaper 016

YES

Measure emitter voltage of

horizontal oscillator 015
Is this voltage
1.5 to 2.0 volts)
too high) too lo;

'Change horizont..i
oscillator 015.

closes the ratchet cam shaft assembly (two 1/4 in. screws).

Carefully manipulate the assembly until the solenoid
plunger leaves the solenoid.

lating a defective transistor stage. The same procedure can

Examine assembly. If spring has enough tension to hold
both pawls in contact with the ratchet, the spring is good.

be used in the shop.

If the pawls actually spring out from the ratchet, replace
spring (Part No. 41A41328B01). A good spring has a 45 deg angle.
OCTOBER 1968

The primary function of the charts is to direct you to
the defective stage by a "process of elimination." An important prerequisite in using these charts is to define the receiver's symptom accurately.
37
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NO VIDEO

...the soldering tools

Switch tuner to unused channel. Does snow
appear?
1

NO

YES

professionals depend on

Check voltage at collector

Check voltage at test point

of AGC amplifier 012.

"8", (green wire). Does it
go to 20 volts or less with

Does it go to about 8 volts
with signal)

signal,
1

YES

NO

YES

NO

Change AGC
amplifier 012.

ter_;

The

Change video

Changeil AGC gate

original Dual Heat
Soldering Guns

out tut 05

Check collector voltage of
video amplifier 04 with no
signal. Is it about 16 volts,

Preferred by technicians for their
fast heating copper tips, exclusive

trigger -controlled dual heat, and high
soldering efficiency. Available in 3 wattage sizes, each with spotlight.

YES

NO

Change the video I
amplifier 04.

Check collector voltage of
each video IF amplifier
03. 02 and C11. Replace

100/140 -watt Model 8200, 145/210 -watt

Model D-440, and 240/325 -watt Model

the one which has

a

collector voltage of more

D-550. Also in complete kits:

than 25 volts, or less than
20 volts.

On each trouNeshooting chart is a series of blocks. Each
block contains a suggested action related to the smptoms
described and a question. The question asks the results

obtained from the action. You are directed to the next
block by ans\Nering the question ith a yes or no. The last
block on the chart gives the conclusion.
NO AUDIO
Turn volume control to maximum. Touch
base of Q8 with metal tool. Is noise heard in
speaker?

Utility Kit includes Weller
100/140 watt gun, extra tips,

tip -changing wrench, flux
brush, soldering aid and solder.

Model 8200PK

YES

Heavy -Duty Kit features Weller

NO

240/325 watt gun with

soldering, cutting and smooth-

ing tips, wrench and solder.
Model D-550PK

Using Mosquito or buzz -it

Check emitter voltage of

generator,

touch base of
noise heard from

audio output transistor

07.

010. Is it about 3 volts?

Is

speaker?

Dependable MARKSMAN Irons
in a size for every job

==

I

Ideal for deep chassis work and continuous -duty soldering,
Marksman irons outperform others of comparable size and

weight. All five feature long -reach stainless steel barrels

1

1

YES

NO

Change audio
amplifier tran-

sistor.

sistor Q8.

Change 07 2nd
audio IF tran-

Check collector voltage of
audio driver transistor 09.
Is it about 22 volts?

25 -watt, 13/4 -oz. Model SP -23 with 1/8" tip (In kit with extra tips,

YES

soldering aid, solder-Model SP -23K)

. 40 -watt, 2 -oz. Model SP -40 with 1/4" tip
80 -watt, 4 -oz. Model SP -80 with Yg" tip
120 -watt, 10 -oz. Model SP -120 with 1/2" tip
. 175 -watt, 16 -oz. Model SP -175 with Ye" tip

WELLER ELECTRIC CORPORATION, Easton, Pa.
WORLD LEADER IN SOLDERING TOOLS
.

38

jo

Change Q6 1st
video IF tran-

sistor.

and replaceable tips.

Complete Weller Line includes replacement tips and solder

YES

NO

Change audio output

Change audio driver

transistor 010.

transistor 09.

These charts can be used effectively \\ Rh very little
knowledge of the receiver's circuitry. Also, the only equip-

ment required is an accurate \'T \'\I or 20.000 ohm volt
VON1.
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"QT"keeps you ahead with the fastest
moving RCA parts.
"QT" is a Quick Turnover Inventory system that
brings you a steady supply of the fastest -moving
RCA Home Instrument replacement parts. It
practically guarantees you'll have the parts you
need for most of your servicing jobs.
This means you get the jobs done, without
backlogging and last-minute dashes to your
distributor for essential "QT" parts.
A "QT" inventory helps you cut down on those
stacks of dusty boxes and trays of unused partsand the dcllars you have tied up in them.
The entire system is incredibly handy and efficient

lets you find parts quickly while you're
working ... reminds you to reorder when your
supply is low ... makes inventorying and reordering
so fast that it's almost automatic.
.

Suddenly you'll find yojrself with a lot more time
to devote to additional servicing jobs.
Check it out with your RCA "QT" Parts Distributor.
He'll discuss the different "QT- inventory plans
with you and help you select one tailored to
your operation.
After that, things go very smoothly.
Parts and Accessories. Deptford, New Jersey.

TV ghosts beware! We've got a full
line of ghost -fighting antennas and we're
out to get you. With all our experience in
the TV business, you've got plenty of
reason to be scared.
Wait till you try to creep through our
1/2" seamless tubing. You'll never make it.
Or just try to cross our double booms.
They'll set you straight.
And to make your life even more
difficult, we've dipped our antennas in
anti -corrosive material inside and out. So
there'll be no rusty morsels for you to
thrive on.
Take a word of warning. Before you
choose another living room to haunt, check
the roof. Make sure a Sylvania antenna
isn't installed.
Because if it is, you don't stand a ghost
of a chance.

SYLVAN IA
GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS

ALL NEW!

TECHNICAL DIGEST

earn -by -doing training in

ADVANCED
OLOR TV

TV Chassis TS597 - Service Tips

Symptom: No high voltage. Cause: C514 shorted. Solution: When replacing C514 (.027p.f in some sets, .033i.tf in
others), it should always be replaced with a molded type

.1E ONLY

TERMINAL TO YOKE

TERMINAL TO YOKE

C514
C514

:710R TV
CHASSIS

'-OTALLY
al VEERED FOR
I'RAINING

/ BOARD

CHASSIS BOARD

UNSOLDER AND
REMOVE

4your own custom color
training stages

ORIGINAL INSTALLATION

INSTALLATION USING MOLDED TYPE

rather than original metalized style. The molded type is
usually longer. However, it can be installed in position as
shown here. Use a .0560 and 600v dc capacitor in all re-

inititstaned -for-learning

oitcuit experiments

placements.

aupmed with 18 "bite -size"
texts
A (PAPPrehensive training plan for the
4110\4 eire0y has a knowledge of monochrome

ADMIRAL
Tape Recorder Model CTR300 - Battery Life
CTR300 and ACTR310 'Porta Corder' tape recorders are
designed for a small case so they can be used easily in portable applications. To maintain the small package size, smaller batteries had to be used. Customers that complain about

and wants to quickly add Color TV
Ail skills. DEFINITELY NOT FOR

eilPilWgfi. It picks up where most other

9q11iee1 kAme eff - giving you "hands on" expo -0,4%1 ci.% yo build the only custom Color TV
miletwere4 for training. You gain a profesWuterstapding of all color circuits through
tlideuA Opronolitrations never before presented.
WI 044 product is your own quality receiver.

short battery life should be reminded that small batteries
cannot supply a long operating life, and that tape recorders
are mechanical devices that draw more heavily on batteries
than purely electronic devices.
We suggest you recommend that the customer operate
these models on batteries only when ac power is not avail-

'min WITH THE LEADER

able. Whenever possible, the optional ac charger TCC9

r'course - like all NRI training - is an

should be used. This charger will operate the recorder even
with batteries removed. If excessive current drain is suspected, check against the current drain chart in manual S1075.

th a wore than 50 years experience

plea 19r Electronics. NRI has simpli-

,

FORM LEADS AS SHOWN.
FEED THRU BOARD
AND SOLDER

Rlitamized rind dramatized home -study train-

% ;oak° it easy, practical, entertaining. You
'AUL yqam bands as well as your head, ac -

044 ibbe equivalent of months of on-the-job

Transistor Testing and Substitution

Ile nand for Color TV Service Tech great and growing. Cash in on the color

Reports from the field indicate that an increasing number
of problems are being caused by failure of service technicians to use exact replacement transistors.
Transistors used in Admiral equipment have been carefully chosen according to gain, noise, leakage, frequency response, associated circuits, type and kind. Transistor testers do not measure all of these characteristics, and general
replacement transistors can rarely match all of these characteristics. The operation of the set consequently suffers.
For example, in some chassis the stages are direct coupled
(no coupling capacitor) and the internal emitter to base re-

Wilk with NRI-oldest and largest school
iQpd Dpi coupon. No obligation. No sales -

will ea NATIONAL RADIO INSTI-

N. Wag IrV Div., Washington, D.C. 20016.

FOR FREE CATALOG
I

I)

Itt

04111014AL RADIO INSTITUTE

Cubs IV Division
IffasbiNton, D.C. 20016

42-098

sistance of one transistor is actually the collector load resistor for a previous stage! Any transistor other than the
original type used in this position will create a problem!
Replacing output transistors with some other matched
pair will usually cause either crossover distortion or a failure of the critically valued emitter resistor which acts like a

ma myopia% Information on NRI new Advanced
vAiigue, (INo salesman will call)
Age

NthO

Co

6444""

State

Zip

VW* %WI" NVIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL

fuse.
* Old gf.

J

Use the replacement parts which Admiral supplies to
avoid creating problems of your own making!
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TUBE TESTING OUTFIT
Tests all modern tubes including
Novars, Nuvistors, Compactrons and Decals.

O''
%

0

0000®

All Picture Tubes, Black and White
and Color

ANNOUNCING... for the first time
A complete TV Tube Testing Outfit designed specifically to test all TV tubes, color as well as standard.
Don't confuse the Model 257 picture tube accessory
components with mass produced "picture tube adapters" designed to work in conjunction with all competitive tube testers. The basic Model 257 circuit was
modified to work compatibly with our picture tube accessories and those components are not sold by us to
be used with other competitive tube testers or even
tube testers previously produced by us. They were
custom designed and produced to work specifically in
conjunction with the Model 257.

C

COMPLETE WITH ALL
ADAPTERS AND ACCESSORIES,

NO 'EXTRAS"

BLACK AND WHITE PICTURE TUBES:

STANDARD TUBES:
V' Tests the new Novars, Nuvistors, 10 Pins, Magnovals,

Compactrons and Decals.
lo° More than 2,500 tube listings.
100 Tests each section of multi -section tubes individually
for shorts, leakage and Cathode emission.

I/ Ultra sensitive circuit will indicate leakage up to 5
Megohms.

toir Employs new improved 41/2" dual scale meter with a
unique sealed damping chamber to assure accurate,
vibration -less readings.

y0 Complete set of tube straighteners mounted on front
panel.

loor Single cable used for testng all Black and White Picture
to 114 degrees.
angles
to° The Model 257 tests all Black and White Picture Tubes
for emission, inter -element shorts and leakage.

COLOR PICTURE TUBES:
I/ The Red, Green and Blue Color guns are tested individ-

ually for cathode emission quality, and each gun is

tested separately for shorts or leakage between control
grid, cathode and heater. Employment of a newly perfected dual socket cable enables accomplishments of all
tests 'n the shortest possible time.

The Model 257 is housed in a handsome, stady, portable case. Comes complete with all
adapters and accessories, ready to plug in and use. No "extras" to buy. Only

NOTICE

$4 750

We have been producing radio, TV and electronic test equipment since 1935, which means we were making
Tube Testers at a time when there were relatively few tubes on the market, 'way before the advent of TV. The
model 257 employs every design improvement and every technique we have leaned over an uninterrupted production period of 32 years.

Accurate Instrument Co., Inc.

SEND NO MONEY WITH ORDER

L-s

PAY POSTMAN NOTHING ON DELIVERY
r

Try it for 10 days before you buy.
If completely satisfied then send
$10.00 and pay the balance at the
rate of $10.00 per month until the

total price of $47.50 (plus P.P.,
handling and budget charge) is
paid. If not completely satisfied,

return to us, no explanation
necessary.

ACCURATE INSTRUMENT CO., INC.
2435 White Plains Road, Bronx, N. Y. 10461
Dept. 567

Please rush me one Model 257. It satisfactory I agree to pay $10.00 within 10 days
and balance at rate of $10.00 per month until total price of $47.50 (plus P.P., handling

and budget charge) is paid. If not satisfactory, I may return for cancellation of account.
Name

Address

City

7one

charges. You still retain the privilege of returning after 10 day trial for full refund.
.
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0 Save Money! Check here and enclose $47.50 with this coupon and we will pay all shipping

.
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about sound systems,

it's costing you money!
A few years ago all it took to make a good buck in
the sound system business was a basic line of wall
baffles, like the Argos WB series. Today you can
still make a good buck on the WB series, but the
people who are making it big in the sound business are TOTAL SOUND SYSTEM SUPPLIERS.
They sell the one line that can handle any job-the
Profit/Plus Argos line of over 200 different speaker
systems.

And Argos has the distributor backup to put mean-

ing in the words "Profit,' Plus"-complete warehousing with fast delive.y, single source price
and shipping advantages, the best engineering
and customer service department in the business,
and extensive national merchandising programs.
To becDme a rich total sound system supplier, call
your Argos rep today.

Argos
PRODUCTS

COMPANY

Genoa, Illinois 60135

"Troubador" with
Argos' exclusive
Contemporary Art
Frame Styling.

A

single ESD-1061

"Sound Director"
Extended Fidelity
Sound Column blan-

kets a large room
with music.

Famous WB Baffle
Series, quality and
value

standard

the industry.

of

SD -1060, acoustical
problem solver of

"Patio," a perma-

New Mini -Column,

TX -200, pace setter

Versatile Sound

outdoor music

only 17" high, dramarically demonstrates "Sound Di-

of the exciting De cor/Oriented Hi-Fi

the World's Most

nent solution to
your customers'

Column Line.

needs.

rector" focused
.
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Sylvania's Gibraltar chassis
with transistors designed
as plug-in components.

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN / DEALER
OCTOBER 1968

A PREVIEW OF 1969 COLOR TV
Solid-state circuits with more small screen
portables available and extended CRT warranties
highlight the color line for the coming year

grated circuits, along with a larger
variety of screen sizes and extended

Most technicians will welcome
features such as plug-in sockets for
transistors and plug connectors on
various units in the chassis making

warranties.

servicing easier.

This year we will see more applications of solid-state and inte-

It

should be noted color TV

sales to dealers advanced 16.1 percent over May 1967; 305,629
units vs 263,181. Total 1968 color
TV sales still show a 13.7 percent
edge over last year's 1,692,081 with
1,924,083 color sets sold to dealers.
according to estimates released by
Electronic
(EIA).

the

Industries

Assn.

Motorola is said to be the first

with an all solid-state color TV receiver by replacing the HV rectifier
tube with a solid-state module.
RCA Victor will introduce an all
new solid-state (except HV rectifier)
color television chassis incorporated
in the new TransVista line of RCA
color TV instruments.
Sylvania's new color line in-

cludes the nation's first color slide
theater and a new series of 14in. picture screens.

OCTOBER 1968

MOTOROLA

The 1969 color TV line is comprised of 20 models using four versions of the basic TS915 chassis and
eight versions of the TS921 tube type color television chassis.

Motorola has developed an all
solid-state HV module (see illustration Fig. I) including a solid-state
HV rectifier. This rectifier has been
designed to replace the HV rectifier
tube, making possible an all solid-

state color TV with no receiving
tubes. The new HV module can be
electrically and mechanically substituted in any prior production
Motorola solid-state TV receiver.
AFC/ FTI circuits have been
added to the TS921 chassis which is
aligned and functions in the same
manner as the familiar AFC/ FTI
circuit in the TS915 chassis.
as

PREVIEW...

With the exception of the remote
chassis (AC23TS915) all functions

sub -assemblies, the ICP, the convergence assembly and the yoke
assemble are unchanged with the

remain the same as in the TS915
chassis. The front panel controls
have been relocated to accommo-

exception of a printed board used in
the convergence assembly.
The power supply is quite similar
with the exception of the 140v buss
which is now taken from a center tap
on the power transformer. The pow-

date the remote control chassis.

The remote control chassis features a solid-state TRR7 remote receiver control system and a solidstate TRT6 battery -operated remote
control transmitter.

er requirement of the set has been
reduced approximately 50w permitting the use of a smaller trans-

The remote control system is
comprised of three plug-in panels,
similar to those already used in the
TS915 chassis (a) Remote preamp
panel "U," (b) Remote control

former.

A Standard Kollsman VHF turret -type tuner is employed. This

tuner is electrically similar to the

panel "Y," (c) Remote power supply
panel "X."

previous chassis, except an addition

of a voltage variable capacitance
diode varactor and associated circuitry required for the AFC func-

The control panel "Y" employs

three FET transistors built into
memory modules and are used to
electrically control the hue, intensity, volume and on/off functions.
Solid-state circuitry is used to

SSIIVR

zroctzTro

NO

FILAMENT
DRIVING PULSES

I.
I

to permit fine tuning adjustment of

the tuner. A pilot

light indicates
when the AFC is in operation.
The major changes appear in this

simulate the conventional hue, intensity and volume controls. These
circuits are controlled by the FET
memory modules and are activated

>>--o.

7=7:),

FLYBACK

tion.
An AFC defeat switch is provided

section of the set, which has been
transistorized. This section contains
the IF strip, the 1st video amplifier,
ANI, AGC, sync separator and the
sound system. (see schematic Fig.

by the remote transmitter on the
front panel controls. The controls

ADDED
DISTRIBUTED
CAPACITANCE

are switches; when depressed, they
activate the desired function.

J

2.)

AC GROUND

The IF is a conventional three -

PACKARD BELL
Fig.

stage system with the first two stages
controlled by AGC. The coil
arrangement and tuning of the strip
is much the same as tube -type units.

The new chassis, the 98C18 and
98C19, are identical to the 98C17
in many respects. The deflection

1 - Motorola's new solid-state

module eliminating the 3BS2 HV rectifier tube.

Fig. 2- A major change took place in Packard -Bell's IF strip, the 1st vidio amplifier, noise
inverter, AGC, sync separator and sound, which has been transistorized.
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tween the 140v buss and ground and
that this point also serves to supply
the AGC voltage for the strip. C264
filters the AGC at this point so that
the control voltage is pure dc.
When a weak signal is received,

The AGC amplifier, sync separa-

tor and the ANI all receive their
drive from the emitter of the first
video amplifier. The noise inverter
base is driven through a control

with the collector tied to the base of
the sync separator so that noise cancellation actually takes place at the
sync separator base and is effective

SR203 will conduct and develop

an AGC control

the strip.

on

Under these conditions the incom-

in the sync only.

ing signal may not be strong enough

The AGC system must supply a
negative voltage to bias the tuner
and at the same time a positive voltage to control the strip. These vol-

to cause conduction through the
AGC amplifier. Should this be the
case, no AGC will be developed at
the tuner and it will operate in its

tages must also vary so that the

most

sensitive

which

condition,

amount of control applied to the two

permits best signal to noise ratio

circuits will differ under changing
signal conditions. This means that

under weak signal conditions.

When the AGC amplifier receives enough signal to start conducting a negative voltage will be

at one signal level there may be
little or no control of the tuner and
the primary control will be on the
strip, and at another signal level, the
strip may be held at a more or less
constant level and the primary control applied to the tuner.

anode end of

developed at the

SR203. This will cause a reduction

it reaches a

trol actually establishes the IF AGC

with SR203, one of the AGC diodes, and SR204, which serves as

clamping reference point and also
the cross -over point at which tuner
AGC bias takes over. The point at
which the AGC amplifier transis-

a pulse rectifier. You will also see
that one end of SR203 is connected

setting of the master AGC control

tor conducts is controlled by the
R254B.

to a voltage divider network be -
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Fig. 2 - Philco-Ford's Color Tuning E.ici !MI
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R7C

CSC

The 1969 line leads off with a
new I5in. (viewable diagonal) port-

I

,1

43C

Philco-Fords Picture P ference
CT to
control which permits the
of the
adjust softness or sharpn
picture to suit his personal ste.

utir

*131
22K

I

series of console models starting
at
..
have
$579.95. These models

TTUNERI

220
CR2U

ACT, (see schematic Fi ' 3) the set
owner merely turns the. ning dial
until the eye narrows, th flicks the
ACT switch. The ACT *cult locks
in the signal automaticalf and pre-

62991

ASO

KIO

The illuminated Co)Ot TuVi4tg
Eye permits quick, simple tuning
for clearest picture signal on all
82 VHF and UHF char4.
With the addition of, Solid-stAe

04T

I

C7U

TODD

"

additional 22 models hall& file SA*
ikt I
Tuning Eye.

channels.
The Color Tuning Eye -ACT combination is offered in a.,,complete

setting of R254A, referred to as
the tuner AGC control. This con-

supplies voltage from
140v buss; R-259 which is in series

ACT, available in 12 hf the .40
models in the new 1-. 1 itt I vide
-, 'An
color tuning ease and

vents drifting of VHF nd UHF

clamping value established by the

which

color TV line.
The combined tun,itig Heye anA

it

the positive voltage where

will decrease until

output transformer is coupled into
the AGC system at the junction of
R-257 (see schematic Fig. 2) the
tuner AGC filter resistor; R-258

The Philco-Ford Corp. has coupled its popular Color. Tuning Eye
with another innovation Auto -Lock
Channel Tuning (ACT) iln the 1964

meets the voltage divider network.
As the signal increases, this voltage

in

The pulse from the horizontal

PHILCO-FORD

100,4C

4

--J

1.2.

7.3.'

111`.__J

Auto -Lock Channel Tuning (ACT) circtl
featured in the color line.
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by the employment of hybrid cir-

metal cabinet. The set carries a sug-

gested retail price of $329.95 and
is scheduled for early fall availability.
Additional circuit descriptions
and service information will be
covered in a forthcoming TEKLAB
report.

RCA VICTOR

RCA Victor color TV sets will
feature

three

new

chassis:

the

CTC36, CTC38 and the newly announced solid-state CTC40. Several

familiar chassis were reintroduced,
including the CTC27X, CTC31,

CTC35 and two variations of the
CTC22 chassis.

Many of the 1969 color sets are
equipped with the new CTC38
and 38X chassis. The sets, in a variety of cabinet styles, are equipped
with either the 25XP22 or the 22U P22 CRT.

The CTC38 chassis is physically
similar to the previous CTC3I.

Electrically the CTC38 and 38X
offer many desirable features. The
most important is the big chassis
performance in

a

second video amplifier is applied
to the video output stage to drive

cuitry.
From the service standpoint all

small physical

package which has been facilitated

the CRT cathodes.

the new color chassis feature bottom
road -mapped circuit boards and continue to use the solder -resist coating
introduced last year.

The color sync section in the
CTC38 is similar in most respects
to that used in the CTC3I. The system is equipped with an injection locked oscillator and employs solid-

This year's VHF tuners (KRK140 and 144) feature circuit board
coils and hybrid modifications (see

state ACC and color killer stages.

The chroma section in this new
chassis is similar in some respects

simplified schematics Fig. 4).

The VHF tuner employs a familiar nuvistor (6DS4) RF amplifier
stage. The mixer stage consists of
two transistor stages in a cascode
arrangement. Signal is coupled to
the base of the common -emitter
first mixer stage where the local

to the CTC31 circuitry, using two
bandpass amplifier stages. Output
from the bandpass amplifier stages
is

Fig. 5). Because of the new demodu-

oscillator signal is also injected.

lator circuit, the difference amplifiers require more gain; pentodes
are now used for the red and blue

The first mixer then drives a common -base second stage.

Output from the VHF tuner is

difference amplifier stages - with
green being matrixed from the plates
of the red and blue stages. Output

applied to a three -stage transistor
video IF. Sound is picked off from

the collector of the third IF stage
and channeled through a sound

from the difference amplifiers is
ac coupled to the color CRT grids
and a familiar diode clamp circuit

section that contains new solid-state
sound IF circuitry.
Detected video is applied to a
three -stage video amplifier. Output
from the plate of the second video
stage furnishes signal to the AGC

is used to preserve and restore the
dc information.
The vertical sweep section is effectively the same circuitry used in

the CTC31. The horizontal sweep
section is also familiar, with minor
changes in the biasing of the
6JE6A horizontal output stage, to

sync, chroma and color sync sections

of the receiver. After a suitable delay, signal from the cathode of the

Fig. 4 - Simplified schematic of RCA Victor's KRK140 and 144 VHF
tuner. (Courtesy of RCA
Victor Sales Corp.)

demodulated by a new solid-

state balanced diode demodulator
circuit (see simplified schematic
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provide increased reliability. Also

ation system and a gated AGC am-

styles, finishes, and screen sizes.

new this year

plifier.
The chroma circuitry employs two

Every set features Sylvania's Color

is

a cathode link

measuring horizontal output cathode

chroma amplifiers and a bandpass

Bright 85 CRT, with "rare earth"
phosphors, in 18in., 20in., 23in.

current. High voltage circuitry in
this chassis is similar in most re-

stage supplying three separate color

or the new I 4in. screen size.

for each
primary color difference signal R -Y,
B -Y and G -Y. The color difference

preset fine tuning dc picture restora-

which is easily opened to facilitate

spects to the system used for several
years. However, one significant
change has been made in the regula-

Al color TV sets will feature:

demodulators - one

signals are amplified by separate
drivers and output stages before

tion, gated automatic gain control,
ac circuit breaker reset button, horizontal blanking circuitry, transistor-

with a fixed precision voltage divid-

grids.

ized noise suppression circuit, automatic color purifying circuitry

er network which establishes the
nominal second anode voltage to

circuitry is a "closed loop" system

tor circuitry. This year, the high
voltage control has been replaced

very close tolerances. The remaining
circuitry in the CTC38 is much like
that found in the CTC31. One note-

worthy exception is in the power
supply area, where a "high" line
voltage switch has been installed.
The service technician may select
the high line position when a set

application to the CRT control

(degausser), automatic color level
monitor, transistorized UHF tuner,
and illuminated VHF -UHF channel

The automatic chroma control
controlling the gain

of the

1st

chroma amplifier. The color sync

windows.

All 23in. sets in the 1969 line

AFPC system also is a "closed loop"

feature Sylvania's new Gibraltar
chassis.
Two-thirds of the active components in the Gibratar chassis are

system employing a varactor frequency controlling diode and a separate 3.58MHz CW amplifier.

The CTC40 is an all new solid-

The vertical deflection circuitry
employs a modified Miller sweep
system controlled by an electronic
switch. The horizontal oscillator is

state (except HV rectifier) color
chassis and will be employed in the
new TransVista line.

a blocking oscillator with automatic
frequency control provided by a diode phase comparator system.

operates in a high voltage area.

transistors. A new tube used in the
chassis is Sylvania's "posted filament" tube which is said to provide

longer life and superior performance over conventional receiving
tubes. Transistors used in the chassis are the first designed as plug-in
components which can be replaced
as quickly and conveniently from

A fully solid-state VHF tuner
(KRK 142) will be employed using
an MOS field-effect transistor (FET)
as an RF amplifier.

SYLVANIA

Sylvania's new color line includes

top of chassis.

the nation's first color slide theater

The Gibraltar chassis also includes a "line voltage switch."
The Sylvania 23in. color line begins with seven models in the

and a new series of I4in. picture

The video IF system employs
three stages of amplification. A

screens.

The 1969 color line includes 63
models in a wide range of cabinet

newly designed noise inverter stage
is coupled to a two -stage sync separ-

DEMOD

39

3 58MHZ

CR701

CHOKE

(N -Y)

L702
MATCHED I
PAIR

.01

OUTPUT

22K

f

3.58CW

2ND BP
XFMR
T705

220

XFMR

T703

2ND
BANDPASS
RADIATION
SUPPRESSION

B+

L

MATCHED r
PAIR

DEMOD

39

Fig. 5 - Simplified schematic of RCA
Victor's new solid-state balanced
diode demodulator circuit.
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Deluxe Color series and nine models
in the Custom Color series.
Each of the color sets in the 1969
line, beginning with the Custom
Color selies. includes Sylvania's

"Picturernatie" automatic fine-tuning control.

The "pigability" concept is carried thrgathout the entire Gibraltar

lows most servicing without remov-

are then fed into the TV set and

ing the chassis from the cabinet.
The Slide Theater can be operated as a B/W or color television set;

displayed on the screen. The unit
has a factory -adjusted fixed focus.
The objective lens is set at 50mm,

an 'all -in -one' slide projection system with the photographs showing
on the screen of the TV set, or as
a tape recorder and player. "All of
the component instruments in the
unit can be operated independently."
The tape recorder and the slide

0.5.
Focusing of the slide is done

set to enhance certain hues in a
color slide. He also can increase or
decrease the brightness of a slide

projection system (see block diagram

chassis. Ite advanced chassis has a
ptug-in Inner cluster, deflection

with the brightness control of the

Fig. 6) can be synchronized to prepare slide presentation with taped
narrations that also change the
slides electronically on cue. The

yoke, convergence section, automatic

degaussing section, speakers and a
plug-in remote control unit.
Other changes in Sylvania's chas-

include special new receiving
tubes and a new HV transformer.

A microphone provided with the

slides also can be changed manually

with a remote -control switch held

the slides being shown and then

by the viewer.

The chassis uses the industry's first
poSted filament HV rectifier tube.
A second new tube is a horizontal

The slide system uses a circular
slide tray which can accommodate
eighty 2 x 2in. color or B/W slides.
A small cathode ray tube, called a

antplifier capable of operating at

TV set.
unit permits users to produce a coordinated slide -tape presentation. To
accomplish this, the user describes

sis

presses a button when he wants the

next slide to appear. This "change
slide" signal remains on the tape and

triggers a slide change during the
playback. This automatic signal is a
60Hz "beep" tone.
The cassette -type cartridge tape
recorder contains a record and playback feature, a recording level
meter, a microphone and the control

"flying spot scanner," is used to
transmit the photograph from the

supply voltages of from 250 to 450v.

This tube has a radiator fin design
for fast, efficient dissipation of heat,

slide to the screen of the TV set.

The scanner "reads" each slide
with a rapidly moving spot of light,
breaking down each slide into the

a Major cause of tube failure.

In addition, the serviceability of
the sets has been simplified by installing a back cover that removes

with a turn of wing bolts, and

automatically by the spot scanner.
However, it is possible for a viewer
to adjust the color control of a TV

which provides the means to elec-

three basic television colors - blue.
green and red. Other components in

tronically change slides.

A forthcoming article will cover

the side projection system convert

a

removable bottom panel which alit

further changes made in both color
and B/W sets for 1969.

these colors into video signals which
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Is It -or Is It Not -the Color CRT?
Learn how to answer this sometimes $169 question

The new rectangular 90deg de-

The real control of the tube is in the

emission. But if a marked differ-

flection color CRTs do develop
problems. And it frequently takes

variable voltage between the grid

ence is

and cathode. If these elements short,

that gun's emission is low.

time to chase the "bugs" out of all

the gun will not function properly.

When gray scale tracking problems are encountered in the 90deg
color CRTs and the color does not
appear normal, check the CRT
emission. Make sure the emission is
the same for each of the three guns.
;This is a must if you expect to
obtain proper B/W and color reproduction. At this point, we can only

new things. So, while the design en-

gineers do their homework, we'll
tell you how to handle some problems you may encounter in this area
of color TV servicing.

But remember one thing: When
you tell a customer his color CRT
is defective and needs replacing -

brother, you'd better be right or
you're in trouble.

Preliminaries
Several kinds of troubles can develop in color CRTs. These include
low

emission

and

grid -cathode

shorts. A grid -cathode short will
"turn" the gun full on. And an open
screen grid can kill or disable one
gun completely. A grid -cathode
short in one gun will make the
over-all picture turn blue, red or

green. If one gun breaks down altogether, the picture is a combination of the two remaining colors.
To begin with, a good CRT tester
is a must. But remember again, the
best testers can give false readings

and information. If you don't have
a CRT tester, buy one soon. In the

Any malfunctioning section of a
color TV that upsets the signal and
voltages applied to the CRT, may
cause what appears to be CRT
failure. Any one of a variety of defective components in the video am-

plifier can cause this. Defects

in

the color demodulator or color amplifiers can do the same. Regular

power supply and boost section

noted for one gun, then

repeat, if you don't have one, it
would seem logical to invest in a

faults can also do this. And finally,

top-quality color CRT tester.

the focus section can sometimes become a problem child.

more guns is one cause of poor bal-

Check for Balanced Emission
If you suspect one gun in the color

CRT has low emission or some
other defect and you do not have a

CRT tester handy, first check all
voltages at the CRT socket and
make sure they're within tolerance.
Then, using

a VTVM and HV

Low CRT emission in one or

ance. As you already know, one
familiar clue to low emission in a
B/W CRT is the "silvery" effect of
the picture image - when contrast
and brightness is advanced. Low
emission will cause the electron gun

to reach the saturation point when
the peak -white areas of the picture
demand high beam currents. The

probe placed at the CRT anode,
adjust all screen controls down to

"silvery" effect results - with loss
of detail in the bright parts of the

minimum. Note the HV reading on
the VTVM. Now adjust the BLUE
screen control all the way up - noting the amount of drop in the HV

picture. The same "lock -test" can be

reading.

Then

adjust

the

BLUE

applied to color CRTs if you examine the picture produced by each
separate gull. If you suspect a weak

red gun, for example, then bias off
the green and blue guns and exam-

meantime, use the old eye -ball -to -

screen control back to minimum

eyeball encounter to obtain some
meaningful information. If a gun is

again. Go through a similar procedure with the GREEN and RED screen

ine the red picture alone.
When you encounter a dim, weak,

shorted in a color CRT, we can cornpansate by adjusting the screen con-

controls - comparing the voltage
drop or differences. If they are all

CRT screen and this symptom leads

trols - but this won't tell us much.

the same, the guns have the same
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washed-out picture on the color
you to believe that the CRT is de -
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Fig. 1 - If after adjusting

ROTATING PURITY MAGNET
MOVES DOTS IN CIRCULAR
PATH

the purity magnets,
sliding
the yoke forward or backward
for best edge landing the
impurity still remains, it
can be a defective CRT.

SPREADING TA BS INCREASES
STRENGTH OF PURITY MAGNET
AND MOVES DOTS IN

RADIAL DIR ECT ION.
LOW- POWER
MICROSCOPE

COLOR CRT

. . .

SLIDE DEFLECTION YOKE FORWARD OR
BACKWARD AS REQUIRED FOR BEST
EDGE LANDING.
(RADIAL CORRECTION)

fective, make this check: first, measure the screen voltages. Many 90deg
tubes use 700vdc on the screens. If

TANGENTAL
MOVEMENT

you find only about 350 to 400vdc,
check tbr an open resistor from the
B+ boosted -boost diode or an open

/RADIAL

*

diode. This trouble has been observ-

ed on quite a few different color
receivers.

--

MOVEMENT

-AO

One 2 I in. RCA color receiver
we recall had an internal arc be-

LCW- POWER
MICROSCOPE

tween the CRT bell and mask. When
the brightness was set at a very low

level, the picture was normal. But
when the brightness was adjusted
upward, streaks flashed across the
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screen and you could detect a small

audible "arcing" sound. This is a
rare case where you may have to
substitute the CRT to determine if
it is defective or not. The only check
that counted here was eyeball and
eardrum "metering."
What if you find too much blue
on a CRT screen and the screen con-

trol won't lower the color or the con-

trol has no effect? What then? Try
this: Unplug (or disconnect) the blue

control grid wire from the circuit

near the edges at times. Degauss the

CRT thoroughly since the problem
may be caused by some type of residual magnetism which the automatic
degausser can't eliminate. If the impurity remains and no large magne-

tized pieces of metal can be l'ound
that might cause this, it could very
well he a defective CRT. Use a low

caused by weak phosphor areas. If
the blue raster has a spot where the
phosphor is weak, for example, the

B/W raster will show a yellow impurity. The only cure we know of is

to replace the CRT. Impurities of
this nature are usually weak and
almost unnoticeable on color telecasts and most set owners prefer to
ignore the impurity rather than purchase a new color CRT.

and short it to chassis ground while
the set is on. Now connect it back in
the circuit. If the picture is now normal and you have blue screen control, the color CRT is defective.

power microscope to check. If purity

Weak Phosphor or Impurities?
Sometimes ()Li ma. find impur-

when each R, B, G raster checks out

three screen control grids. If you

pure, but the over-all B/ W raster is
tinted or shows faint impurities of a

cannot

complementary color (magenta, cyan

then make this observation. Slide the

or yellow), you'll find the problem is

service switch to the SETUP posi-

ities that will not clear up or are impossible to remove. They may
be small areas of color on the screen,
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is incorrect, adjust the purity magnet, and slide the deflection yoke
forward or backward as shown in
Fig. I.
In some "tough" purity problems,

Shorts or Leakage
Some color CRTs may develop
shorts

(or

leakage)

obtain

a

between

proper

all

B/W

picture (good gray scale tracking),

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER

Fig. 2 - This photo shows an open focus electrode element

Fig. 3 - This tinted "blob" is caused by phosphor or aquadag

in the CRT causing no focus action.

lodged in one or more aperture mask holes.

tion. Now observe the CRT screen:
When you advance the RED screen
control, the BLUE and GREEN beams
also come up. In this case, the screen
grids of the CRT may have shorted
elements. They may also have leakage to the control grids and cathodes

of the gun structure. A color CRT
tester should confirm if this is the
case. This type short is usually caus-

ed by phosphor, aquadag or other
particles in the CRT gun. These particles can sometimes be removed by

placing the CRT on its face and
lightly tapping the tube neck. Be
careful when you do this, however,
and place the tube face on a heavy
cloth pad. Also, the short removal
feature of some CRT testers may be
used to clear the shorted grids and
solve the problem.

Another trick may work in some
cases. Remove the CRT socket and

ground the CRT cathodes. Now,
with a good insulated lead connected

to the HV anode lead of the color
set, arc the 25kv to all other pins of
the CRT. This will frequently burn
out the offending particles. This

method is used only as a last resort.
Another rare fault can develop in

color CRTs. The condition shown
in Fig. 2 appears to be caused by a
defective focus system. But the focus

voltage measured correct at pin 9
of the CRT. Now, if all other pin
voltages check out correct, the fault
can only be in the CRT. The focus
electrode element is open and no
focus action can take place.
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HV -

but No Brightness
This one has fooled a few expert
color TV technicians. We've seen

the condition in a few late model
Zeniths. In this case it is not a defective CRT.

The customer complains that the
picture "goes fuzzy and a large black

spot appears in the screen center."
Later the screen blacks out completely. So now you check the set
and find a very dim picture. A peek
at the 3A3 HV rectifier reveals that
it is running red hot. So you replace
it, along with the HV regulator
tube - just to make sure. With the
set tired up again, still no snap,
crackle, pop that indicates HV hitting the CRT. Off with the color
CRT socket and guess what? Lots
of high voltage now. A defective
picture tube? But wait, not so fast!
Flip the service switch to SETUP

position and note if the vertical line

appears and check if the HV now
returns. If not, adjust all SCREEN
controls down. Now if the HV returns but one of the screens (red,
green or blue) cannot be extinguished, you'd better check or replace the
6ME8 (B -Y or R -Y) demodulator
tube in the color section.

color CRT - not until you're sure,
anyway.

Quite a few of these 6ME8 demodulator tubes have been known
to short and completely kill all color

information. The B/W picture will
come in very good and B/W tracking will remain excellent. All tubes

or diodes and transistors must be
checked before you tear into the
color circuitry.

Globs of Blobs
A tinted "blob" or spot may be
noticed on some more recent rectangular CRTs. When the brightness
control is adjusted down, the spot
will vanish. It may be from 1/4 to
f in or so in diameter. Some CRTs
may have more than one spot. Some-

times it has a purplish ring around
its edge, or it may be some other
color. This is caused by phosphor or
aquadag particles lodged in one or
more aperture mask holes. The electron beam strikes this "plugged
hole" and it is scattered or deflected.
No picture information will appear

in this spot area. It can look very
wierd and can be moved about with

a degaussing coil. We've ignored

color demodulator "Y" amplifier or
other video stages. Voltage and resistance checks are the best way to
isolate problems in this chroma

them for a week or so and they have
disappeared! Some won't, and if not,
the CRT will have to be replaced. A
photo of a blot is shown in Fig. 3.
For color TV servicing in general
and color picture tube checks in particular, the best advice we can offer

the
the

is: check, double check and then
triple check!

If no tubes are defective, check
for a defective component in the

stage. No matter now great
temptation,

don't

substitute
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Servicing TV
Remote Control
Systems
Study remote control chassis circuits
which will be helpful in faster
troubleshooting and alignment methods

Fig. 3 - Test sew for
bandpass amplifier alignment.

a We find a great number of TV

series unit to illustrate the various

remote control systems in use. Basically they are quite similar and can
bb broken down into four sections:
(1) a transmitter that radiates a con-

is shown in 1-ig. 2) consists of three

circuits.

transistors and one tuned circuit.

trol signal in the 40kHz region;
(2) a receiver that converts the

transmitted wave into an electrical
conttol signal; (3) a relay driver
stage that converts the electrical

signal into energy for operating a
control device such as a relay which

in turn operates a switch or motor;
(4) a motor control section performing functions

normally done by

hand.

Before getting into the servicing
of remote control systems we should
have a basic knowledge of how the
unit functions and will use a
Zenith
"space -command"
60()

Theory of Operation
Ultrasonic vibrations in the 40k Hz region are emitted from a remote
hand control when buttons are snap-

ped to mechanically vibrate each
rod producing
waves.

inaudible

sound

Resistors are connected between the
collector and base of the transistors
providing degeneration.

The amplitude limiter is a PNP
transistor used to cut off extraneous
noise pulses and assure proper con-

trol under extreme range of input

strength. A 4.7K resistor
located in the collector circuit limits
signal

The sound waves are picked up
by a microphone at the front of the
TV set which then changes these
waves into electrical energy.

The microphone (shown in Fig.
I) is of the low impedance ceramic
type designed for a broad peak response at 40kHz and is coupled
directly to the base of the 1st amplifier transistor in the receiver.
The amplifier (complete schemat-

*1.1"

the peak resonant currents by determining the limiting point of the
transistor.
The relay driver stage has a
- .8v cutoff potential which is

applied to the emitters of the four
relay driver transistors to prevent
dc collector current through the
relay coils when there is no input
signal.

-

..11f1.1i

tiL,4113

F.,1241

qr.
16."

Fig. 1 - Low impedance
ceramic type

Lj.11

microphone.
401(C ALUMINUM
RESONANT BRIDGE

RESONANT HORN

SILVER CONTACT

SILVER CONTACT

^.

CHAMBER

.- _

.1

t2.."'"1

.

BARIUM
TITANATE
(CERAMIC)

Fig. 2 - Schematic diagram of Zenith's control chassis
S-74656 and S-75276. Courtesy of Zenith Radio Corp.
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A technician adjusts the sensitivity
control on the control chassis.

Fig. 4 - Test setup for bandpass amplifier
alignment using the oscilloscope.

With the - .8v on the emitter
and the base at ground potential,
only the negative peaks of the input
sine

source

wave

signal

will

cause the transistor to conduct. The

must become negative with

pin on the cam turns the large index
in turn rotates the
tuner shaft.
As the drive cam rotates, it turns
the switch and power is maintained

wheel which

If the signal generator is not available, use the customer's hand -con-

trolled transmitter and an oscilloscope or TVOM (transistor volt ohm
meter) to align the remote receiver

to motor for one or more complete
drive cycles by the switch contacts.

chassis.

At exact "neutral" position, movement of the switch rotor segment
to the "break" or "off position" as
an index lug strikes the activating
bracket assembly. If the index lug

Bandpass Amplifier Alignment
The follow ing alignment proce-

For the signal frequency, press
the "channel tune lower" button.
The test setup is shown in Fig. 3
with correct test points shown in

an integrator in the relay driver

is set to miss the activating bracket
assembly, the drive system will continue to cycle.
Setting the index lugs tangent to
the index wheel will then cause the

collector circuits to provide a proper

mechanism to

time constant or relay control and
also act as filters to prevent noise

while setting the index lug outward

pulses from causing false triggering
of the receiver remote unit.
A self-contained power supply in
each chassis has a power transform-

channel. The lugs are bent or turned for desired tripping.
On the two-way drive units,
motor reversal is achieved by two
motor windings and a series capaci-

base

respect to the emitter to cause con-

duction. The transistor when acts
as a diode rectifier causing relay
current to

flow when RF input

signals are fed to its base. The
- .8v is the recommended factory
setting. This voltage is varied by the
sensitivity control potentiometer
RI, changing range of operation.
Electrolytic capacitors are used as

er with a silicon rectifier XI, filter
capacitors and a resistor voltage net-

work that provides the various dc
voltage for the control chassis.

Motor Drive Assembly Operation
The switch contacts of the motor

control relay, K I and K2, in the
control chassis are in parallel with
the contacts of the switch on the
motor drive assembly. When the
relay is energized, ac power is fed
to the motor through the relay
contacts. As the motor rotates, it
turns the drive cam and makes one

revolution for each channel. The
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skip the

channel,

will cause the unit to stop on the

tor. This capacitor is switched to
either motor winding to cause a
phase shift resulting in a change
of motor rotation. A resistor is
placed in series with the capacitor
to prevent the motor drive assembly
switch contacts from fusing. If
channel selector stops off index,

loosen the three lock screws and
reset the index wheel for proper
channel stop.

dure covers the Zenith "600" space
command which is similar to many
other receiver chassis.

Fig. 2.

Short out the detector coil primary winding (L2 to L5) from the
4.7K resistor side to the junction
of the 270 Q and 1200 S2 resistors
in the power supply.
When using the scope or TVOM
for signal tracing or alignment, dis-

able the TV receiver functions by
pulling out the B+ fuse. This will
eliminate spurious scope hash
(noise) interference which is gener-

ated by the vertical and horizontal
sweep sections of the set under test.

Connect the TVOM (ac) probe
to test point B. Set the meter to the
1.5vac scale. Snap the control unit

button and peak L I for a maximum reading. A scope can also be
used to tune for maximum sinewave

deflection. The test setup for the
Remote Receiver Alignment
The most accurate and proper
way to align the unit is to use a
crystal -controlled signal generator.

scope is shown in Fig. 4.

Detector Coil Alignment
Remove the juniper lead shorting
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ing detector coils L2, L3, L4 or L5.
Then snap the proper hand control
unit button and tune for maximum
scope deflection. This should provide a 4.5 to 5.5v P -P reading. First

Press the proper hand control
button and turn the corresponding

each coil, from the lowest frequency

probe if the scope is used. Connect
the vertical amplifier lead from the

back the cores out of the coils to
about 3/4 in. above the top of the
coil forms of L2, L3, L4 and L5.
Align in the following sequence
with the TVOM set to the -50vdc

test scope to pin 5 of the correspond-

scale.

REMOTE CONTROLS

the detector coil primary. Connect

the TVOM (or scope set for dc)
leads between chassis ground and
the corresponding collector test

points C, D, E and F. Use the dc

coil core inward tuning for minimum

reading or meter dip. Repeat this
operation (two or three times) for
coil (L2 ) to highest frequency coil
(L5) as there will be some interaction. A scope can also be used for
these same checks.

Power Control
Connect meter to
collector test point

Press hand control unit
buttons as listed below

Coil

The automatic -manual switch
(S I) at the rear of the remote chassis

controls all power to the unit and
bypasses the mute switch to assure

F

(L2) 37.75kHz

On/off volume
Mute and color
tint control
Tune channel
lower

(L3) 38.75kHz

E

D

(L4) 40.25kHz

C

audio even if the mute switch

Tune channelhigher

(L5) 4 I.25kHz

is

locked in sound off position. It is set

to the automatic position for remote control operation and to man-

ual for normal manual TV operation. This auto -manual slide switch
can cause trouble if it becomes dirty

or has loose contacts - this may
cause the remote system not to

PW1100 1

operate at all or operate in an intermittent manner. If this switch is not
pushed completely over to the
automatic position, the "tune higher
channel" may not operate. Replace
or thoroughly clean and tighten this
switch if these problems are encountered.

Sensitivity Control Adjustment
1 he bias reading for normal line

voltage (120vac) should be about
- 0.9v.
When making this adjustment for
abnormal conditions, such as noisy
locations, the complete set (with
back on) must be at normal operating temperature before making any

ma

adjustments. Always make a final
check with the customer's own
hand control unit at the maximum
distance it is to be used and check

ONO

VIL

L
. N.

all functions.
In installations where spurious

,[1In ,
SWAIM

noise triggering occurs, eliminate

MI04.
I

1

WOO. Ott'te011 pre,

.

D
LIV CHASSIS

.40011

CHASSIS OFIVOrN1

TUNER MOUNTING ASSEMBLY

Fig. 5 - Schematic of RCA Victor KRS29A remote receiver. Courtesy of RCA Victor
Sales Corp.
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or reduce the noise first.
Reducing the sensitivity of the remote chassis causes an increase in
the delay time and it may be necessary under extremely low sensitivity
settings to hold the hand control unit

button down for a longer time than
normal.
The bandpass of the detector coils

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN' DEALER

will vary directly with the sensitivity. Since the bandpass narrows as
the sensitivity is reduced, alignment

Poor Sensitivity on All Functions

for extremely low sensitivity settings
is important.
Since individual relay driver stage

(I) Low gain or defective transistor.

(3) Defective

Check or replace.

mike.

(2) Open or shorted amplifier coil LI.

(4) Power supply. Check B -voltage
at XI which should be - 27vdc.

gains can vary, because of coils,

microphone.

Replace

Poor Sensitivity on One Function

transistors and relays, all functions
must be checked after readjusting
the sensitivity control. Do not set

(I) Defective relay
check coil resistance. Check for proper mechani-

the sensitivity
necessary.

action. Check volume offkin -

control unit for an improperly adjusted or bent dampener tab. A broken

step switch may become dirty and

"spring wire" that holds the tuning

cause loss of volume. Clean these contacts with a non -lubricant type instrument cleaner.

rods can also cause the same channel
skip problem.
(3) Defective microphone - low

(2) Control box - check mounting

sensitivity at some range of frequen-

of each rod and for correct hammer
action. Should the remote hand unit

cies. Replace microphone.
(4) Shorted turns in relay
check resistance or try tuning the coil.

any

lower

cal

than

Procedure for Localizing Trouble
and Service Tips
(A) Make sure the automatic -

manual switch located at rear of

coil -

cause the receiver remote to skip over
channels that it should stop on -

cabinet is in automatic position. (B)

Check the customer's hand tuning
control. Loss of control signal can
be caused by the loose rods inside

but the channel push button on the

set operates OK, then check the hand

The relay contacts should be cleaned
with a diamond dust burnishing tool.

Zenith Control Chassis S-75276 Service Hints

the box or broken retaining springs.
Remove the four screws and take off

SYMPTOMS

the back cover of the control and

I.

inspect. The loose rod can be reset
with a twisting motion. (C) Check
or replace microphone. (D) Set the
auto -manual switch to the automatic position. Remove the relay dust
cover and actuate each relay with
an insulated screw -driver. If this
results in normal operation, the
trouble is ahead of these circuits. It

1

s

6

All

CHECKS

la,

t

V01.1 ME

JI.

2.

4,

5,

lb,

2.

4,

5,

CHANNFI. CHANGE lonls / fads to fun,ot.

2.

Relay K Hul. K1102, or K1105 /hatter wham transnotter function but

9

21,

25

22.

21,

2.0. II.
25.

26,

12.

I

19

2"

CHECKS

filtasure - 16 V at K901. K002. K90: terminal 1
Measure -12 V supply.
Chsrt terminal 4 of appropriate re la, to ground This should .fituate relay and cause function to operate.
Measure resistance of volume stepper coils, should be apetostroatels 1000 ohms

Measure collector soltage on transistors Q11111. QI IOU. m QI tats whichever unit is associated with faults function
8

( his k tinistattii of toils 1.1101. 1.1102 or 1.1100, 15 oho, Iron top al wilt° ground. 2 2 ohms from tap to ground.
Measure mirage 1 +2./1 at terminal; K and J when perfoilfling check t to determine if contacts of relays K1102 and K110; are closingNleasury sithage 112ii VA(

I

/tr.., It itninal. of channel n

Cheat ,,loges on transistors 90111. 9

w indolg 10 determine if contacts of relay K1101 are closing

and 9,01 in preamplifier.

12

Fsehslitute not tophone

11

Cho k TOOI fransfornter secondar, tontiniii4 from, terminal F to ground and primary by checking between !unction of 0909 and
111,1'. and collector
Q901 iVititage
he approximately 1.5 volts )

I I

Check couplIng capacitors C002, 6,0, and Cook
henk CI 104. CI 10. and 01106 for 'pen.

16

hc.k that Rol I has not reduced in saint.

I' rhea emitter by pass capacitors Coo5. C.906. C90'. and Coos. Al,.. capacitors C901 and C909
IS

Check for opsn ground on ,plume nepper coda.

19

Perform amplifier gam test

20 Chock RI102
21

Chink R1101

22

Check capacitors (1101 thru CI106 whichever unit is associated with faulty function

21

Chfkk current through R111/1, IK (with channel motor operattngl The proper value should be 8.2 MA 25%. If necessary change value
of R11115 to bring the current within this range.

Cbeik continuity of relay and KI101 'btu K1101.

25. Check capacity calve C1101 Shood not exceed 10 MED

defective push switch at the front of

26 Chink ailiusintent of program switch on tuner
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9

10.

8,

I6
I.

motor rotation can be caused by a

receiver. Check and replace
switch.

9

8,

NOTE 171.A1 crowd probe to chap,.

tor drive assembly or cable assemblies. Check all cable and plug connections. (E) Use an oscilloscope to

the

has

Channel motor skips one or more channels on which it Is pr ,mon. cd to stop

M. asure resistants of channel moor on!. should Its 28 Aims -.1: 20' .

- 27v supply voltage low suspect an
open filter capacitor CI 8 or defective rectifier X I (G) Continuous

8,

Is

is anergiced

8. St-limo:as of reverser reduced

beyond that point, such as in the mo-

ages, resistance and transistors in
these circuits. Should you find the

7,

7,

been operated

Measure +2-'u V 1 a ) at POI (b) n Kw/ and K90S. t2rminal I.

input and on up to the transistor

6.

1.

13._ 14

12,

.20

lb.

ing control unit or faulty components in the control chassis. However, if the mechanical movement
has no effect, this means trouble

driver stages. Keep pressing the
hand control button while you trace
the sinewave signal through all the
amplifier stages. (F) Failure of supply voltage or transistors will result
in loss of control action. Check volt-

I8,

VOLUME UP (only) fails to function

Relay K1101. K1102. K1 113t contacts remain closed aftcr transnotter (unction hutton

may be a defective microphone, tun-

trace the signal from the microphone

Ib,

II,

3.

.2.

2' Chink gre.44: in and around gears In channel 111,1,.:

RCA Victor Control Chassis KRS29A Service Hints
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Part five of a series

Selling and Installing
Estimating, Selling, Installing and Maintaining Systems
Know your customer's needs and provide accurate installation bids

You can know all the theory
there is to know about MATV system design and still not be able to
make money in this business. This
article will cover such important
practical aspects of the MATV
business as selling, installation and
maintenance.

MATV Systems Sales
There is no one success formula
for selling MATV systems. MATV
users are divided into five general
groups: homes, hotels and motels,
trailer parks, apartments houses and

schools. Each requires a different

point to work closely with all the

how the cables will be run. Conceal-

electrical engineers in your area who

ed wiring takes a lot more labor

specify MATV systems. Call on
them, give them typical specifications, recommend equipment and
provide them with layouts. They
will soon come to depend on your
help for any MATV spec they
undertake.
Once your equipment and design
have been written into the spec, you
have an excellent chance of getting

the job. But you can't stop at the
electrical engineer. MATV systems

are actually part of the responsibility of the general contractor. He

approach.

in turn subcontracts all the electrical

You can sell systems for homes
either direct or through the builder.
Explain to the major housing development builders the kind of serv-

work, including the MATV system,

ice you can provide and you may be

amazed at the response. A built-in
master TV system is a good feature

for a builder to advertise, and its
cost is relatively small. One large
housing development can keep you
busy for a long time.

Small hotel and motel systems
are bought directly by the owners,
but large ones usually involve an
architect, a general contractor and
a subcontractor.

The same is true of apartment
houses, trailer parks and schools. In
a school system, however, you may

tractor is the man who actually buys
the system from you. Therefore, you
must convince him of your compe-

tence and give him good service,
including fast layouts and accurate
bids.

Bidding and estimating are, of
course, a very important part of
any MATV business. All of the
larger systems are sold on the basis
of bids. Generally, what you have to

do is to design a system in accordance with the specification, submit an outline of the equipment you
stalled, and tell the electrical con-

low and you'll actually be doing a

is a key man in most large MATV

lot of hard work just to lose money.

system sales. This man is extremely
knowledgeable. He is a graduate
engineer but he does not pretend to
have a working knowledge of

from bidding mistakes:
1. Always visit the jobsite before
laying a system out and making an

MATV. He wants and appreciates

estimate. You never know what

help in

problems you may encounter.

preparing

specifications.

Therefore, you should make it
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a

between profit and loss.
5. If in doubt about signal
strength in the area, take signal mea-

surements. A high tower, special
antennas or filter traps, if needed,

essential parts - equipment and

tractor how much the MATV system
will cost him.
Bidding and estimating can make
or break you. Bid too high and you
probably won't get the job. Bid too

The architect's electrical engineer

easy to forget an important item or
two that could make the difference

every electrical contractor in your
trading area. The electrical con-

principals, etc. There is a tremen-

sell.

out and a bill of materials before
you compute your estimate. It's

can be quite expensive.

will supply and how it will be in-

systems now, and 82 channel systems should be particularly easy to

3. Be sure you know precisely
where your responsibility ends and
the electrical contractor's begins. If
you are supposed to pull the cables
yourself, add this into your estimate.
4. Make a complete system lay-

to an electrical contractor.
Be sure you become friendly with

also have to deal with school
board officials, audio visual experts,

dous need for MATV in school

than outdoor wiring.

Here's how to protect yourself

2. Be sure you know precisely

Your estimate will comprise two
labor. Equipment is easy; just add
up your bill of materials.
Labor is more complex because it
depends largely upon conditions. A
commonly used rule -of -thumb is to
multiply the number of outlets in the
system by two in order to arrive at
the total man-hours of labor required. In other words, if you're installing a 60 -outlet job, you can, under
normal conditions, estimate about

120 man-hours for the entire installation, including the head end.
Rates for labor also vary by area,
but a national average seems to be

about $6 per hour. Most systems
involve a year's warranty, so don't
forget to include this. Add about one

percent of the total cost of equipment and labor.
Finally, of course, you must add a

markup to allow you a reasonable
profit on the job.

Installation Practices
There are two basic types of jobs

- new construction and existing
construction. On existing construc-

tion you will probably make the
entire installation yourself. If this
is the case, you'll probably find con -
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Fig. 1 - Field strength
meter can be used
for checking
head end systems.

MATV Systems
duit already installed and ready
with pull wire. This simplifies
the job of pulling cable. You should

have the following equipment to
pull wire through conduit:
(1) wire basket (cable grips)
(2) Fish tape (1/2 in. x 100ft)
(3) Fish tape puller
(4) Cable lubricant (preferably in
aerosol can)
In buildings with no conduit,
you'll have to make a surface installation. Be sure all parties concerned
agree in advance exactly where,
and how, cables are to be run.

On new construction, you'll probably be working with an electrical
contractor. Generally, the electrical

contractor's men pull the cable in
accordance with your instructions.
They usually work under your
supervision to install the tapoffs and

run cable between cracks or separa-

tions, the settling of the building
may crush your coax. If you try to
use the holes drilled by the EC, his

men may damage or crush your

cable. If you run your cable alongside pipes, it will probably be burned or damaged when the plumber
comes back to resolder joints. And
if you try to run your cable with the
telephone lines, they will definitely
make you move it.
(2) Loosely staple your cable
to the inside of walls to hold it until

the walls are closed up. Use very
short staples and just tack them in
place so that they will come out
easily when you want to pull out
the slack.
(3) Tapoffs should be installed in
3 steps:

(a) Leave about 8in. of slack

bring the cable up to the head end.

Then, you hook up the head end,

coiled in the gem box and
secured loosely with a Ro-

balance the system out and make it
work. In some cases, however, he

mex cable clamp. Use a

may want you to connect the tapoffs.

(b) Once the walls are closed,

Regardless of who does the tap off wiring, you must instruct them
to do it carefully. A single loose

2in. gem box.

remove the clamp, pull
out the cable and install
the tapoff. Since you've

strand of wire can short out an entire

used a 2in. gem box, you'll

branch line. You have to expect

have plenty of room to

some problems, but each connection

shove the slack cable back

you have to track down and repair
will eat into your profits.

When you sell directly to the
owner or manager of the building,
you are responsible for all of the
labor. However, if the electrical
union is strong in your area, you
may still have to let the EC's men
pull cable and install gem boxes. In
this case, the EC acts as a subcon-

tractor to you. Since his services
will undoubtedly cost you a lot
more than those of your own people,

be sure this is settled before you
make your bid. Get a firm labor
quote in writing from the EC and
add this into your cost computations.

(1) Drill your own holes. don't
try to take the easy way out. If you
OCTOBER 1968

in. Tighten the tapoff in
place, but don't install the
cover plate. Cover the connectors with masking tape
to protect them from paint.
(c) Once the walls have been
painted, install the cover
plate.

(4) Be aware of, and follow, all
local and national electrical safety
codes.

(5) Terminate all branch lines
properly.

(6) Take extra care with all connections.

Trouble Shooting
Servicing is an important part of
any MATV installation. For one

thing, your reputation (and future
business) depends upon your
keeping the system operating norm-

ally. For another, after the first year
you can sell service contracts, and

these are quite profitable. Finally,
many installers tie in system servicing with a contract to service the TV

sets connected to the system, and
this too can increase your income.

An MATV system is a lot easier
to service than a TV set. To a great
extent, it will tell you what is actually wrong with it. For example, suppose one branch of the system isn't
working, but every other line is delivering good pictures. You can
immediately eliminate the head end
and look for trouble in that line. On
the other hand, trouble that is seen
throughout the system is probably
caused at the head end.

Basically, you need two pieces
of equipment to service an MATV
system: a battery -operated VOM
and a battery -operated field strength
meter, such as shown in Fig. 1.
To track down trouble in a given

trunkline, disconnect it from its

splitter and measure the DC re-

sistance with the VOM. (If the sys-

tem is cable powered, forget the

VOM and use the field strength me-

ter alone.) You should read about
7512, but anything between 50 and
100 i2 is fine.

If you get a very low or a very
high reading, you know you've spot-

ted the trouble. Simply divide and
conquer, splitting the trunkline in
half. Measure the resistance from
the middle tapoff to the termination.
If it's normal, the fault is higher up.
If it's not, the trouble is lower down.

Just keep splitting the line in half
until you find the open tapoff or
connection.

If the VOM shows a short or a
very low resistance, it's easier to
continue tracking the trouble down
with the field strength meter. Con (continued on page 115)
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Sem!conductors from A
New servicing techniques require an understanding
of solid-state power -conversion circuits

Only some of the battery -pow-

however, will not induce either

ered semiconductor circuits can be
operated without additional circuits

an ac or dc voltage across the trans-

for converting the applied power

former's secondary winding. The
dc voltage must first be changed

to the required potential. Receivers

to an ac voltage before a transformer

plugged into an ac outlet require
dc voltages from their power sup-

can be used in a circuit to increase

plies. Batteries for driving portable

TV sets do not have high enough

Oscillators or switching circuits
can, of course, perform the function

voltages

of converting dc voltages to

for operating the CRT.

or decrease a voltage or current.
ac

and R2 are used as a voltage divider
for biasing the base of both transistors in their common -emitter circuits. (The biasing of such circuits
is described in the September 1966
article.)

When a supply voltage is connected to the circuit (Fig. I), the

of one transistor will, by
chance, be a little more positive
base

This voltage must be obtained from
an appropriate power supply.

voltages. Previous articles in this
series have indicated how a number

than the base of the other transistor.

DC -to -AC Conversion

of semiconductor circuits can be
make to oscillate. These included

more positive than that of transistor
02, transistor 01, will conduct more

tunnel diode oscillators (Fig. 5 and
6 in the March 1967 article), transistor oscillators (Fig. 6, 9 and 10 in
the December 1967 article) and unijunction transistor switching circuits

current than the other transistor.

(Fig. 2 in the June 1968 article).

through winding L1 will induce a
voltage across the other winding
(L2), making the base of transistor
Q., more positive than the base of
transistor 01. Transistor Q., will
then conduct more current through
the winding (L1). Since current is

Transformers are generally used
in power supplies to increase the ap-

plied voltage to that required for
operating

an

electronic

circuit.

(Some of the principles of transformer operation are described in
the August 1968 article of this
series.) As you know, an ac voltage applied to the primary winding
of a transformer will induce an
ac voltage across the transformer's

secondary winding. A dc voltage
applied to this primary winding,

The output of these circuits can be

either applied directly to a transformer or through an amplifier to a
transformer.
Fig. 1 shows an oscillator circuit
commonly found in inverter power
supplies. In this circuit, resistors RI

If the base of the transistor Q1 is

Current will then flow through the
transformer's primary winding (L1)
between the transistor (Q1) and the
positive supply voltage. This current

now flowing in the reverse direction

L2
R

\AAA/

L3

Q2

D2

Fig. 1 - An oscillator circuit
commonly found in inverter
power supplies.

(-) 0
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The 25th article in a continuing series

through the transformer's primary
winding (L1), the voltage now induced across the other winding (L2)

is of reverse polarity and the base
of transistor Q1 is now again more
positive than the base of transistor
02.
If no voltage was induced across
winding L., then the base voltage

of both transistors would be the
same, and both transistors would
be in a nearly on condition - due
to the base voltage from the voltage

divider resistors (R1 and R2). When
a current flows through the primary

winding (L1) from either of the
two transistor collector circuits, the
resulting voltage induced across the
other winding (L2) makes the base
of the non -conducting transistor
more positive (turning it on) and the
base of the conducting transistor less
positive (turning it off).

The conducting transistor turns
itself off while turning the
other transistor on. The second tran-

sistor then conducts current that

turns itself off and the first transistor on. In this manner, the circuit
oscillates, each transistor alternately
conducting current at the transform-

non -conducting

er's resonant frequency.

from the transistors - extending

As the circuit oscillates, an ac
voltage is also induced across another secondary winding (L3) of the
transformer. The voltage across this
winding (L3) is generally used to

drive 112vac motors or electronic

equipment, using energy from a
12vdc car battery.

Zener diodes are also included in
this circuit to extend the life of the
transistors by protecting them from

surge voltages that occur as one
transistor turns off while the other
is turning on. During this moment
the greatest change occurs in the
transformer's magnetic field and
current induced in the primary
winding (L1) by the changing magnetic field (as described with Fig. 4
in the August 1968 article) produces
a collector -to -emitter voltage ex-

ceeding the rated capacity of the

transistor. Two
zenor diodes are therefore connected in parallel with the transistors to

shunt these excess voltages away
their life.

AC -to -DC Conversion
A single diode ac -to -dc conver-

circuit is shown in Fig. 2. As
had been indicated by Fig. 3 in the
August 1966 article, current flows
from negative to positive and from
a diode's cathode to its anode. When
terminal 1 of the transformer's secsion

ondary is more positive than terminal 2, electrons pass from terminal 2 through the load and diode D1

back to terminal I. When terminal
is more negative than terminal
1

2, no electrons flow through this
circuit since diode D1 conducts vir-

tually no electrons from its anode
to its cathode. Current can flow
through terminal
only during
positive half cycles.
A slightly different ac -to -dc con 1

Fig. 2 -A single diode ac -to -dc
conversion circuit.

V2 -3

Fig. 3 -A double diode ac -to -dc
conversion circuit.
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version circuit containing two diodes
(Fig. 3) can conduct current through

diodes, is applied to the load during

the load during both half cycles.

Still another circuit (Fig. 4), containing four diodes to form a recti-

When terminal

1

is more positive

every half cycle.

than terminals 2 and 3, electrons
flow through terminal 2, the load,

most of the voltage across the trans-

diode DI and terminal 1 as they did

former to the load during every

before in the single diode circuit.
Then, when the polarity of the applied ac voltage reverses, terminal
3 is more positive than terminals 2
and I ; and current flows from ter-

minal 2 through the load, diode D2
and terminal 3 - electrons traveling
from cathode to anode of diode D2

During half a cycle diode DI is
forward biased and conducting
current through the load while diode
D2 is reverse biased and conducting

virtually no current. Then, during
the following half cycle, diode D2
is forward biased and conducting
current through

the

load while

diode DI is reverse biased and conducting virtually no current. Each
half cycle one of the two diodes con-

ducts current so that a dc current
flows through the load during both
half cycles.

With the circuit shown in Fig. 2
the entire voltage across the transformer, minus the voltage drop
across the diode, is applied to the
load during alternate half cycles;

while with the circuit shown in Fig.

3 only half the voltage across the
transformer (V1_2= V2-3= 1/2 V1_3),

minus the voltage drop across the

fier bridge, can be used to apply
half cycle.
Diodes DI and D2 function in this

circuit (Fig. 4) as they did in the
previous circuit (Fig. 3). During
each half cycle one diode or the
other conducts electrons from its
cathode to its anode and the transformer - diode d1 conducting when
terminal
is positive and diode
D2 conducting when terminal 2 is
1

positive.

Diodes D3 and D4 are wired in
the circuit so that their anodes,
rather than their cathodes, are connected to the load. When terminal
is more positive than terminal 2,
I

electrons

flow from

terminal

2

through diode D4, the load, diode
DI and terminal I - the electrons
having flowed from cathode to anode through both diodes. Then,
when the polarity of the applied ac
voltage reverses, terminal 2 is more
positive than terminal 1, and electrons flow from terminal through
diode D3, the load, diode D2 and ter1

minal 2. During one half cycle di-

odes Di and D4 are conducting
while during the other half cycle
diodes D2 and D3 are conducting
current through the load.

AC to Varied DC
Silicon controlled rectifiers, SCR,
and SCR2 (Fig. 5), can be substituted for two of the diodes, D3 and D4,
in the rectifier bridge circuit (Fig. 4)

to vary the average dc voltage applied across a load. This voltage is
controlled by trigger voltages
applied to the SCR diode gates.
Fig. 11 in the September 1968
article explains how capacitor time

constants (also used in the circuit
shown in Fig. 5 of this article) can
be used for producing a voltage to
trigger the gate of a triac. Changing
the resistance (R1) in series with the
capacitor (C1) varies the portion of

each cycle that the triac conducts
current. During each half cycle the
voltage developed across the capaci-

tor (C1) is discharged through the
thyrector and triac.
A slightly different circuit (Fig.6)
can vary the portion of each cycle a
single SCR diode conducts current.

These two circuits (Fig. 6 in this
article and Fig. 11 in the September
1968 article) must differ because of
the basic difference in the structure

of an SCR diode and a triac. (The
equivalent structure of an SCR diode is described with Fig. 5 in the
August

1968

article, while the

equivalent structure of a triac

is

shown in Fig. 12 of that article.)

Triacs contain the basic equivalent of two SCR diodes with the gate
of one being able to handle positive

Fig. 5 -A variable output, rectifier bridge
ac -to -dc conversion circuit.

Fig. 4 -A rectifier bridge ac -to -dc
conversion circuit.

ck-1(9,r)
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pulses and the gate of the other
being able to handle negative pulses.
SCR diodes, however, are unable to

handle pulses of more than one
polarity - most SCR diodes presently used functioning with positive

.gate pulses. For this reason, diode
D1 is used in the circuit (Fig. 6) to
prevent the flow of any damaging
negative current through the SCR
diode gate.

During the half cycle when the
load (Fig. 6) is more positive than
the capacitor (C1), electrons flow
from the capacitor through the vari-

in a negative capacitor voltage.
When the polarity of the applied
ac voltage reverses and the load is
again more positive than the capacitor, electrons flow through the series
resistor (R1) until the negative voltage across the capacitor is reduced
to zero and a positive voltage is de-

veloped across the capacitor. It is
this positive voltage that again permits the diode (D1) to conduct current to the SCR diode gate and turn
it on.

The series resistor (R1) functions

to determine the time required to

on during almost any portion of the
half cycle.

The trigger voltages for the two
silicon controlled rectifiers, SCR,
and SCR2, in the rectifier bridge
circuit (Fig. 5) can be obtained in
the same manner as the trigger voltages obtained for the single SCR
diode (Fig. 6). One diode (SCR1) is
controlled as before by resistor R1,
capacitor C1, and diodes D1 and D2;
while the other diode (SCR2) is controlled by a similar complement of
components - resistor R2, capacitor
C2, and diodes D3 and D4. During
one half cycle diode D1 supplies a

able resistor (R1) to the load. As the
capacitor's positive charge becomes
greater than the small positive voltage at the SCR diode gate, current
flows through diode D1. This gate
current turns the SCR diode on, cau-

develop a sufficient voltage across
the capacitor to trigger the thyrector
and turn the triac on (Fig. 11 in the
September 1968 article). It (R1)
also functions to determine the time
required to reduce the negative vol-

sing the SCR to also conduct current for the remainder of the posi-

tage across the capacitor (C1) to
zero and then to increase the posi-

Just as diodes D3 and D4 conduct

tive half cycle.

tive capacitor voltage to that required to turn the SCR diode on

current in their rectifier bridge cir-

(Fig. 6). Because the thyrector requires a higher triggering voltage
from the capacitor and diode D2
provides a negative capacitor voltage that has to be removed before

cycles, diodes SCR1 and SCR2 also
conduct current in their rectifier
bridge circuit (Fig. 5) during alter-

nate half cycles. However, diodes
D3 and D4 must conduct current

the capacitor can develop a positive
voltage, a larger than normal flow of

through their load during each complete half cycle, while a single con-

electrons is required to trigger the
triac or SCR diode; and the series
resistor (R1) has greater range and
stability for adjusting the capacitor

trol connected to a pair of ganged
resistors (R1 and R2) can be used

When the positive capacitor voltage becomes greater than the SCR
gate voltage, diode D1 conducts current because its anode is more
positive than its cathode, while

diode D2 does not conduct current
since its cathode is still more positive than its anode.

During the following half cycle
the load is more negative than the
capacitor (C1). The cathode of diode

D2 is then more negative than its
anode and the diode conducts current, the flow of electrons resulting

time constant. With these circuits the

triac and SCR diode can be turned

positive triggering current to the
gate of one diode (SCR1) and during

the following half cycle diode D3
supplies a positive triggering current to the gate of the other diode
(SCR2).

cuit (Fig. 4) during alternate half

to vary the portion of each cycle that

the two SCR diodes conduct current through their load. Since the
SCR diodes are either conducting

0----I LOAD

D

SCR

Fig.

6 - A single

SCR diode, variable

0
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output ac -to -dc conversion circuit.
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current or not conducting, like a
switch turned on or off, very little

induces a magnetic field to align

ternates as a result of the ac primary

some of the domains, the magnetic

current, the core's magnetic field

power is consumed in reducing the

field induced by the ac primary

load voltage.

current is greater than that required
to align the remaining domains in
that direction. The transformer cores

AC to Regulated DC
Transformers (T1, T2 and T3 in

Fig. 7) can be used to regulate a
rectifier bridge circuit

- like the

one described in Fig. 4 - so that
when the load draws more current,
the voltage across the load increases

to compensate for the additional
current drain.
In this circuit (Fig. 7), trans-

formers Ti and T2 are matched so
that they produce nearly identical
secondary ac voltages - but 180deg

out of phase (when vl is positive, v2 is negative and vice versa). The secondary voltages therefore tend to cancel out (vi- = v1 -

V2 = 0), adding no ac voltage to
the load or rectifier bridge circuit.

The ac primary current through
the transformers (T1 and T2) produces alternating magnetic fields in
their cores, while the magnetic
fields produced there by the dc secondary current do not alternate.
These primary and secondary magnetic fields affect the alignment

of magnetic domains in the soft
iron core of each transformer (T1

and T2). (Magnetic domains are
described with Fig. 2 in the September 1968 article.)

When there is no dc current
through the secondary windings,
the ac current through both primary

contain only a limited number of
domains to be aligned. During the
following half cycle, when the flow
of ac primary current is reversed, the

number of domains aligned in the
reverse direction is reduced by the
dc current, which is still producing
a magnetic field to align the domains
in the initial direction.
With larger dc secondary currents,

there is virtually no increase in the
number of domains aligned in one

direction - there are no more to
align - and the number of domains
aligned in the opposite direction
the following half cycle is reduced
- the larger magnetic field induced
by the dc secondary current is opposing that induced by the ac primary current. In this manner, the
strength of the dc secondary current
affects the number of magnetic domains that alternate directions as a
result of the ac primary current.
Earlier articles in this series indicated that a soft iron core can be used to concentrate the magnetic field

produced in a coil. The alignment
of the soft iron core's domains determines the strength of the core's
magnetic field. As the alignment
of the core's magnetic domains al-

also

alternates.

The

strength

of the core's alternating magnetic
field is greater when there is a
small secondary dc current and
smaller when there is a larger secondary dc current, since the secondary
current can reduce the number of do-

mains that can be alternated by the
ac primary current.

In transformers T1 and T2 the
primary ac current induced by the
cores' alternating magnetic fields
opposes the applied ac primary
current. The greater the cores' alter-

nating magnetic field, the greater

resistance to the applied ac
primary current - the greater the
this

impedance of the primary coils (coil
impedances were described on page

54 of the October 1967 article). In
this manner, the dc secondary current can control the ac voltage drop
across the primary windings of
transformers T1 and T2. The greater
the dc secondary current, the smaller
the cores' alternating magnetic

fields and the smaller the coil impedances and the ac voltage drop
across the primary coils. The smaller
the dc secondary current, the larger
the cores' alternating magnetic fields

and the larger the coil impedances
and the ac voltage drop across the
primary coils.

Since the applied ac voltage remains unchanged, a reduction in the

windings induces alternating mag-

netic fields that align almost all
the magnetic domains first in one
direction and then in the opposite
direction during each cycle.
Any dc current through both
secondary windings will induce mag-

netic fields that will work to align
the magnetic domains in but one
direction. During half a cycle the
dc

induced magnetic

fields will

work with the ac induced magnetic
fields to align domains in one direction, and during the following half
cycle

the dc

induced

magnetic

fields will oppose the ac induced
magnetic fields' work to realign
domains in the opposite direction.

When the dc secondary current
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voltage drop across the primary coils
of transformers T1 and T2 will result

to the circuit - with a correspond-

in an increase in the voltage drop
across transformer T3 [v3 = Vt -

During the half cycle when the
transformer (Fig. 8) applies a positive voltage to capacitor C3 and a
negative voltage to capacitor C3',
electrons flow through diode D3 -

capacitors CI, C2 and C3 (VT = Vc1

electrons flow from negative to positive, from the diode's cathode to its

across the load, when 5ma of current flows through the load. Fewer

anode. No electrons are then flowing through diode D3 since it is re-

stages of the voltage multiplier

verse biased.
During the portion of the ac cycle

age, while more stages would result
in a larger dc voltage. The amount

when no voltage is applied to either
capacitor (C3 or C3') by the trans-

of dc voltage produced can be ap-

former, point 2 is more positive
than point since diode D3' prevents the flow of electrons from

V = 2NE -(-3 N-) (--jc);

Transformer T3 is not
a "constant -voltage" transformer
and increases in its primary voltage
will result in increases in its secon(v1

v2)]

.

dary voltage.
When there is a reduction in load
current, there is a greater ac voltage

drop across the primary coils of
transformers T1 and T2 and a small-

er voltage drop across the primary
and secondary coils of transformer
T3. This results in a smaller voltage
drop across the rectifier bridge

circuit and the load. As the load
current increases, the voltage drop
across the primary coils of transformers T1 and T2 decreases and

the voltage drop across the pri-

mary and secondary coils of transformer T3 increases. This results in
a greater voltage across the rectifier

bridge circuit and the load. More
current can be conducted through
the load as
it increases.

the

voltage across

Voltage Multipliers
The ac -to -dc conversion circuits

that have been described

in this

article produce dc voltages smaller
than the ac voltages applied to the
circuits. Voltage multipliers, however, are able to supply dc voltages
greater than the ac voltage applied

ing reduction in current.

1

Point 1 back to point 2.

During the following half cycle,
the transformer applies a negative
voltage to capacitor C3 and a positive voltage to capacitor C31. Point
2 is then even more positive than
1. It (point 2) is then also
more positive than point 3, and

point

electrons now flow from point 3 to
point 2 through diode D3.

During the next portion of the ac
cycle when no voltage is applied to
either capacitor (C3 or C3'), point 3
is more positive than point 2, which
is still more positive than point 1.
This mechanism not only develops a dc voltage across capacitors
C3 and C3', but in the same manner
also develops dc voltages across capacitors C2', C2, C1' and C1. In this

C3

Fig. 8 -A three -stage voltage
multiplier circuit.
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C2

circuit, the voltage across the load
is equal to the total voltage across
Vc2

VC3)

With the components used in this
circuit (Fig. 8), 50vac from the
transformer results in 270vdc

would result in a smaller dc volt-

proximated with the equation:
2

when the value of the capacitors in
each stage increases so that CN =

NCI, and N equals the number of
stages. There are three stages in the

circuit shown in Fig. 8; and C2 =
2C,= 2 x 50µf= 1004 C3= 3C1=
3 x 50p f = 150µf; while V = 2 X 3 x
2
5 x 10-3
5°- (3 X 33) (60 X 50 X 10-6)

300 - 30 = 270v.
From the equation we can see

that if the load current is increased,
the dc voltage is reduced, while if the

frequency of the applied ac voltage
increases or the values of the circuit
capacitors increases, the voltage increases.

The next article will describe dc
filters, dc voltage regulation and dc
current regulation.

C
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Magnetic Recorder Co., one of the largest audio visual
dealers in the West.
;

A
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Breakthrough to Video Tape

If you have been avoiding the video tape equipment market
because of its cost, you might want to reconsider. Costs are
down and demands are high in this million dollar business

DEALERFAX
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From $500,000 in video sales in
'67 to $1 million in '68 . . Double
again in '69 ... A $5 million to $10
.

million audio -video enterprise within the next few years.

That's the sales projection set by

"Cap" Kierulff, board chairman of
Magnetic Recorders Co., Los Angeles, one of the West's largest deal-

ers in audio and video tape recording equipment. The firm is now doing $1 million in audio, plus a half
million in video sales. Management
is preparing for a booming market
in "instant visual replay."

Video Tape Market
I he present major markets for
video tape recorders are educational,
medical, business/industrial and
government.
Video systems have been too ex-
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pensive for all but the most affluent
general consumer, but the cost is going down.
Mr. Kierulff predicts that in
another five to ten years, video tape,

both in color and B/W, will find a
mass market as audio tape has done.

Corner drugstores will be selling a
B/W TV tape recorder for $19.95,
and video dealers will be selling in home color systems for about $500.

"Developing the broad market
for video is up to the creative people
in the electronics industry," Mr.
Kierulff continues. "That's the chal-

lenge as we see it. We plan to be
the catalyst that will develop the
audio -video

market

in

southern

California.".

Market Development
(';1p KicrulII. is an old hand at

market development. In 1956, he
took over Kierulff Electronics and
Kierulff Sound Co. from his
father when the two companies were

running more than $30,000 in the
red. He built their volume to a profitable $25 million yearly. Then he
sold out and retired.

"But I couldn't stay retired," he
smiles. "ln 1967, 1 approached my
old friend, John Van Leeuwen, who
founded Magnetic Recorders 22
years ago, and sold him on letting
me come aboard to undertake the
big marketing push we both see as
the next stage in the electronics industry."
To establish a comprehensive
audio -video sales base, Magnetic
Recorders acquired Tri-Video in

1967. Founded in 1965 by Bob
Tri-Video was doing

Bunzell,

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN DEALER

$250,000 per year by the time it
became a division of Magnetic Recorders. Net worth of the combina-

tion is a half million dollars, with
$1 million in assets.

But perhaps the major asset is
that the principals (Mr. Bunzell as
president of Tri-Video Div.; Mr
Van Leeuwen as president of Magnetic Recorders and of the combina-

tion; and Mr. Kierulff as chairman

of the board) are

all electronics

engineers. They approach the big
selling job ahead from the engineering viewpoint.

Operating through four divisions

- instrumentation division, production

systems

division,

audio

division and video division - Magnetic Recorders has the engineering
and service facilities to back up the
agressive sales program.

By the end of 1968, the firm will
bring together their four divisions,
now functioning at three locations,
under one roof in a new 12,000sqft
building to provide greater operating efficiency as the market for

age. Tri-Video is now offering a

Color Just Ahead
Nk ith tile mass consumer market
in

the offing, Tri-Video Div.,

is

rapidly expanding into the medical,
educational and business/industrial
fields.

At

notes,

closed-circuit

present,

Bunzell
installations

Bob

are mostly B/W.
"Black and white will always be
important in many closed-circuit
systems," Mr. Bunzell comments.
"But we're all going to have to go to
color on closed-circuit TV, just as
it's doing in the entertainment field.
"There are many applications
where color is necessary. The problem heretofore has been producing a

package at a reasonable price that
will meet the NTSE color standard.
Now we have such a system and the
opening demand is very impressive."
Last year, it cost $40,000-$50,-

000 for a closed-circuit color pack-

package for about $18,000, indicat-

ing that the industry is well on the
way toward a color system that will
be priced for the consumer market.
Tri-Video's present sales are
running approximately 40 percent
medical, 40 percent educational,
10
percent
business/industrial,
and 10 percent governmental.

With government -funded money
available, educational and medical
got a headstart in using video, but
business and industrial applications
are beginning to move forward and
Mr. Bunzell estimates that closedcircuit for these three fields will
balance out one-third medical, onethird educational and one-third
business/ industrial.

Just Beginning

-in

all the areas,

I

believe it

video expands.

The Big Boom
Management estimates that video
sales, now running $500,000 a year,

"Cap" Kierulff, board chairman of Magnetic Recorders/TriVideo discusses future role of electronic dealers in rapidly
growing video tape field.

will double in 1968 and that audio
sales will continue to develop.
"When television was introduced,
radio didn't die," Mr. Kierulff

points out. "Audio will remain an
important part of our sales package

as the big market for video opens
wider.

"I was the second brand -name
audio tape dealer in the United
States - right after Bing Crosby. If
anyone then had predicted today's
big consumer market for audio tape,
who would have believed him? The

same thing is going to happen to
video and so we're pioneering with some blood, sweat and a few
tears -so we'll be able to hit this

Bob Bunzell, president of Tri-Video Div. sees color video as a
wide new market.

market hard when it opens."

Mr Kierulff envisions building a
$5 to $10 million enterprise in the
next few years to make Magnetic
Recorders the No. I audio -video
dealer in southern California. Confining the market to southern California gives the company the ability
to solidly back up sales with service,
establishing control over the service
operation.
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BREAKTHROUGH."

can be said that we're still just
scratching the surface," Mr. Bunzell declares. "Hospitals, for exam-

ple, are just beginning to see the
vast potentials of video tape."
Quite a few hospitals, though

far from all, are now taping operations, the recorder being mounted
Bob Martland, vice president and chief engineer, heads
the service operation.

above the operating table with
the lights. Surgeons in these hospitals no longer have to come out of
the operating room and dictate
lengthy notes: the entire operation
is now recorded, providing a "legal

record" as well as the opportunity
for surgeons to review operational
Clark Trimble, one of Tri-Video's six technicians,

techniques.

checks drive assembly on video tape recorder in for

Video tapes are being used by
hospitals in training programs for
interns and nurses and orientation

service.

programs for personnel. With rapid
advances being made in surgery and

medicine, audio -video tape is superior to books as a training medium.
It can be updated by simply erasing
sections as needed and re-recording.

Video is also being applied more

widely in radiological work. Pictures are taken of the X-ray images
and intensified. It's not necessary
to subject patients to so many roent-

gens to provide a strong enough
image for diagnosis.

Since 1966, Tri-Video has been

working with the Medical Center
of the University of California at
Los Angeles on producing a "tape
of the week" covering a variety of
medical subjects. The tapes are circulated nationally and hospitals and

doctors are now building tape libraries.

Educational TV
A similar situation is developing
in the educational field. At the 27th
annual conference of the California
Assn. of School Libraries held in
San Francisco, it was estimated that

least one-fourth of the school
library money is now going into
audio-visual materials, and some
school library money is now going
audio-visual materials, and some
at

"Cap" Kierulff demonstrates the portable zoom lens recorder
that is already breaking into the vast home entertainment
market.

schools are moving toward making it
50-50.

Closed-circuit television systems
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that permit the student to dial a prerecorded lecture or film are sweeping the educational field.
Tri-Video has put together a

"turnkey package" for the educational field and is working with
educators on developing a supply of
tapes for all school levels, including
grade schools.

"Color is going to be increasingly
important in the medical and educational fields," Mr. Bunzell says,
"particularly in research. An example of this, is a blowup we made of
a fly's eye. We did it in black and
white and while the blowup showed
the structure, it would have provided
a truer picture if it had been in color.

The California Institute of Technology is one local institution that
is now beginning to use color video
in some research projects and we
anticipate there will be many
more."

who will have a video tape machine
in their office for playback.

expanded to develop the growing

Home Market
The home market, now only

Sales Methods
Demonstrations, exhibitions and
training courses bedrock sales. Mr.
Bunzell says : "We'll put on a demonstration for any hospital, in-

about I percent of Magnetic Recorders' video sales, will begin to swing
when B/W video tape systems can
be sold for under $2000.

With the portable battery -pack
video

recorder selling for
$1200 and the playback machine for
tape

the price is getting right. At
present, most of the battery packs
$1345,

are going to police departments who
like the "instant playback" feature.

"But we're also selling them for
home use," Mr. Kierulff says. "We
recently brought in ten and shipped
them all on the same day. We have
a special situation because many
television and film stars live in our
trading area and they're buying the
battery packs as fast as we can get
them.

Industrial and Business Uses
Video is now being installed to
increase productivity surveillance
of delicate factory procedures.

A recent Tri-Video installation
"watches" the winding of coils for
micro -parts. Formerly, the women
who wound the coils had to use a
microscope to see what they were
doing and could only work a half

"What

the

stars

have

today,

everyone who can afford it will
want to have tomorrow. And so
we're very bullish about the next
decade during which color is going
to be brought down to under $1000
and black and white under $500.
Then we'll be ready to go."

camera focused on what she's doing,

has unlimited potential on the mass

faster and without eyestrain.

The "watching" job done

by

market, Mr. Kierulff declares. The
public is ready to pay a reasonable
price for information - information
they can get right now.

closed-circuit television is a rapidly
growing field. Dial systems enable
factory management to "visit" any
part of the plant while sitting in the
office. At airports, systems are being

battery packs to a wedding of one of
our employees, recorded it and

supplied for surveillance of small
aircraft. Department stores are in-

one was enthusiastic.

stalling systems to watch for shoplifters. Missile firing, children's
play areas, functioning of machinery
on assembly lines are just a few of
the many present "watching" uses

of B/W.
Tri-Video, based on its experience with the tape of the week for
UCLA Medical Center, is now planning a "businessman's video digest."

"As a test, we took one of the
showed it at the reception. And we
made copies for the families. Every"When the consumer can get this
kind of instant information at a rea-

sonable price, he's going to do nothing but buy -buy -buy. Look, for
example, at what's happened to the
Polaroid camera. We can expect the
same thing in our field."
Magnetic Recorders Co., has a
staff of 36 employees, including 12
full-time salesmen inside and outside

and

eight

technical

engin-

The digest will summarize market

eers and service technicians. Tri-

trends, business outlook of the week

Video has its own sales staff and the

and other pertinent information for
subscribers to a tape of the week,

six service technicians and sales service combination is being rapidly
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businessmen who want to see what
video equipment will do. Our sales-

men also bring in individual prospects - we have a complete setup
here for demonstrations.
"Since this area of

tronics field

is

the

elec-

relatively new, we

don't try to pinpoint the market you never know who's going to buy

- and so we go out after a wide
variety of prospects."

Custom Service
Magnetic Recorders' engineering
and service department builds special tape recorders in addition to
servicing the most sophisticated
equipment.

Special systems for the U.S. Air
Force are a part of the sophisticated
engineering and service package.

A photo sync system for LIP sync
recording is a recent example of
specialized electronics as related to
firm has introduced.

Replay in both B/W and color

picture, winding the coils much

stitution, association or group of

tape recording systems which the
Instant Retrieval

hour at a time. With a closed-circuit

the winder now follows a blown -up

video field.

Tri-Video's six service men
work mostly in the field. Top service guarantees customers that their
equipment will be kept operational.
Some service contracts, particularly
hospital and medical, are on a 24 hour basis.

A loaner system is essential: Almost every video tape user needs to
keep the equipment fully operative.
Tri-Video does not expect to show a

profit for some time on the service
department, but a complete service
department is most essential to making sales in this field.

Communications and enjoyment,

Mr. Kierulff concludes, are the inseparable twins of the electronics
industry.
In video, communications is
breaking the ground but enjoyment is close behind. The mass

market will expand tremendously
within the next few years, and so
Magnetic Recorders is pioneering
now to assume the leading position
in its trading area..
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PURPLE TRUCKS
AND
YELLOW LETTERS

"You should be able to service all

dicates the growth of a business

the electronic merchandise that you

started only seven years ago "with
less than a thousand dollars." He
adds, "I was worried about making

sell." This is the advice of Lloyd
McLeod, who 13 years ago started
repairing radios in his home garage
in Baton Rough, La. At that time he
was, in his own words, "flat broke."
Today, Mr. McLeod is the owner
of two retail stores, selling and
servicing television, radio and
other electronic merchandise with

eight in the morning at the telephone

sales volume of $200,000. One store
has 1200sqft where he specializes in
selling, installing and repairing
automobile radios.

night when I had to report at the

His new store, which has 10,000

sqft, was opened in the middle of
March. There, he specializes in
and servicing TV, radio, stereos,
tape recorders, phonographs and
color TV.
Just as distinctive as his store, are

his trucks and his business cards.
Our ET / D reporter asked Mr. McLeod why the striking purple background

yellow letters. He
shrugged his shoulders and smiled
happily, "Just because it's different."
and

"My customers call my trucks
`Mac's Easter eggs,' he beamed.
"When anyone sees one on the street

he is more apt to remember it than
a truck painted in ordinary colors.
Of course, they have to be cleaned
more often, otherwise they would
look trashy."
His impressive sales volume in-
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enough to pay the next month's rent.

"So, I worked from midnight to
company here in its toll test room,"
he recalls, "and operated my own
store until six in the afternoon.
When we closed, I would go home
and sleep until an hour before midphone company. If I couldn't make
it through the next day, I would take
an hour's nap at noon. It was tough
but I did it for ten years and put
the money I made right back into
my store."

Mr. McLeod kept up his backbreaking schedule until two years
ago. Now he is leasing a $40,000

building and has

12

employees,

seven of whom are technicians and

two trainees in his service department. He believes very strongly that
"you must be able to give good repair service before you can sell."
"If you are too busy with manage-

ment or selling, you should have
competent technicians whose repair
work you can absolutely rely on," he
adds. In his own case, Mr. McLeod,

is protected, because in Louisiana
"a man has to have a technician's
license before he can get work as a
technician."

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER

McLeod's TV provides ample parking in front of its lErge and
impressive merchandise display windows.

The same theory of dramatic spaciousness is continued in
other areas.

generous

tomer's home for two days to prove

amount of space to his service de-

that the set works," Mr. McLeod

can or French Provincial or any
other period of furniture that is

says. "We do not ask the customer
to close the deal until the end of the

in their home.

received from others besides his

own customers to whom he has
sold television, radios and other

second day; by then he is already
pleased and showing off the new

Mr. McLeod tried the group -ofmerchandise -idea first in his window displays. "It just did not sell in

electronic equipment.

set to friends."
His unusual selling plan is a sure-

my window area," he declares, "so

is well

displayed, attractive, and can be

fire operation judging by his sales

viewed by customers through the

records. "1 lost only five out of 200

He

has

partment

devoted
where

a

repair work

The service department

is

I tried the single piece of merchandise only. It pulls very well for
me."
The lights in his store are kept on
all night. "Customers can come by

Mr.

sales this past year in color televi-

McLeod pays his highest tribute to

staff of technicians when he

sion sets," he states. "And those five
customers either didn't want a color

says, "Where we fall down in sales-

manship, we make up in the per-

set in the first place, or some unexpected development came up in

what I have displayed," he says.
Mr. McLeod decided on the gen-

formance of our service technicians.

their financial situation. There never

erous amount of apace which sur-

The technician's performance sells

has been any animosity shown by
the customer when we had to re-

rounds the television sets because he
noticed that "when a customer
stands back ten feet and looks at the
set, it is because he is picturing it in

full-length
his

all -glass

front.

us to our customers."

move the set."
Sure Fire Plan
McLeod's has a unique method of

or stop at any time of night to see

selling new television sets. "We set

Lloyd McLeod used foresight in

them up in the home of any prospective customer without any kind
of deposit," declares Mr. McLeod.

leasing the building he is now in.

his own home. We found that this
is much more effective in selling
than allowing the customer to see

He wanted a lot of space for service

just the top of the set."

"The manner in which the tech-

and display and a particular site.
"1 moved to the edge of town be-

Sales Approach

nician works in setting up the new
set and the fact that it will work
without any of the troubles the
customer may have experienced

cause of economics," he says. "This
gave me a building with large
rooms, and that is necessary be-

The Sales Scene

cause people must

the past, convinces him more
than anything we could say in our

television set in surroundings that
approximate their home. Any dealer

sales talk."

who thinks that he is not selling
furniture when he is selling a tele-

in

Selling a new set without any

see the

deposit is done by the customer's

vision

signing a demonstration agreement
and the filing of a credit application.
"We leave it in the new cus-

Mr. McLeod states with emphasis.
He groups sets so that a shopper can
be led immediately to Early Ameri-
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set

is

fooling

himself,"

In approaching a new customer
- or an old one seeking a new television set, Mr. McLeod asks, "What

type of furniture do you have?",
then, "How far away from the television

set

do you usually sit?"

"This," he explains, "is to find out
how large a set we should show the
customer. Most customers buy too
big a set and then sit too close to it.
That, of course, spoils their viewing."
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PURPLETRUCKS...
Mrs. McLeod listens to a sales talk
presented by her husband and offers
her highly -valued opinion.

Mr. McLeod revealed some of
his own sales technique which might

be adapted and used by other retail
dealers. For the customers who

"want to wait" he has this ready
response which has proven most
effective: "The real reason you are
purchasing this set is for enjoyment," he tells this customer, adding

convincingly, "is there any reason

why you don't want to enjoy

it

Mrs. McLeod, a working partner who is
well versed in electronic merchandise,

now?"

explains the features of a stereo unit.

about the price, he has this piece

For

customers

who

complain

of advice: "Agree with the customer,
but ask him if there is anything their

family would enjoy more for the
same price?" He adds, "The wise
salesman will not take no for an

I.
Mr. McLeod gives detailed operating
structions even on smaller items.

in -

answer. He never stops selling, but
the continued selling must always
be subtle and never high pressure."
In his own instance, he says "The

majority of people who come in
here do so because they want to buy.
Of course, some are only looking."

Regardless of what happens, he
says, "I always analyze myself personally if I do not make the sale."

To help him in this respect, Mr.
McLeod uses tape recorders in his
sales room. When he fails to make
a sale, he runs off the tape and listens to it carefully. "I pick my sales
pitch apart and see where I went

The service department evaluates customer complaints of set malfunction as
a step toward better customer relations
and efficient service.

wrong," he admits. He does not
rest on his own evaluation either.
He also plays the tape for his wife,
who has been an' active working
partner.
Examples

of common selling

failures that come to light in these
Mr. McLeod's extensive knowledge of
TV and radio is well respected by his
technicians and readily accepted when
faced with a difficult circuit defect.

evaluations: "Perhaps I failed to ask
my customer to buy the set."
"Perhaps 1 described it to my cus-

tomer, but never tried to close the
sale, he says, or tried to sell service but not entertainment."
Self-criticism has made him show

"more honest concern for my customer's likes and dislikes, rather
than my own. I often find my-

self talking too much. Better to
bring the customer into the conversation."
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As to his new store, Mr. McLeod
says, "The man who had this building was in the floor covering business. He had excellent taste, and I

just decided to follow in his footsteps: no banners or flags and very
few signs on the walls. I am selling
television sets. Circus flags and a
circus atmosphere will not attract
customers.
"We make sure that the customers
feel the merchandise they are buying

will last," he adds. "We give a one-

year warranty on all new sets and
three months on all parts and labor

for repair work. And we do not
normally sell used sets. If a used
set does not work, you lose the customer or you lose the money. There
is no advantage to be gained either
way."
As for the future of the retailer in
television, radio and other electronic
merchandise, Mr. McLeod says it
was never brighter. "There are new
dimensions in color television,"
he says. "There are also video tapes
being made for home television as
well as many other electronic products. All of these present a fascin-

ating challenge and a very bright
future to retailers like myself. With
new products coming out, the manufacturing industry has taken a bigger
interest than ever before in training
men to service their products."

Personalized Commercials
Mr. McLeod believes that his
high rate of sales is due to the fact
that "we handle only one line of
television sets. When a customer
walks in here he is already presold.
That's not only because of the
national advertising that the manu-

facturer does, but also because of
its liberal policy in the matter of
cooperative advertising."

In his own advertising program,

he uses all media. He appears on
his own television commercials and
his voice is used in his radio spots.
"I find that it helps to get that personalized recognition, he explains.
All his advertising carries the
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slogan - "Mc Leod's - the House

Servuce and Training

That Service Built." He also
stresses: "We feature sales, but
specialize in service."
His television commercials carry

cians up-to-date by allowing them to
attend factory service seminars

a photograph of what he describes
as "the largest display of home entertainment merchandise in the
Southwest."
"We try for at least a one -minute

commercial on both TV and radio
every day," he says. "And we very
seldom mention the price of an
item."

There is just one time that price
is mentioned and that is every three
months when there is either a clearance sale or the introduction of new

merchandise. "Or we may do so
when we are carrying Christmas
specials or trying to boost sales
during a slack period."
"More advertising is being done

now and will be done in the future
than ever before by the manufacturers," Mr. McLeod states. "This
means they are doing a better job
than ever before . . in fact, an
.

excellent job in preselling your
customers and mine," he declares.
"However, to meet this bright

future and profit by it, the retailer
must prepare himself first with more
information about the products.
Due to the complexity of new items,
the customers who come to you will

have no understanding of the new
products or how they can use them.

So even with the preselling, you
must know all you can. And you
must also have enough imagination
to be able to see that product in your
customer's home or office.
"This additional knowledge of
the product and its uses will make

the retailer 'more professional' in
the eyes of his customers. Just as
becoming

Mr. McLeod keeps his techniand work with factory technicians.
Every three months our men attend
a full day training session which
gives them practical service experience on new circuits.

"This," Mr. McLeod says, "does

two things for our firm. If a customer is happy with our service, he
will tell others and of course mention the technician's name. That
means new service calls and sales
for new sets. And if the customer

isn't happy, he will call the technician here. That alerts us to a problem immediately and we can act to
adjust the matter successfully."

"Our crews shift hours, starting
at eight in the morning." This enables us to give better service with
less commotion because we work
with smaller crews. It also helps us
to catch late calls (service calls are
taken as late as nine P.M.). Promptness is also important and we make
sure our men get on a service call
as soon as possible.

"Record keeping in your service
shop is necessary too, Mr. McLeod
stresses. "We keep an audit of how

much work a man does each day,
and he and the sales manager sign
the sales tickets. We reward our
technicians for any sales that they
inspire, to give them more incentive. This will also reduce noise interference during tests."
Touring his spacious service

shop, Mr. McLeod points to the
LOOft work bench. "I built that myself," he boasts, "and I have plans to
add partitions and doors so that each
technician will have his own private
workshop."

more

He also plans to paint the work-

accepted as technicians rather than
repairmen, so should dealers build
their own skills and knowledge to
become more professional in the
eyes of their customers. And that is

shop a light green (proven to be
easiest of all colors on the eyes)

when the dealer will make more

in the most pleasant of surround-

technicians

sales."

are

and to add air conditioning. "I want
to make this a model workshop so
that my men can work at their best

ings," he concludes.
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In south Minneapolis is a small,
and impressive shop called

the

past

12

Jim's TV, so named since early 1956

It was also during 1956 that color
TV made its debut in the Minneapolis area and Jim's TV was one of the
first to provide sales and service on
these sets. His gross income in 1967
was almost $130,000.

He purchased the business just before graduating from Northwestern

Electronics Institute (NEI) in Minneapolis which he had been attending for two year.

The days of the friendly
neighborhood TV radio shop are still
with us. Evidence is
this small but
successful Midwest
service -dealer

during

years.

when Lloyd James first bought it.
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experience

neat

His initial investment of $4000
included the inventory, an old truck
and a rented 20 by 40ft. store. This
800sqft area was divided between
sales and service - "neither of

which was very good then," Lloyd
James reflects.

"When I first took over the business, my wife and I did all of the

Neighborhood Sales
"Our uttcnt is to do a neighborhood business," Mr. James told

ET/D, "and that's what we do.

About 75 percent of our business is

within a 10 -city -block radius; the
rest of the trade is walk-in. We are
fortunate in being located on a main
street in an active, friendly commun-

work." He smiles as he surveys the
shop, remembering what it used to
be. "Reconstructing the service,

ity, primarily populated with rela-

sales, inventory and shop needs kept
us both pretty busy, and by that first

customers whom we have served.
Our policy has always been to guarantee labor and service on anything

summer I needed another full-time
technician. Fortunately,
hired a
1

good one."

Later that year Jim added two
part-time

technicians who
at Northwestern.

tively high -income families.

"Most of our sales come from

we sell. This guarantee holds for the

-

period of the factory warranty, and
it's figured into the selling price

were

but not so as to make money on

This
turned out to be a continuing practice, as Jim's TV has helped many
student technicians gain valuable

service during the warranty. We are

students

in business to make a profit, and
we back up our sales business by
giving competent service."

Neighborhood TV Business
t.3

Part of Jim's TV display area shows carpeted and uncluttered use of space.
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Our ET/ D reporter asked "Jim"
about competition in this large city
with its many discount and department stores. "We sell our merchandise at a reasonable profit," he
adds assumingly. "The only time we
discount an item is when it is out-

dated or has been on the books too
long. We can't, and don't try to com-

pete price -wise with the large department stores. We all know that
they can buy at a better price because they buy in larger quantity but we do otter expert service, and

windows. The shades cover the entire front and side window areas and
can be quickly raised and lowered
to reduce glare from the sun. "This
helps reduce the outside light to a

proper level when a customer

is

looking at a color set and also prevents any possible fading of cabinet
woods which are close to the windows and exposed to the sun," the
owner explains.
"What about trade-ins and demo's

in your sales policy?" ET/ D asks.
"No demos," Jim smiles. "We used

that's something we can sell.

to, but we don't find

1966 Jim's TV bought its
building. "We spent half of 1966.
remodeling. We wanted a better

anymore. For example, when a cus-

In

service shop area because our primary aim is service. We wanted a
shop where people could see what
was being done, and we also wanted
a better display area. Now we have
both, including small separate rooms
for Hi Fi and color TV demonstrations."
In addition to having a pleasing
carpeted display room which affords
the customer a pleasant and uncluttered shopping atmosphere, Mr.
James has also installed unique
shades of tinted plastic in his display

necessary

tomer conies in to buy a color set,
we explain the principles of color
reception. We tell him how it operates and we have a viewing room
where he can relax and watch color
programs. We explain the controls
and what they are for. These days
almost everyone has seen color TV
programing either at a friends house

Advertising for Jim's TV is in
some ways typical of many TV
businesses. The firm uses media
and programs coordinated with the
TV -radio manufacturers under a
co-op plan. This includes local news-

papers and spots on a local FM
radio station.

But Lloyd James goes a step or
two further. "We make a neighborhood mailing twice a year which has
been most effective. We have our
own printing machine and make up
our own mail advertising. We would
like to do more of it if we had time
because it has been a great help in
building our business. We also send
a service discount card to new people in the area which gives them a

price break on their first service
call and introduces us.
Installed -Price Service Policy
"NN c arc proud of our service his-

or in a store - it's no big novelty

tory," "Jim" smiles, "and we try

any longer. But it is important that
the customer realize that the differ-

to keep our customers happy. When
a customer comes in with a portable
TV or a radio, we attempt to service
it immediately if we see that it may

ence between good and bad color
reception is primarily a matter of
knowing what adjustments to make
- and how to make them."

Dave Bednarz, one of Jim's competent technicians, shows
an interested local shopper one of the new color TVs.
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Prints Own Advertising

be something simple like a tube.
It helps us, and the customers are

Jim takes notes from a customer on a service call
which will be schedulec for prompt action.
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happy. We don't do it free; we have
a minimum shop fee of $2.50 on a
quick tube replacement, but the
customers are happy with that."
Our ET/ D reporter had a chance

to view Jim's service first-hand. A

woman with two young children
hurried into the shop carrying a
portable TV. She told him that one
of the children had accidentally
knocked the set from it's stand for

the second time and she was anxious

to have it repaired before her hubby
noticed it was gone.
Understanding
the
situation,
"Jim" immediately dug into the
set long enough to assure the customer that he would have it back to
the house and operating before the
afternoon was over (a very human
incident which could happen in any

community and one which Lloyd
James handled expertly).

"We have two full-time technicians and one part-time now," Jim
adds. "We also have two vans which

are fully equipped for service calls
and delivery. We don't keep time
charts on our men. We use a flat
rate charge on labor and an installed

price system. The flat rate service
look like this:
home calls arc $9.50 for color and
$6.95 for B/W; re -installation and
delivery is $7.50 for color and $5
for B/W. Our bench minimums are
charges presently

Jim cheerfully explains
the features of a
table radio to an
old friend and customer.

$15 on B/W and $30 on color.
Tuner work is extra. We also set a

minimum of $2.50 for a tube refor transistor
radios, $12.50 on record changers
placement,

and $15 for tape recorders.

"There are several reasons why
we use the installed price system.
Primarily, it helps us to make up for
price differences in the amount of
time necessary to do various repair

jobs. The price of the part
cluded.

is inIt also establishes guide-

lines for the technicians on house
calls if they have to give an estimate
Dave Bednarz works
on a B/W TV using
modern test
instruments and techniques.

on a major repair. Along this line,
we have found it better to estimate
high and present the customer with
a lower -than -estimated bill rather

than the other way around - he's
happier that way. And he has to be

a happy customer. We don't gear
our business to one service call. we
want each customer to stay with us.

"Our rates are out of date now,"
Mr. James admits, so we are going

to have to raise them a little. We
won't raise home calls too much,
but the bench rates have to be realis-

Jim and Dave team
up to make some final
adjustments on a
color TV before delivery.
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tic because that's one area where
time can slip through the fingers.
Service business made up at least
one-third of our gross in 1967 and it
will come very close to half of our
gross this year.
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TEST LAB REPORT

TEST INSTRUMENTS
This color generator in kit form may solve your needs
for an inexpensive start in color test instruments

I he Knight Color/ Pattern Generator, Model KG -685, was recently

assembled in our ET/D lab from a
kit which included all the necessary
parts as well as solder and a tuning
tool.

The unit is all solid-state and
features two printed circuit boards
with clearly marked parts locations
and assembly instructions showing
layout diagrams of each board with
the component placement printed in
bold letters for each stage of assembly. Consequently, mounting circuit
board components was a breeze.
One feature we especially apprec-

iated about the kit was that all the
connecting wires were precut and
Knight Model KG -685 Color/Pattern Generator.

stripped.
The instructions

were

quite

thorough. The only problem we
had was in identification of the capacitors. The capacitor types varied
and a brief descriptive identification

would be helpful. Unless the technician is familiar with the new
miniature capacitors, he might
have trouble distinguishing between
mylar and polystrene.

The finished unit was relatively
easy to align following the manufacturer's instructions. However, we
found that to stabilize the generator
Interior view showing circuit boards
and rear panel controls.

patterns on the TV sets we connected it to, it was necessary to
make minor readjustments of the
various controls, especially the
channel coil and vertical intensity.
The vertical intensity pot, located

at the rear of the unit, is somewhat
unhandy and would be more convenient on the front panel. But the
unit provides all the necessary patterns and is priced at less than $90
It comes in an attractive cabinet
with a hinged rear door providing
access to the adjustments and storage space for cables. A handy polished metal mirror is also included

and attaches to the bottom of the
Interior view showing rear
and front panel controls.

cabinet when not in use.
The color generator
seven crystal -controlled

provides
patterns,

is tunable to channels 3, 4 or 5,

and comes with an RF output cable,
gun interrupter leads and a service

light.
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For additional information on products
bed in this section. circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly

AM Radio
700
A cylindrical portable radio, the
"Flint". is introduced. The radio is
8in. high and 3f/8 in. in diameter with
2-3/4 in. speaker mounted in the top of

the 10 -transistor AM unit. The bot-

It is said that the unit plugs into any
public address amplifier,
amplifier or tape recorder

standard
booster

employing a single connection. The
unit will also drive a guitar amplifier
through a simple attenuator network
and operates from a nominal II 7v.
50-60Hz ac power source with a power

drain of I.2w. A minor circuit modification makes it possible to power
unit

from

for
emergency dc operation. The frequency response is 50 to 20,000Hz,
the

221/2v

battery

measures 5in. d x 21/2in. h x 9in. w
and weighs 3.51b. Claricon.

Chord Organ
702
An electric chord organ with a

Special control modules such as
"priority paging" or the "limiter"

module may be placed in any channel

so as to mute or limit the gain of all
inputs to the left of its position. In this
way it is possible to control from one
to all seven other inputs. All four
units have fully automatic output circuit protection with indicator light;

three -octave range is introduced. The
unit is the company's second portable
electric chord organ. It has 37 color -

coded and numbered melody keys
with 12 major and minor chord keys.
tom half of the unit serves as a tuning
dial with a viewing window for station

selection eliminating the need for a
conventional dial. A decorative trim

The organ features include: variable volume control for soft. medium.
and loud play; separate on/off

==__=_= -r
1.1

.o

co

switch; and a pilot light that illumin-

.10

ates when the organ is turned on. The

4, 8, and 1652outputs, balanced with a
25 and 70v line. All units are available
in package or rack mount listed at the
following prices: MOD -20 $262.50;

band around the center operates as an

on -off switch and volume control. A
built-in compartment on the bottom
of the radio has a mirror and space to

MOD -45, $312.50; MOD -90. $375;

store makeup, keys or change. The
radio also has an earphone for personal listening and comes with an

MOD -200. $475. Bell.

adjustable carrying strap. Sears.

FM Stereo Receiver

Mixer Preamplifier
A solid-state

701

microphone

mixer
preamplifier is announced. The mod44-485 is an all -silicon transistor. four -channel mixer -preamplifier.

el

The unit increases the versatility of
a sound system by providing four
additional inputs from a high or low
impedance microphone. tuner, crystal
phonograph or tape recorder. The unit
may be used for stereo, such as tape
recording, and up to three units may

be paralleled to provide a total of 12
inputs, each with its own volume control.

704

A 50w FM stereo receiver is introduced. The model 341 incorporates
organ comes in a lightweight polystyrene cabinet with a desert sand color
and plugs into any standard ac outlet.
The dimensions are 281/2 in. wide,
101/2 in. high and I I in. deep. Suggested

retail price is $34.95. General Electric.

silver-plated

field

effect

transistor

front end circuitry resulting in
reportedly virtual elimination of all

cross modulation and drift, and providing greater usable sensitivity.
Field effect transistor circuitry is also

used in the tone control circuitry to
produce a wider range of control. Advanced circuitry employees integrated

703
A line of modular amplifiers is introduced called the MOD series. It

circuits, both in the IF strip for im-

consists

higher gain and lower distortion.
In addition the unit uses glass epoxy

Modular Amplifier

of 20. 45, 90 and 200w

solid-state amplifiers, each furnished
with one high -impedance microphone
preamp. Six more preamp modules
may be added to satisfy the input requirements of nearly any installation.
The modules are said to be simple to

proved capture ratio and selectivity.
and in the preamplifier section for
printed circuit boards and solderless
thus
eliminating the

connectors

in the field and require no
special tools or wiring. Flexibility is
offered in the line through the "stack-

install

ing" principle.
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Back by popular demand -Another 1968 Krylon Giveaway

Win a can of
Krylon 1302.
Or

Simply fill in the coupon below.
If you become our lucky winner, we
have a pretty good idea what prize you'll
choose. But we figure it this way: If you
win $10C on us, chances are you'll spend

$1.95 on us-for Krylon.®
(That way, you'll be a two-time winner.)
And whi!e we've got you thinking about

Krylon, think about our whole line of
sprays. They're standard equipment for
all TV/Radio installation and repair work.
NI

Entry rules:
1.
No purchase necessary.
Print your name and address
on entry coupon and mail to

K -ylon Contest-Dept. 300

St. Clair Associates,
485 Madison Ave.,
New York, N.Y. 10022.
2.
Entries must be
postmarked no later than

St. Clair Associates
435 Madison Avenue
Naw York, New York 10022
If I win, I'd prefer:
E The Cash
H The Krylon

November 30, 1968.

Name

Krylon Contest-Dept. 300

Winner will be selected
in random drawing by
St. Clair Associates,
whose decision will be final.
4. 1968 Krylon Giveaway
is open to anyone in the U.S.
except in Wisconsin and
where prohibited or restricted
by law. Employees (and their
families) of Borden Inc, its
affiliates and advertising
agencies, or St. Clair
Associates are not eligible.
3.

Street
City
Zip

tuber on the bottom of my
n can is

don't use Krylon. 0

.
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MOS
VERSATILE

possibility of malfunction because of a bad solder connec-

tion or vibration. The silver-plated FET tuner section of
the receiver achieves 2.5 µ v sensitivity with 80db of cross

modulation rejection claimed by the manufacturer. The
stereo multiplex section features solid-state time -switching
multiplex circuitry, separation of 30db and the capture ratio

of 2.5db. Amplifier output is direct coupled using silicon
transistors for optimum reliability and sound quality.
Additional features of the receiver include; balance control;
three pairs of external stereo inputs for magnetic cartridge.
tape monitoring and extra input: chassis -mounted stereo
threshold control; loudness/volume compensation switch;
mono/stereo switch; and center tuning meter. Price
$259.95. Scott.

Hi-Fi Speaker

705
Introduced is a decorator -designed. wafer type Hi-Fi
speaker system that is said to match the tonal quality of
the
bulky box

speakers. The
"Twin-XX Twenty" Hi-Fi speaker
system

incorpo-

rates two of the
recently introduc-

MODEL 850

ed

plastic

ELECTRONIC VOLT -OHMMETER

S BEST FOR YO
FACTS MAKE FEATURES:

1

Long 7" easy -to -read scale.

2 .5 D.C. volt range for transistor circuits.

g HIGH STABILITY. Meter connected
U in cathode circuit of 12AU7.
High Input Impedance (11 MEGOHMS) and wide Frequency
Ranges give this extremely versatile Electronic Volt -Ohmmeter
considerable advantage in the measurement of DC voltages,
AC RMS and Peak -to -Peak voltages. It measures directly the
Peak -to -Peak values of high -frequency complex wave forms
and RMS values of sine waves on separate scales.
ADDED PROTECTION. Meter Is shorted out In OFF position for greater damping, meter safety during transit, electrically protected against accidental overload. ZERO CENTER
mark for FM discriminator alignment, plus other galvanometer
measurements.

New pencil thin test probe used for all functions: DC, AC,
and ohms. No need to change cables. Beautifully styled case
for professional appearance and functional utility, 7%" x
67A6" x 33%".

Carrying handle can be used as a tester stand to place the
tester at 25° angle for ease in reading.
Frequencies to 250 MC may be measured with auxiliary Diode Probe,
$9.00 extra. DC voltages to 50 KV may be measured with auxiliary High

in

a

Poly -Planer
speakers
single unit

about as thick as
a picture frame.
Encased in a sim-

ulated oiled walnut frame with
solid walnut base

and a cane grill
(plastic fabric), the "two speakers in one" can be shelf.
floor or wall -mounted hung or hinged. A set of brass hinges is provided for the latter type of wall mounting.
Power capability is 40w (peak) with a frequency range
of 40-20.000Hz and an input impedance of 8 SI. The unit
has a figure -eight sound dispersion pattern and its dual
four-way panel -type design is said to have an effective
radiating surface of 216sq in. The two -in -one unit reportedly delivers the performance equivalent of two woofers, four
mid -range speakers and two wide dispersion tweeters complete with dual cross -over networks. The over-all measurements are 161
in. by 251 2 in.; weight is 51/2 lb. Magistran.

Power adapter

706
A regulated ac adapter for 12 / I 4v mobile transceivers
for use with nearly all 5w CB and low -power amateur and
business radio service vehicular communications equipment

has been developed. The new universal power supply is
said to he the first ac adapter ever designed to provide instant dc power for almost all transistorized in -car shortwave
radio transceivers. With the model 790 Power Pedestal, the
universal ac to dc adapter is said to require no special con-

nectors. mounting straps. terminal lugs or alignment pins.
The

transceiver

is

placed

atop

the

Power

Pedestal

Voltage Probe. $25.20 extra.

and turned on. Electrical connections are made to two
binding posts, clearly marked for polarity, at the rear of

TRIPLETT ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT COMPANY, BLUFFTON, OHIO

the power supply chassis. The power supply employs two
magnetically impregnated rubber mounting strips to

DON'T FORGET TO ASK 'EM "WHAT ELSE NEEDS FIXING]"
.
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We've rectified
high -voltage rectifiers.
(111

How it used to be.
Take a look at our new "Posted filament" design.
There's no delicately suspended heater -cathode
system. There's no need to heat up a metal sleeve
and then an oxide coating.
It takes less than a second for the 3CU3 to start
rectifying full swing.
In case of a break, there's no way for the 3CU3's
filament to fall against the anode, creating a short
and knocking out other components in the circuit.
The 3CU3's filament is always perfectly centered.
It emits electrons uniformly in every direction. From
a much larger surface than in the old design. There's
no suspension post in the way to create an "electron
shadow" that cuts down the plate current.
The uniform electric field around the rigid support
reduces high voltage stresses. Arcing and its resulting troubles are eliminated.
The 3CU3 is interchangeable with 3A3 and 3A3A
OCTOBER 1968

Our new 3CL 3
high voltage rectifiers. And it's made
exclusively by Sylvania.

The 3CU3 is just one of a new

"posted filament" family which in-

cludes the new 3BL2 and 3BM2.
They're designed for use in new color

TV sets. These tubes are especially

good for transistorized TV where
their fast warm-up fits in with the
"instant on" feature of solid state
circuitry.

The new construction has higher
reliability and longer life and should
give you fewer and less troublesome
callbacks.

SYLVAN IA

From the outside
you can hardly
tell it's changed.

GENERAL TELEPHONE & ELECTRONICS
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New! IRC
STRIPTROL

DEALER SHOWCASE
iplier configuration increases circuit
filtering capacity automatically as the
load is varied. The power supply is

NOW-a single instrument for
the Professional TV Serviceman, MATV Systems Engineer,
and Antenna Installation Expert

A real time and money saver. Striptrol

is a fast, convenient way to do shop
replacement of side -by -side strip con-

trols in leading color and black and
white sets. Big selection of IRC/CTS
adjustors, elements, and housings. No
need to wait for original parts. Parts
are easy to assemble. Low cost, too.

JUST 3 PARTS...

said to exhibit 5 percent output regulation with only 0.05 percent ripple
(low current ripple: 0.4mv at 100ma;
high current: 4mvac ripple at Ia). Output voltage is 13.5vdc nominal. The
universal supply is solid-state throughout, featuring dual rectifier diodes,
2N544 transistor capacitor /multiplier
and a ZA- 1 4 zener diode voltage
regulator. The unit weighs 4 lb. and

measures 6in. wide by 8in. long by
3in. high. Price $29.95. Amphenol.

ASSEMBLE

QUICKLY...

Jerrold AIM -718
Signal Strength Meter
First signal strength meter designed
with the diverse technical tasks of today's TV Professional in mind.
All solid-state

Separate VHF and UHF tuners
channel dials

Auto Protector
707
A protective device is claimed to
greatly

reduce car or truck thefts.

Even if thief has a key, he can't get
away with car. The auto protector per-

mits the thief to start the car then

and

Compact, lightweight design
Long -life battery operation

Audio output jack, crystal earphone
provided

Two built-in attenuators (20 dB on
UHF; 20 or 40 dB VHF)
Safety switch turns off power when
cover is closed

Loaded with profit -making uses

Since it weighs only 4 lb. 6 oz., the

AIM -718 can be used at the bench or
taken right up on the roof to:
Measure incoming TV signal strengthchannel by channel

Orient antennas for best reception
Troubleshoot MATV and CCTV
systems

Measure loss in downlead and distribution lines

2 LOW-COST STOCKS
Your IRC Distributor offers two versatile stocks. Both include a sturdy,
12 -drawer steel cabinet, dividers, labels, Striptrol assembly instruction,
and replacement data.

stops engine cold, usually within a
minute. Manufacturer says the device can be installed in minutes on any

American or foreign car with a 6 or
12v ignition system. It wires into the
ignition circuit and permits owner to
operate car normally or to protect it
against theft by simply changing the
position of a small knob. Retail price
under $5. Buss.

STRIPTROL
Now at leading IRC Distributors

Portable Color TV
708
Introduced is the model WM226HWD, a 10in. (viewable diagonal)
Porta Color receiver, which comes in
a

DIVISION OF TRW INC.
401 N. Broad St., Phila., Pa. 19108
.. for more details circle 124 on postcard
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high -impact

polystyrene

cabinet

with woodgrain finish and die-cast
fold -down handle. In addition to the
all -channel tuning system, UHF and
VHF antennas and 3in. front mounted speaker, it comes with earphone
jack and earphone. A redesign of the

Determine noise figure, S/N ratios of

TV amps and preamps
Make power and voltage gain checks
Check output level of signal generators

Signal trace TV preamps, amplifiers,
and tuners

You'll satisfy more customers
when you use an AIM -718. And satis-

fied customers will let the word get
around about you. So do the job the
professional way ... the business -building way ... the profitable way. With the
Jerrold AIM -718 Signal Strength Meter.
Price: less than $200.

For further information on the AIM 718, write: Jerrold Electronics Corporation, Distributor Sales Division,
P.O. Box A, Philadelphia, Pa. 19105.

JERROLD

Focusing on one thing...
better reception

a GENERAL INSTRUMENT company

. for more details circle 126 on postcard
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Know why RCA's

color chassis
are so easy to
service?

Because service
men like you helped
us design them.
First we got their advice, then we designed the whole assembly for easy servicing.
For example, the chassis give you easy access. You don't have to pull out the chassis
to get at the high -line voltage connection. Circuits and components on the circuit
board are clearly marked so you can easily service them. The tuner assemblies are
simplified for your convenience. And, we set up more test points. They're the kind of
chassis we think you'd design yourself. Fact is, all our chassis designs are reviewed
by a representative group of servicemen. And we appreciate their advice. We think
you will, too-every time you service sets by RCA.

RCA

OCTOBER 1968
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new miniature

electronic pliers

DEALER SHOWCASE
original Win., in -line tube is said to
produce crisper highlights in the TV
picture, to improve the contrast and

take any standard
color bar generator
.

.

.

such as Lectrotech

V6 -B,

HOLD, BEND, CUT

RCA-WR-64,

etc.

ALL FINE WIRES

add the Lectrotech V-5
vectorscope indicator

WITH EASE

CHAIN NOSE AND
DIAGONAL CLOSE
CUTTING PLIERS

to provide finer picture detail with a
SPECIAL TIP
CUTTING PLIERS

r

RADIO AND TV PLIERS

for electronic, radio/TV, elecservice and assembly. Forged
alloy steel construction. Precision
machined. All have polished heads
Idea

substantial increase in the number of
color dots on the face of the picture
tube. New rare earth phosphors also
add to the vividness of color produced.
This new chassis will employ the 1WP22 CRT with in -line gun features.
In the 10in. (viewable diagonal) category are three new models that weigh
only 24 lb. General Electric.
I

and you get
visual
display

trica

and shoulders. Comfortable "Cushion
Grip' handles and coil spring openers

speed work, reduce hand fatigue.
Miniature round and flat nose pliers
also available.

a complete Hoe of roar

for the only way to accurately service

RF Coil Rack
709
A distributor rack promotion for
RF coils is introduced. Coils can be
displayed out front in an easy -to -select,
easy -to -buy manner designed to mini-

mize demands on the counterman's

pliers no snips, too

color TV! Only a Vectorscope:

Checks and aligns bandpass-amplified circuits. Eliminate weak and smeared

color

with proper alignment.

Checks and aligns demodulators to any
angle
90°, 105°, 115° .
accurately
and quickly. No guesswork. Only with a
.

.

.

.

.

Vectorscope can these odd angles be determined for those hard -to -get skin tones.
Pinpoints troubles to a specific color

circuit. Each stage in a TV set contributes
a definite characteristic to the vector pattern. An improper vector pattern localizes
the trouble to the particular circuit affecting
either vector amplitude, angle or shape.
Color Vectorscope/Indicator .
A keyed
rainbow color signal produces 10 color bars
with each bar spaced 30 electrical degrees
apart. If the bars are not properly spaced,
the reproduced colors are not true and the
fault is in the color receiver circuits. The
V5
accurately measures color demodulation to check R -Y, B -Y and all 10 color
bars for color phase angles and amplitude
checks color amplifier gain
adjusts
color sync circuits
.
properly centers
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

range of hue control. Size 7%" W. x 41/4"
H. x 7%" D. Weight 5 lbs. With leads and
copy of Wayne Lemon's Book "Color TV

Includes long nose pliers with and

Servicing with a Vectorscope."
Net Price 79.50

without cutters; diagonal, needle
nose, chain nose, side cutting, and
other pliers; electronic snips. Variety
of sizes. All available with "Cushion
Grip" handles. Professional quality.

.

For full details, see your distributor

or write ...

time. The rack presents 80 types of
coils packaged individually in clear
vinyl envelopes. Two or three of each
coil are suspended from pegboard
hooks.
Abbreviated
specifications.

XCELITE, INC., 14 Bank St., Orchard Park, N.Y. 14127
In Canada contact Charles W. Pointon, Ltd.

... for more details circle 155 on postcard
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part number and price on each envelope permit easy selection by experimenters and technicians. Complete
specifications are contained in each
packet. Miller.

LECTROTECH, INC.
Dept. ET -10, 1221 West Devon Ave.

Chicago, Illinois 60626
.

.

for more details circle 131 on postcard
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Customers wear out the Yellow Pages
getting to New Haven Appliance

"We average ten to fifteen calls a day and the majority are from Yellow Pages," says Edward
P. Jesanis, president, New Haven Appliance Servicenter, Hamden, Connecticut. "We get an awful lot of college
people that move into town, and Yellow Pages is about the only place
they could find us. On the other hand, if old customers have lost that
NEW HAVEN APPLIANCE c-7
slip with our name on it, then Yellow Pages is the next best place to look.

We &so get calls from manufacturers in the area-their purchasing
agents find us in the Yellow Pages. It's also a good back-up to other
advertising we might run. People who see the newspaper ad still can go
to Yellow Pages for our number when sometning breaks down. We've
come to the conclusion that Yellow Pages is our best bet to reach the

Vt./vice/Jae&

VIII

FACTORY AUTHORIZED SERVICE ON MOST BRANDS

.. 288-6229

38 CONNOLLY PKWY., HAMDEN ...
, Across 110111. Header. Slik School

.
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Today's. customers wear out the Yellow Pages instead o
themselves This ad*, under ELECTRIC APPLIANCES-SMALL

-REPAIRING, leads them to New Haver. Appliance. Call
your Yellow Pages man to plan your program. Find him
in the Yel.ow Pages under ADVERTISING-DIRECTORY &
GUIDE.
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WINEGARD DEAL
Because Winegard delivers better
like the great
Super Colortron
line of 16 models
including the two new
$100.00 wedge antennas

like the new Color-Ceptor
coaxial indoor antennas
for super color

Shown: the SC -2000
for VHF and FM

$100 list

Just a few Super Colortron features:
Written guarantee of satisfaction
7 patents and patents pending
Exclusive built-in cartridge housing
Exclusive impedance correlators
Super compact, easy to install
Genuine Winegard gold anodized
Exclusive ellipsoidal boom
Hi -impact wrap -around insulators
Exclusive FM control elements
And much, much more

WINEGARD COMPANY
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3000 KIRKWOOD ST.

The
CR-200

BURLINGTON, IOWA 52601

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER

ERS PROFIT MORE
products and better sales help!
like 8 ads in
Life and Look during
a 3 month period...
with a total of
123,000,000 readers

like a steady
stream of new
merchandising aids
BANNERS, BROCHURES

Nffl Iron
411tlEGMlt

rte`%
LIGHTED SIGNS

AD MATS
OCopyright 1968

INDOOR ANTENNA DISPLAYS

... for more details cords 154 on postcard
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GENERAL ELECTRIC

1,13

Color TV Chassis KC KD Service Hints

COLORFAX

ADMIRAL

voltage is

Color TV Chassis G11/G13/H12/K15

-Loss of Blue or Red
For correction of this problem,

check for failure of phase coils L506
and L507, 73B55-26 (replacemtnt for
73B55-12). Failure of spark gaps in
the CRT leads is a possible cause for
failure of these coils.

Two types of spark gaps have been

used. Late production uses a "Gap
Cap"; early production uses a twin lead gap. Some of these early spark
gaps have been found with the insula-

applied to the emitter of

these stages. This voltage is several
times the chroma input amplitude of
the 3.58MHz pulses in the collector
circuits of the demodulators. The

phase of the 3.58MHz applied to the
"Z" demodulator is shifted approximately 9Odeg by coil L605 and capacitor C650. The actual shift is se-

To demodulate the chroma sit: demodulators

provide

synchronous

detection of these signals. The 3.58 MHz reference oscillator injection

of phase, collector pulses will not be
able to fall as low as 1/2 B+ value. If
chroma signals are 9Odeg out -of -phase.

part of the collector pulse will be be-

1/2 B+ value and part will be

low

above 1/2 B+ value. The result is an.
average of zero change in collector
pulses. The collector pulses are averaged by a low pass filter before application to the R -Y and B -Y amplifiers.

These networks are C651 and L604
in the "X" demodulator, and C659
and L608 of the "Y" demodulator.
After the collector pulse smoothing is

complete, only color video remains
and it is applied to the difference
amplifiers through C652 and C660.

R690
56K

0608

X DEMOD

2W

L604

T 33 PF
R684
15011

z===

T600

5.61111

R726

56K

0616
"Z" DEMOD

"j: 33

L605
C650_1_
186
PF

'Ts

R724
39011

I. Change diode CR 102 to an
ET57X40 type. Move anode
(ground) end of diode to + side
(no code lug) of C132 electrolytic capacitor.
2. Disconnect end of R153 (47K)

going to junction of C136 and

CI38. Now connect the open end
of R153 to lug 8 of J101.

To correct complaints of vertical
retrace lines, install
changes:

the following

I. Change R6I2 from 47K to 470K
(1/2w). Disconnect wire going
from circuit board terminal VB
(or C612) to RI54 at R154 end.
2. Reconnect wire to cathode side
of CRI02.
R154 is now excess and may be re-

Care should be taken to insulate
splices and prevent any lead dress

Color Chassis TS921 - Color Killer

L608
620qH

,

vs --)1-1'
C660

: R04

.01

TO GRID OF
8-Y AMP

Adjustment on Chassis Coded 'B-00
and Later'

The color demodulator and color
killer circuits in the TS92I13-00 chassis

have been redesigned to provide a
more positive color killer action and

R722
33011

R720115011

schematic illustration.)

MOTOROLA

= PF

1.5 K

either case the following cure will be
found very effective. (Refer to the

shorts.

.01

+340V

R689

,J=

5%

IC659

88

C652

R701
3.9 K

R686
33011

-4-

GRID OF
R -Y AMP

L600
R636
56011

RED
WIRE

moved.

62014H

C65I

CHROMA IF
INPUT

1101

LUG 8

half the B+ voltage (40v). If the in-

o +340V

R688
I.5K

C612

.0068

will influence the average amplitude

coming chroma is in -phase with reference pulses, the collector will drop to
less than 1/2 B+ value. If they are out

bands of the Sylvania D12 and D13
chassis, transistorized "X" and "Z"

ward the right hand side.
This raster shading may or may not
be accompanied by retrace "snake." In

base of the demodulators, the
phase and amplitude of the chroma

ate. Trim the twin -lead insulation un-

Color TV Chassis D12/D13 - "X" and
"Z" Demodulators Circuit Description

gradual shading from the center to-

the

tion protruding past the ends of the
wires. The ends of the wires must be
exposed in order for the gap to oper-

from their original spacing.
Replacement of either L506 or
L507 without checking the spark gaps
may result in repeat failures.

darker than the left half, with a

lected for best color presentation.
When chroma signals are applied to

of collector pulses in each demodulator. These pulses go in a less positive
direction, nominally to about one-

til the ends of the wires extend very
slightly beyond the insulation. The
exposed ends must not be moved

You may have a few complaints of
raster shading in the KC or KD chassis. This shading usually appears during periods of no video modulation
(camera changes, etc). The right half
of the raster appears substantially

3 58MHz
OUTPUT

7606

tit

+20V

increase dc coupling of the video.

The color killer adjustment procedure remains the same with one exception; if the color killer control must

be adjusted, take note of the B/ W
background setting. Large excursions
of the color killer control can affect
ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN/DEALER

We don't carry everything!
A giraffe can stick his neck out. But we
know better. There are some things we

shipment is loaded aboard a regular
Greyhound bus traveling on fast, fre-

just can't ship by Greyhound Package
Express. But, chances are, whatever

quent passenger schedules. Your shipment goes wherever Greyhound goes.

you've got in mind will fit very nicely.*
Try GPX. We're a whiz at getting your
shipment where you want it, in a hurry
...usually the very next morning. Your

And Greyhound goes almost everywhere in the U.S.A. and Canada, too.
Ship anytime, 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week, weekends and holidays. You'll

find GPX saves you money and time.
Take your choice of C.O.D., Collect,

Prepaid or open a GPX Charge Account. For complete information about
service, rates, schedules and routes, call
Greyhound or write: Greyhound Package Express, Dept. 53-J, 10 South Riverside Plaza, Chicago, Ill. 60606.

It's there in hours and costs you less
For

I xample.

Buses
Daily:

MEMPHIS
9
NASHVILLE
HOUSTON
4
FT. WORTH
PORTLAND
17
EUGENE
PITTSBURGH
13
CLEVELAND
Rates subject to change.
shipments, too.

20 lbs. 50 lbs.*

Running Time:

10 lbs.

3 hrs. 45 min.

1.85

2.35

2.95

6 hrs. 00 min.

1.90

2.40

3.00

hr. 55 min.

1.30

1.70

2.20

2 hrs. 20 min.

1.95

2.45

3.15

1

Other low rates up to 100 lbs.

Lot

*If we can't carry it, call Greyhound Van Lines, the nationwide moving service of diversified Greyhound Corporation.
. for more details circle 121 on postcard
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lost. Cause: Check voltage on cathodes of CRT. If low (approximately

COLORFAX

230v is normal) or no voltage, resistance of LI 13 is either high or coil is

B/W tracking. If the background set-

open. Short across L113. See if brightness returns. Solution: Replace LI 13

and check receiver for normal opera-

tion. If set runs too long with LI 13
open. it may be necessary to replace
the horizontal output tube (6JS6) also.
If the chassis is coded TS9I8 "A08"
or ealier, we suggest that you add a di-

ode in the plate circuit of the hori-

ting must be readjusted. make the

zontal oscillator to aid in starting the

color killer adjustment first, then pro-

horizontal oscillator. Kit 1P65 I 47A4 I

ceed with the tracking adjustment.

is available from your Motorola distributor. It contains complete instruc-

Color TV Chassis TS918 Service Tips

1DED DRIVI

tions and necessary parts.

CONTROLS

Symptom: No video. Brightness re-

"(V

mains on for 10 to 15 minutes. then

HECK COIL

out. Horizontal output tube
(6JS6) runs red hot when brightness is
fades

Color TV Chassis TS915/TS919Service Tips

Symptom: Circuit breaker pops
when set is turned on. Cause: E4J

diode in (255v source) power supply
shorted. Solution: Replace E4J and
check other diodes in power supply:
replace if required.

DISHONEST

Symptom: Circuit breaker pops in
seven to ten seconds after turned on.
Cause: Defective Q6F or Q7F on horizontal panel. To check, remove F
panel. Set should remain on. Solu-

tion: If after removing F panel set remains on. replace F panel.
Symptom: Circuit breaker

66 You might think so when you see

pops

when F panel removed. Cause: Q1R

Mercury's unbelievable values. You get

all the equipment you need for fast,
accurate, profitable Color TV servicing
at low, low prices. We tell it like it is. 99

horizontal regulator defective. Remove QI R. reset circuit breaker: it' set
remains on. QIR is shorted. Solution:

When set remains on after removal
of QIR. replace QIR (horizontal regulator). If Q I R is open. little or no
high voltage %% ill he developed.

lhe

MAGNAVOX
Model 3000-5" High Sensitivity 5 Mc OSCILLOSCOPE-VECTORSCOPE

re

-

xit_$1 0995
Wired-$1 5995

Precision engineered to fill all your requirements for waveform
observation-Color and B/W. Top quality construction and circuitry make model 3000 ideal for TV technicians, electronic
experimenters, development engineers as well as for applications in Technical Schools and Industry. Includes Vectorscope
calibrations on the calibrated Graticule, permitting vectorscope
analysis through access to the deflection plates at rear of unit.
A significant analysis tool in Color TV servicing. VERTICAL
AMPLIFIER: Sensitivity -10 My RMS/Cm Frequency Response
-10 Hz to 5 Mc ±3 Db Rise Time -0.08 Microsecond. HORI-

CHANGE

TO 8.2K

Model 4000-FIELD
EFFECT VOLT -OHM.

CHANGE

MILLIAMMETER6" METER

COLOR GENERATOR

Offers every essential
feature needed to in
stall and service Color

TO 1K

High impedance, Solid
State unit assures instant
operation and permanent
operating stability. Com-

Pretested rock

solid pattern stability

under extremes of

bines advantages of stand-

heat and cold. Exclusive: Line Width and
Dot Size Adjustment

ard VIVM and FET cir-

CHANGE TO 91K

cuitry. DC current ranges
up to 1 Amp. Operates on
both AC and Battery.

Crystal Controlled

Gun Killers.

$8495 (Available in AC operated model-$9995)

$6995

ALL MERCURY TEST EQUIPMENT GUARANTEED FOR ONE FULL YEA
UPDATED TUBE TEST DATA AVAILABLE ON ALL UNITS.
MERCURY ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

16) 742.5400
EVE., MONTREAL 11
RT: SINGER PRODUCTS CO., INC., SP BROAD ST., N. Y. C.10004, U. S.
.

90

REMOVE
RESISTOR

Db Sweep Range -5 Hz to 500 KHz, continuously adjustable.
Model 1901-

PEAr-wwi

There have been reports of horizontal oscillator instability resulting
in a symptom sometimes called

ZONTAL AMPLIFIER: Frequency Response -5 Hz to 500 KHz ±3

Solid State,
Battery Operated

TV.

TV Chassis T927 - Christmas
Tree Effect

.

"Christmas tree effect." A production
change has been made in the T927
chassis to eliminate this tendency. In
this change R59 is deleted. R58 is

changed from 6.8K to 8.2K. R57
from 82K to 9I K and R62 from I.2K

to IK.

. for more details circle 133 on postcard
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Join the rotor revolution ...

with the fast -selling new Jerrold

DYNA 0 ROTOR..
Orders are rolling in for the new Jerrold

DYNA-ROTOR-fast. We're not suris a profit prised, for here ... at last .
making rotor you can rave about:
Combines all solid-state circuitry with
.

unique dynamic spline drive

Fully automatic rotor moves quickly-and
precisely-to the point where it is aimed by
the control unit-never loses synchronization, never drifts
High torque drives through ice, snow, and
high winds

Rotates 360° in less than 40 secondsfastest rotor available

Kitten -quiet solid-state control unit. No
clacking. No whirring. No relays, switches,
solenoids, or escapements

JERROLD

No lubrication required-operates reliably
at -20°F
Lightweight, easy -to -install rotor weighs
only 5 pounds

Consi. mes less than 1/10th the power of
other rotors
Decorator -designed control unit

Streamlined aluminum rotor case-inline design

What more could you ask? Ask for the
special deals now available for Jerrold
DYNA-ROTOR. See your Jerrold Dis-

tributor today or write Jerrold Elec-

tronics Corporation, Distributor Sales
Division, P.O. Box A, Philadelphia,
Pa. 19'05.

Focusing on one thing ... better reception
TM

a GENERAL INSTRUMENT company
.

OCTOBER 1968

.
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If you're
looking for trouble,
you'll find it fast.
92

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN DEALER

Deluxe Color Commander, Model 865-

You get three color patterns. An exclusive
single -bar, exclusive three -bar and familiar
ten -bar gated rainbow. Plus six line and
dot patterns. $189.95

Signal Commander, Model 840-C-Plug-in

frequency modules to cover entire TV
spectrum. Meter accurately reads direct
db or uv $149.95 plus modules
111111.11111.0
1111111111M111.111

WI/

Millivolt Commander, Model 870-Only
voltmeter in its price class to offer .1V DC

and .01V AC full scale sensitivity, 10.6
meg ohm input, 2% DC 3% AC accuracy.
$99.95

CRT Commander, Model 857-Exclusive
second anode test, built-in voltmeter,
adjustable and metered filament voltage.
Test sockets include new 11SP22 and
7GR bases (7 pin miniature). $99.95
11101111111MIPB
1111111=11112:11=111

0
11.

Stereo Commander, Model 880 - Complete testing laboratory for audio FM and
multiplex at a fraction of the cost of the
seven individual instruments it replaces.
$329.95

Transistor Commander, Model 830-Fast,
easy to use GOOD/BAD test. In -circuit
beta tests. Exclusive built-in voltmeter.
$79.95

Color Commander, Model 860-All solid
state color bar generator, designed to cut
TV receiver alignment time by as much as

40%. Nine test patterns, including three
not normally found in low -price generators. $139.95

With Amphenol's complete line of test equipment. Eight
compact, easy -to -operate units, and they're all timesavers. Test any TV, radio or stereo set fast. You can find
trouble, fix it, then get out-make more calls per day. See
your Amphenol distributor. Or write us direct. Amphenol
Distributor Division, The Bunker-Ramo Corporation, Department ET7-108, 2875 S. 25th, Broadview, Ill. 60153.
OCTOBER 1968

CRT Commander, Model 855-Fast, ac-

curate, tests more than 2,0D) CRT types.
Built-in voltmeter. Powerful rejuvenation.
$79.95

AMPHENOL
THE BUNKER RAMO CORPORATIC,'.

.

.

. for more details circle 105 on postcard
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COLORFAX

OLYMPIC

-

Color TV Chassis CT910
Lack of Video Gain

Video gain can be improved, if de-

sired. by substitution of a 10KR8
tube for V9. the 10JY8 video amplifier tube. It may then be necessary to
readjust the red, blue and green screen

controls to a higher level in order to
achieve a better brightness and contrast ratio. The 10JY8 tubes removed

are not subject to warranty replaceof credit. 10KR8 tubes are

ment

available from Olympic.

Color TV Chassis CT911 - No Sound
Cheek speaker wires.
1 he
end

connector of the wire may not make
proper contact with the speaker's lug;
when reconnecting the wire, make

sure the wire connector meets the
speaker's lug.

On this model, in order to disable
the horizontal sweep, lift the anode
connector from the 3IJS6A horizontal

output tube. Do not lift the ground

Let his fingers do the walking
through the white pages

...

Every Clarostat Uni-Tite Distributor has the almost -magic
Clarostat Replacement guide. From it you or he can put
together in seconds every TV and Radio Control in popular
demand just by knowing the model number of the set, the
chassis number and the component function or the
manufacturer's part number.

connection from pin 2 of the 31.IS6A
horizontal output tube to disable the
oscillator, or to measure cathode current. This is a lead with a ground lug
tied to the mounting screw of the focus control located on top of the high
voltage cage; do not turn the set on
with this lead removed as this would
result in damage to the tube and convergence board.

MOVING?
Be

sure

to

let

us

And that goes for every single manufacturer and every
control in popular demand.

know your new ad-

Know what that means?

in advance. And

dress at least 6 weeks

No more foot -tapping -waits while the search goes on
in musty bins.

please enclose a complete address label

A quick reference to be sure you're right.

from one of your re-

And Clarostat-quality controls.

cent issues.

So send your feet over to your Clarostat Distributor ...
and let his fingers do the walking ... in the Clarostat

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN / DEALER

Replacement Guide.

ClAROSTAT
Dover, N.H. 03820, Deg, .

110

Ojibway Bldg.
Duluth, Minn. 55802
727-8511

... for more details circle 114 on postcard
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...demand for JOHNSON'S
NEW 23 channel base station

running far ahead

of expectations!
G

p.

74.4e

$1995° $21495
(without mike)

(with mike)

One of the hottest selling transceivers to ever hit the CB market, the new Johnson
Messenger 223 was designed by the same engineering team that developed the
famous Messengers "I" and "Two". With the same rugged circuitry and even
greater "talk power" capability, the tube -type, 23 channel "223" has at least 15 dB

more audio gain than the "I" and "Two".
Ten tubes, eight diodes and six transistors form a rugged base station transceiver
that can't be beat for reliable day -in, day -out performance. FCC Type Accepted
and DOT Approved, the "223" has a built-in "S" meter /power meter and is ready
to go on all 23 channels.
If you remember how much life the "I" and "Two" added to your CB sales,

check out the "223" ... it looks even better!
In fact, with demand running far ahead of forecasts, it would be a good idea to
order TODAY to keep your customers happy!

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY
8379 Tenth Ave. S.W., Waseca, Minnesota 56093

Providing nearly a half -century of communications leadership
for more details circle 129 on postcard
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NEW PRODUCTS
For additional information on products described in this section. circle the
numbers on Reader Service Card. Requests will be handled promptly

Two -Way Radio
710
Announced is a low cost two-way
mobile radio for business, industrial,
public safety and governmental systems. Featuring a fully solid-state receiver and power supply. the Model

provided for use as a source of positive
or negative bias.

The sweep generator portion has 5
linear sweep ranges covering the sweep
necessary for TV tuned circuits in

sound IF. color bandpass. video IF
circuits and for proper over-all RF/
IF response. Other features reportedly
include a trace reversing switch, a

blanking switch and a phase control
so the markers will appear as in the set
manufacturer's alignment instructions
regardless of the scope used. Price
$135. Heath.

Tube Caddy

712
Announced is, a Super 600 tube
caddy with heavy 16 gauge steel run-

ners to protect the bottom, bottom
592
than

Trans-Fleetcom
draws
less
/ 10a on standby. Designed for
use in areas of high density frequency
usage and congestion. the guaranteed
receiver performance for spurious and
image rejection is said to be - 85db:
and inter -modulation is - 65db by
I

edges and bottom corners of the caddy

from damage. This not only protects
the most vulnerable part of the caddy.
but also makes it easy to slide around
without fear of damaging floors or

E.I.A. SINAD. Audio output is 5w.
which overrides

background

noise.

Transmitter power is 25w minimum.
Optional tone -call squelch keeps the
speaker muted until called by a radio
in the user's own system. Other op-

Introduced

carpeting.
A

nev.

generator v. ill

many as six markers at a time, claiming to make the old, time-consuming
variable marker sy'stem obsolete.
Markers are provided for color hand pass alignment: picture and sound
carrier frequencies for channels 4 and

the firm

claims. Special

construction allows the upper foldout
sections and covers to rest on the
floor when open giving instant access
to all compartments. The case. finished

in a grey vinyl, has over 3300 cu in.
in volume to hold countless tubes.
tools, soldering guns. meters and accessories. Argos.

10: FM tuner. FM IF and discrimi-

nator alignment: and TV sound IF adjustments. It also features built-in

modulation for trap adjustment and
checking and adjusting FM tuners.
A variable voltage supply is also

i

ti iliti#110:

I

is

a

solid-state

714
150w

AM -FM -FM MPX receiver, model
RA999. The receiver includes a walnut finish wood cabinet (2 IC's plus

Comco.

711
display as

Receiver

AM/FM/FM/MPX

tional items include front or trunk
mount. and dual frequency operation.

Marker/Sweep Generator

Idb per channel results in optimum
color fidelity. A bi-modal director
system produces extra gain. Mechanical features of the antenna series include a twist -resistant square boom,
high -strength
insulators, vibration proof point -contact element locks and
coating for superior resistance to
corrosion. The impedance -matching
transformer, designed for use with the
Paralog 3(X) Plus can be snapped over
the boom of the antenna where it can
be pushed into contact with two 300St
terminals. The antenna series comes in
seven models (VIP -301 through 307).
for metropolitan to deep fringe areas,
with list prices ranging from $16.95 to
$79.95. Jerrold.

TV Antenna

713
A series of 300 St rooftop TV antennas that can he readily converted
for use with 75 St Coloraxial down leads is introduced. The antennas in
the new VIP series can be converted
by a snap -on transformer that is available separately. Employing the features of the Paralog Plus Series, from
which the series was developed, the
VHF -FM antennas are said to feature

FET). front panel tape recorder jacks.
dual tuning meters for "center of
channel" tuning. FM stereo indicator
light, front panel headphone jack.
flip -tab switches with illuminated
slide rule dial, main and remote
speaker terminals and inputs for tape
recorder heads.
It also has a tuning range of 88 -108 -

MHz FM /535-1605kHz AM. Sensitivity: 1.50, for 30db quieting. Stereo
separation: more than 30db. Power
output: 150w IHF. (75w per channel).
Frequency response:
30-20,000Hz
± 3db. Tone compensation: Bass.

50Hz ± 12db: treble, 10kHz ± 10db.
Loudness
compensation:
+ I3db

higher front -to -back ratios and sharper
directivity to suppress ghosts and produce clearer pictures. Flat response of
96
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New SK De ces
Servi ng of TV
Sim

Deflect!

Cir uits

More than a dozen solid-state TV sets-RCA and others-can use
these two new RCA SK -Series transistors-specifically designed for
replacement use in deflection circuits.

Now available... a comprehensive and accurate
source of solid-state replacement information!
It's RCA's Solid -State "Top -of -the -Line" Re-

The RCA SK3034 is for replacement use in horizontal driver and in
vertical -deflection -output circuits; the SK3035 is for replacement
use in horizontal -deflection -output circuits.

placement Guide, SPG-202F. Cross-referencing
RCA SK -Series Transistors, Silicon Rectifiers,
and Integrated Circuits, the Guide provides replacements for nearly 12,000 solid-state devices
-including U.S. industry standard EIA types, foreign types, and types identified only by device -

Both units are germanium p -n -p devices in hermetically -sealed
TO -3 packages, and are for use in domestic and imported TV sets
with anode voltages to 18 KV and with picture tubes having deflection angles up to 114°.
Add both to your stock of RCA "Top -Of -The -Line" SK -Series replacement transistors. See your RCA Distributor today about your
supply of RCA SK -Series replacements ... 33 individual units that
can replace approximately 11,800 solid-state devices.
RCA Electronic Components. Harrison. N. J. 07029.
OCTOBER 1968

manufacturers' or equipment manufacturers'
parts numbers. SPG-202F is available through
your RCA Distributor. Ask him about it. Today.
:::Ask your pailicipahrd RCA Distributor for details.

for [now details uncle 141 on postcard
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NEW PRODUCTS
(a

50Hz. + 4db

10kHz. Hum

and noise: - 55db (mag. phono). Output impedance: 4. 8 and 16 t2. Transistors: 25 plus 14 diodes, I FET and
2 IC's. Size: 18 7/ 16in. w x 141/4 in.
d x 53/4 in. h 110-120vac, 50/60Hz.
Price $250. Olson.

Telephone Amplifier

715
A transistorized amplifying device

that attaches

to any ordinary tele-

phone piece with a snug -fitting band
and is small enough to be carried in

measure

fm subcarriers
am frequencies
with International's model 1120
SECONDARY FREQUENCY STANDARD
All Transistor Circuits

Solid State Integrated Dividers

Using any general coverage communications receiver the International

Model 1120 provides the necessary standard signals for measuring
frequencies. Easily calibrated against WWV to provide an accuracy
of 1 x 10° for measuring the frequency of harmonics of FM sub carrier frequencies. The Model 1120 is designed for field or bench
use with its own self contained rechargeable battery and charger.
Long term stability of ± 10 cycles over range 40°F to 100°F.
Short term stability of better than 1 x 107 can be obtained. Zero
adjustment for oscillator on front panel. All transistor circuits provide outputs at 1 MHz, 100 KHz and 10 KHz. Level of
signal can be set with gain control.
complete
Order direct from International Crystal Mfg. Co

$175

Keeping You On Frequency Is Our Business.

pocket or purse is introduced. The
"Astro-Com" telephone amplifier No.
A1003 features an adjustable volume

control and is said to be capable of
amplifying any normal speaking voice
up to five times. It is especially suited
to overcome high noise areas in home,
office and factory and is also considered a practical answer to public phone

booth distractions. The amplifier
complete with 4 transistors and

is
is

battery powered. Saxton.

Monitor Receivers

716
A line of low cost table model monitor receivers has been introduced. De-

signed to keep people informed no
flatter where they are, the CRX-103,
104 and 105 monitors are ideal for
the fireman on call, policeman, the
private pilot who wants to check flight
conditions, emergency civil defense
worker, businessman or radio enthusiast. Model CRX-I 03 tunes the entire

low -band range from 27 to 50MHz.
while model CRX-I04 is a portable

INTERNATIONAL
CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 NO. LEE OKLA CITY. OKLA 73102
.
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aviation communications center covering 108 to 135MHz.
The CRX- 1 05 tunes from 144I 74MHz, which is commonly referred

to as the high band. The new table
models are all solid state with features

for more details circle 123 on postcard
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No other van
offers any of these
better ideas...
even at extra cost!
So many better van ideas! And not for
love or money can you get them in any
van but a Ford Econoline!

washer water, voltage regulator, and
more. Everything is easy to reach.
Only Ford gives you
7

u

1.1

increased floor
7 space -23% more.
Engine's been moved

El

Only Ford gives you Twin -I -Beam riding
smoothness. The unique front suspension
made 'amous in Ford pickups. Two solid
I -Beam axles for strength and coil springs

for easy ride-the most rugged independent suspension yet!

Only Ford gives you

an outside service
center. Just lift the

chest -high hood for

easiest possible

raised edges for use as package tray.
Only Ford gives you payloads as big as
3540 pounds. Higher capacity axles and
heavier construction in three new series
let you carry more weight -600 lb. more

payload than any other van. And still

forward-out of the

more better ideas! Long wheelbases and

loadspace. You get
23% more clear un-

pike stability even on windy days ...

obstructed floor
area

than

in

any

other van Over 81/2 ft. clear load length
in Ford vans; SuperVans offer over 10 ft.

wide track lover 51/2 feetl result in turn-

power goes up to a 302 -cu. in. V-8 ...
self -latching doors! Get the full story at
your Ford Dealer's!

Only Ford gives you driver vwalk-thru"
to the rear. Convenient aisle to cargo
area

from driver's
to
step outside to reach

seat. No need

load compartment.
Engine cover is an

checking of oil, water,

insulation sandwich
to seal out noise,

battery, windshield

heat; top is flat with

FORD ECONOLINE VANS

(1":07;ci
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ALLIED NEW 1969 CATALOG

Dyna-

NEW PRODUCTS

& BUYING GUIDE

FREE!

found on amateur, citizens' two-way.
military and industrial communications equipment and are said to have

flex

the only practical probe
for testing
transistors in circuits.

cool, stable operation, noise -eliminat-

ing squelch control, class "B" pushpull amplifiers. etc. Their tunable
superheterodyne circuits receive both

AM and FM with high sensitivity and
extended range. Hallicrafter.

Power Supply
Introduced

is

717

a wide range. low

current, compact bench -type power
for laboratory experimental
work. The EAL series power supply
supply
is

available in

four ratings from 0

to 50vdc with currents from 250ma

For top savings, shop by mail from
the world's most famous catalog of

to la. It is said this series features .01c/(

electronic equipment, featuring

*Patent
Pending

hundreds of new and exclusive items

and special Allied values.
536 pages-including a complete
Electronic and Hobby Kits Catalog
-picturing, describing, and pricing
thousands of items. The most complete inventory ever assembled of
Hi-Fi, Radios, Tape Recorders, CB,

Electronic Equipment, Parts and

Tools...allatmoney-savinglowprices.
NO MONEY DOWN -24 MONTHS TO PAY!

BIG SAVINGS ON THE BEST

Throw away your alligator clips!
Dyna-flex, the world's first and

IN ELECTRONICS FOR EVERYONE
Stereo Hi-Fi
Electronic & Hobby Kits
Tape Recorders & Tape
CB 2 -way Radios
Walkie.Talkies
FM -AM & AM Radios
Shortwave Receivers
Portable TV
Phonographs

Amateur Equipment
Intercoms & PA
Automotive Electronics
Test Instruments
TV Antennas & Tubes
Power Tools, Hardware
Tubes, Transistors
Parts, Batteries, Books

WRITE FOR YOUR COPY TODAY!
ALLIED RADIO, Dept.

$99. Trygon.

P.O. Box 4398, Chicago, III. 60680
Send me your free catalog for 1969
PLEASE PRINT
NAME
First

Middle

Last

ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

.

100

regulation. .05% stability. less than
.5mv RMS ripple and current limiting
short circuit protection. The power
supply is compact. 31/4 in. wide x 41/4
in. high x 61/2 in. deep. with a switch able volt /ammeter. concentric voltage adjust controls. ac power switch.
and pilot light on the front panel. Price

ZIP

. for more details circle 104 on postcard

Solid -State V OM
718
A portable instrument with the input impedance of VTVM and the conveniences of a battery -powered VON1
is introduced. A field effect transistor
is said to handle large overloads \\id -lout damage. The taut hand meter
movement is said to he varistor protected from even 200,000'; oser-

loads. One transistor radio type 9v
battery provides over 300 hours of

only 3 -point probe, makes instant
test connections to transistors in
printed boards. Easy to use, the

Dyna-flex probes are spring -

mounted on ball joints. Allow you
to adjust to any spacing 1/32" to
5,8", using only one hand. Dynaflex eliminates costly unsoldering:

can be used to make temporary
component substitutions on printed
wiring boards. Each point is color coded for fast, easy identification.

Dyna-flex-another engineering
breakthrough from B&K.
Model FP -3. $12.95 user net

B&K Division of Dynascan Corporation
1801 W. Belle Plaine Avenue Chicago, Illinois 60613

Where Electronic Innovation Is A Way Of Life
.
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M-116

M-19

M-11

Solid
State
Units

Solid
State

Units
'I?

H-

All Silicon
VHF -FM

4

1:j

Transistor

All Silicon
Transistor
FM

Preamplifier 20 dB, 75 ohm
In - 75 ohm Out

Preamplif er -

20 dB, 300 ohm

In - 75 ohm Out

M-403

M-108

M-118

NO_

Al 118

Solid
State
Units

Solid
State
Units

82 -channel solid state

All Silicon Transistor

Separate UHF and

plifier - Four 75 ohm

-25 dB Dist. Amplifier

VHF 75 ohm inputs.

VHF -UHF Home AmOutputs

Solid
State
Units

Solid
State
Units

0'

All Silicon Transistor
VHF 40 dB Distribution Amplifier
M-170

A7111/Cal-7

MATV

EQUIPMENT
...THE
COMPLETE LINE

Controlled
Converter
M-248

Solid
State
Units

Single
Channe' Strip

82 -Channel Antenna
Mounted

Amplifier

Transformer -

40 dB Gain

Die -Cast Housing

M-261

M-22

Solid
State
Units

UHF to
VHF
Crystal

2-4r9e9/
CID

82 -Channel

Mast

Mounted
Preamplifier
15 dB

,

-.

Four -Way Back Match

,n,.;

82 -Channel Splitter/
indoor

M-206

M-210
6 Reece

a

Four -Way Back Match

Splitter/indoor

?I

a

it

Eight -Way Back
Match Splitter

from the largest
oroad-band or single -channel

strip amplifier...

to the smallest
connector

or any one of
over 200 items!

M-110
1 Volt per Channel on

9 Channels, 60 dB
Distribution Amplifier
M-304

Dual Output Plate
75 ohm outlet TV
300 ohm outlet FM
M-213

M-214

Matched Line Drop
Tap - Outdoor Cast
Housing

Matched Line Drop

Tap/indoor

A sing le source

for all your
design

solid state
Silicon
standards
highest
Built to the
service

Free

MATV layout

Hero

Singe Carrier
Trap, GO cB

Attenuation

Antennas.

"IS ohm MATV
duty
M-552

M-526

MO needs.

M-550

Solid
State
Units

Variable Attenuator
Single 300 Ohm out0 to B2 dB in 1 dB Transistorized Field
put Wall Outlet Plate
Steps
- VHF
Strength Meter VHF
Illustrations represent a cross section of over 200 MATV items

USE FINCO MATV ANTENNA SYSTEMS FOR HOTELS MOTELS SCHOOLS
HOSPITALS STORES OfFICE BUILDINGS APARTMENTS HOMES

THE FINNEY COMPANY
FINCO is the maker of the world famous Color SpectruM'Antennas

Secd for FINCO'S FREE 45 -page
illustrated MATV catalogue
and layout information forms.
THE FINNEY COMPANY
34 W. Interstate Street Dept 110
Bedford, Ohio 44146
... for more details circle 117 on postcard
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NEW PRODUCTS

MID -STATE TUNER SERVICE
Satisfied with second best? Mid -State offers absolute satisfaction and 24 -hour service a necessity.
Mid -State is as close as your nearest
post -office or United Parcel Service
outlet. All units tracked and aligned to
factory spec's, with crystal controlled
equipment. Ninety day warranty. Muti-

operation. A built-in battery check
and "power on" indicator are also
provided.
The instrument measures voltage in
eight ranges from 0-0.3v up to 0-

1.000v for both dc and ac inputs. In-

lated or damaged tuners may take
slightly longer if major parts are not
in stock. Send complete with model
and serial numbers and all damaged
parts.

UHF VHF COLOR

Put your confidence in Mid -State to
take care of your tuner problems. "Remember" there is only one "Mid -State
Tuner Service."

COMBO'S -$17.50
Major Parts, Tubes,
charged at Net Price

Transistors

Distributors -Wholesalers
Write for Price Sheet

MID -STATE
TUNER SERVICE
Mid -State Tuner Service T-8
1504 So. College, Box 1141
Bloomington, Ind. 47401
Tel: (812) 336-6003
.. for more details circle 134 on postcard

put impedance is

I M on dc and ac
10M. Accuracy
for both ac and dc measurements is
said to be ± 3'/ of full scale with dc
current ranges of 0-0.1. 1. 10. 100
and

THE BEST ANTENNA INSTALLATIONS START WITH

...

719
A baffle bookshelf speaker system
in hand -rubbed walnut is announced.
Featuring a low frequency speaker
and a high frequency die-cast aluminum compression driven exponential

TRI-POD

horn. the 892A \Iadera

Pre -assembled,

individually boxed,
opens like an umbrella.
Gold baked enamel or Hot -Dip galvanized 11/4" OD steel tubing.
Exclusive adjustable slide permits
tower feet to fasten directly to nonstandard spaced rafters, on peaked
or flat roofs.
IN.

2 ft.

5 ft.

21/2 ft.

7I/2 ft.
10 ft.'

3 ft.
'Exclusive

swing -lock

feature
permits mast to be placed in
sockets from side of tower

mea-

Speaker System

ROOF TOWERS

AVAILABLE

is

ator's manual is $ 100. Simpson.

THE MOST COMPLETE LINE IN THE INDUSTRY

TUBULAR

Resistance

readouts. The price complete with
test leads. isolating probe and oper-

MOUNTING ACCESSORIES
HEAVY-DUTY

I .000N1a.

is

sured in seven ranges from RX I up to
RX I M. Accuracy of resistance measurements is rated at ± 3° of arc. The
7in scale is designed for fast accurate

5vel/ae&I QUALITY
zbet

1

input impedance

is said

to

r

For masts up to 11/2" OD.

Roof sealing pitch patches, all hardware, 2" lag screws supplied.
SEND FOR CATALOG SHP T
-

AT
AT SOUTH RIVER QUALITY IS OUR MOST IMPORTANT PRODUCT

SOLD THROUGH DISTRIBUTORS

SOUTH RIVER METAL PRODUCTS CO., INC. / SOUTH RIVER, N.1.08882
tot more details circle 148 on postcard
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have a frequency range of 45Hz to

COMPLETE

I 8kHz. an impedance of 8 St and a
crossover frequency of 2.5kHz. The
system includes high frequency shelv-

ing in three steps of 3db attenuation
above 2kHz and is designed to work
with amplifiers rated up to 50w continuous power. according to the manufacturer. The unit measures I 3in.
high x I -4 in. deep x 23 `4 in. wide.
I

Altec Lansing.

Transistor Analyzer

720
Introduced is a solid-state transistor
analyzer providing a true. small -signal
ac Beta test and continuous instrument
monitoring. The instrument has three

independent power supplies, a large
41/2 in.

eter.

high

current,

high

I

$

eiGmt

ORM NOR.,

meter and makes H param-

VIC711

IX /

MIL

NORM

001

DIRT v v.
MARI PI,'

B-y--.VECTORSCOPE-R...

voltage.

INwT

CONNECTION

tvIOREMV

NEW OSCILLOSCOPEIVECTORSCOPE
With _ust the flip of a switch
NOW YOU CAN SERVICE
COLOR BOTH WAYS
Vector Pattern

ac and dc Beta measurements, reads
leakage current in the na region, tests
both small -signal and power transistors. diodes, rectifiers. zener diodes.

SCR's and the latest FET's in the
collector current range of I 001.1,a to
30a. The model 3490-A. Type 2
provides for plotting complete transistor

characteristic

curves.

taking

single readings. plus setting up any
type of transistor test. Continuous
current and voltage controls are a
built-in feature of the analyzer.
Three separate 41/2 in. meters are
used to read static and dynamic values:

emitter or base current, input volts.
collector volts, reach -through voltage
and collector current. The unit reportedly also tests dc Beta. ac Beta at
I kHz. leakages. Alpha. saturation voltage. floating potential. input currents

to 3a and variable tetrode voltages.
A small signal of .5µa is applied to the
base of the semiconductor under test

on the ISO Beta range. On the 600
scale the operator can go down to
I .254A

a using the analyzer. The anal-

multi -range ammeter continuously reads the collector current on
yzer's

any one of I I overlapping ranges.
The instrument is designed

to

handle over I 00dc volt-amperes of
collector power with collector voltage
ranges from 0 to I 20v. The collector
control is a variable transformer controlling primary energy to the collector supply. The input control is a vit-

(as

Conventional "S" Pattern
(as recommended by RCA,

recom-

mended by Zenith, etc.)

Admiral, etc.)

A truly remarkable service scope; complete for every servicing test recommended by any and all TV manufacturers. For the very first time, here is a
scope sensitive enough to view the IF tuner output but with adequate high
voltage protection to view the plate of the horizontal output tube directly.
Leave the rear view switches in their normal position and you can use the
PS 148 to service color TV from chroma take off to the tri-color tube following the standard RCA "S" pattern approach. Flip the VECTOR switch on the
rear and you have converted to a standard vectorscope . . and for only
$20.00 more than the Sencore scope without vectors. Compare these specifications and you will be convinced that the PS 148 is the most complete,
.

versatile, scope on the market today.
Direct Peak to Peak Voltage Measurements. Read the peak to peak waveform voltage
directly from the vertical input controls. Faster and easier than a VTVM and extremely
accurate.

Wide Band. Vertical amplifier frequency response is flat from 10HZ to 5.2MHZ ± 1DB.
. High Sensitivity. Vertical amplifier sensitivity of 017 volts
PS 148
RMS per one inch deflection. Ultra sensitive for transistor
servicing and for viewing signals directly off a TV tuner.
Direct and Lo -Cap Probe on one cable for maximum versatility. The Lo -Cap probe can handle high voltage signals
up to 6000 volts peak to peak
. Extended Horizontal Sweep Frequencies. Horizontal sweep
ranges from 5HZ all the way to 500 KHZ in five overlapping

1190

steps; allows you to look at higher frequency waveforms.
Sync is so positive you would think it has triggered sweep.
Exclusive Vectorscope Features. Flick one switch at the
rear of the PS 148 and you have an easy to use vectorscope.
This new vector pattern greatly simplifies chroma trouble
shooting and bandpass alignment.

Minimum Circuit Loading on Vectors. Prevents distorted
vector patterns due to lead capacity loading by having

vectorscope connections on rear of PS 148.
. Special Vectorgraph Screen. Shows exact degree of chroma
demodulation.

Provisions for intensity modulation and direct connections
to CRT deflection plates on rear for forming lissajous patterns, etc. Just a flick of two switches; no need to disconnect leads or make special connections.

1\1C CD1=t

NO. 1 MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT
426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE, ADDISON. ILLINOIS 60101

... for more details circle 145 on postcard
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It costs you
less to repair
a tuner than
to buy a new
one. Right?

NEW PRODUCTS
power potentiomenter used
for adjusting the secondary ac voltage
reous

to the input supply. Each control

is

equipped with large knobs for convenience of adjustment and a tetrode control is provided for use with double
base or tetrode transistors. In the top
center section of the analyzer's panel
are also mounted two transistor testing

sockets. One is for the in -line types
and the second for types where the
leads are grouped in a circle or square
on the bottom of the transistor.

A socket for one of the most commonly used types of power transistors.

the JEDEC outline TO -3. is built
into a solid copper bar heat sink.
Binding posts are also available in the

heat sink for other transistor types.
Ranges of the analyzer are: Input
current (emitter or base) 0-100-300µa.
0-1 -3-10-30ma. 0 -.1 -.3 -I -3a: collector
current. 0-30011a. 0-1-3-10-30ma. 0-.1-

Wrong!
Figure it out. Repairing costs about $9.75. New tubes cost around
$3.00. Now add your time and cost for packing and shipping to

say nothing of the money you're out while waiting for it to be
returned. (And who pays for your call back if another part of the
tuner fails.) A brand new SC Super Arbor Preset Tuner with mount-

ing brackets and tubes costs $12.95. And you can pick it up in
whatever time it takes you to get to the distributor -5, 10, 15 minutes. You get a new tuner warranty -1 year from date of purchase.
The new tuner costs you less in time and money. Your customer
gets a brand new tuner instead of a used one. Everybody's happy.
Right? Right. Available at your parts distributors.
Factory aligned SC Super -Arbor Preset

.3-1-3-10-30a, Ice°, !co. Icbo -0 -6 ma, 0-6000, 0-600. 0-61.1.a: collector

voltage 0-120v. 0-60v, 0-30v 0-12v.

0-6v, 0-3v. 0-1.2v: emitter or base
voltage. 0-12v. 0-12v. tetrode - 0-10v
with calibrated control. The analyzer.
complete with a gray leatherette
covered case, is 18 13/16in. by 15
7/ 1 6in by Kin. with removable cover
and sloping etched aluminum panel.
Weight 30 lb. Net price $441. Triplett.

Transformer

721

A standard isolation/power transformer, designed to minimize shock,
is introduced. The P6411 transformer

Tuners fit like 0.E.M.'s because they are
0.E.M.'s. (Preset Height 4.58" max. to top

of tubes-Length 3.61" max.-Width 2.50"
max.). Shafts have extended flats. Simply
cut to proper length. There's a direct UHF
plug-in for fast replacement on 82 -Channel
sets, a universal mounting, pre-set memory
fine tuning, outstanding oscillator frequency
stability and 3 -position Detent Turret
Switch for positive lock -in tuning.
Customized replacements available
for only $5.00 additional.

MODEL

13 Position Switch
Antenna Input
Intermediate
Frequency
RF Amplifier Tube
Oscillator -Mixer
Tube
Heater
B Plus

W4

le

SBR-250 I SBRS-252 I SBR4S-251
300 ohms balanced to ground
41.25 mc sound
45.75 mc video
6HQ5

2HQ5

3HQ5

6GJ7

5HB7

5GJ7

6.3 volts 600 ma
125-145 volts dc

reduces shock hazard by isolating
equipment from the power line. It is
rated I I 7v to II7v at 15va and its
small size (2in. x 31/4 in. x 17/8 in.)
makes it an excellent component for
equipment manufactures. experimenters and hobbyists. Price is less than
$6. Stancor.

450 ma

Two-way Radio

cl

1

7

722
Built-in circuitry with a three -scale

uomponents
Components

DIVISION
DIVISION OF STANDARD KOLLSMAN INDUSTRIES, INC,

2085 North Hawthorne Ave. Melrose Park, Illinois 60160

meter to give precise visual indications

of the efficiency of operation and
modern styling are key features of a
Citizens Band two-way radio recently

... for more details circle 150 on postcard
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You're making money in electronics now.

RCA offers 4 ways to make more.

Study at home ...set your own pace.
RCA Institutes has an easy approach
to bring you bigger earnings.

COLOR TV During this course you'll perform

TRANSISTORS Transistor circuitry is what

over 50 experiments-and receive all parts and instructions to build your own color TV.

the TV repairman must cope with in most receivers today. This course gives you the necessary background.

The cost of the Color TV Kit is included in the tuition-

You'll discover an easy way to an effective understanding of semiconductor technology, including characteristics of tunnel diodes, rectifiers and other solid state
devices. Transistorized TV Receiver Kits also available.

in

both the beginner's program and the advanced

course in color TV servicing.

Course is based on the latest receiver circuitry and
equipment.

FCC LICENSE TRAINING Get your

license-or your money back! We're that sure you'll
succeed with RCA Institutes Home Study Training.
Course is all new-both in content and in the up-todate method of study.

Choose the course for the FCC License you want: third,

CATV TRAINING Technicians are in

short supply in CATV (Community Antenna Television
Systems).

That's because CATV is expanding, as people seek
better reception and more than local stations.

second or first phone. If you need basic training first,
apply for the complete License Training Program.

You'I' receive two comprehensive lessons, covering the
practical phases of CATV systems in either the Television Servicing or Communications courses.

WHEN YOU STUDY THROUGH RCA INSTITUTES

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc., Dept. ET -08
320 West 31st Street, N.Y., N.Y. 10001

HOME TRAINING, YOU CAN PAY FOR LESSONS AS
YOU ORDER THEM, OR TAKE ADVANTAGE OF EASY
MONTHLY PAYMENT PLAN. LICENSED BY NEW YORK
STATE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT. APPROVED FOR
VETERANS. ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME
STUDY COUNCIL.
MAIL THE COUPON NOW FOR COMPLETE INFORMATICN

Please rush me FREE illustrated catalog. I understand
that I am under no ob'igation, and that no salesman
will call.
Age

Name
(please print)

Address
City
ZIP

State
.

OCTOBER 1968
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is the "Dyna-Boost" circuit
which amplifies voice signals to the
optimum level for greatest intelligi-

radio

NEW PRODUCTS

bility regardless of whether the opera-

tor speaks quietly or loudly into the
microphone. Housed in an all -metal
case, the radio has a die-cast front
panel finished in brushed aluminum

introduced. The SWR (standing wave
ratio) bridge, a feature found in relatively few CB radios, is said to permit
precise

resonating

of the antenna

and black. Conveniently located front
panel controls include an off-on/vol-

system with the transmitter output
for minimum line losses and maximum
radiated power. A flip of a front panel
switch lets you read power output
direct from the meter. In the receiving
position. the meter reads "S" level
(strength) of the incoming signal.
Another feature of this two-way

ume
control. illuminated
selector, adjustable squelch

channel

control,

receiver fine tuning control. "DynaBoost" off -on. meter function selector.
meter calibration control, and a switch

that converts the radio to public address amplifier. The microphone and

Now-Compare CRT Color Guns

AUTOMATICALLY!

speaker/headphone jacks are also on
the front panel. Completely self-contained, this unit includes a transistorized dual power supply for II7vac and
2vdc - both power cables are
supplied. Ten tubes, 13 diodes and 2

transistors are employed to provide
double -conversion
superheterodyne
reception and 23 channel 100% modu-

lated transmission. A coiled -cord ceramic microphone with push -to -talk
switch is supplied with the unit.
Measuring 51/4 in. high by 13 7/16in.
wide by 81/2 in. deep. the radio weighs
16 lb. Price $239.95. B&K.

Tape Recorder

r

pe.

62 SCREEN VOLTAGE

EMISSION

ei
COLOR TRACKING

II

1,5V

cording. The tape recorder also contains a built-in dynamic remote con-

COLOR GUN

ewGr

723
Announced is a model F98 recorder
designed for voice or music recording
in business, education and pleasure.
The instrument features all solidstate electronics, a high -power amplifier and an acoustically matched
speaker for professional quality re-

V

ant

Simplifies Color CRT Tracking Test
Tests Each Gun in Color or B&W CRT's Completely
Now, for the first time, you can test CRT color guns for color tracking
automatically; and exactly according to industry standards. No more
time-consuming logging of each color gun reading at every setting
of the G2 control like other testers.

Only the Sencore CRT CHAMPION has three separate G2 screen
grid controls just like the color TV itself. A color tracking scale right
on the meter makes the all-important tracking test easy, fast, anc
accurate. This is most important when claiming credit for a defective
color CRT.
The CHAMPION also makes all the standard color and black and white CRT
tests - short, emission, and life tests. Line Adjust control assures exceptional
accuracy. An exclusive three step Automatic Rejuvenation Circuit lets you save
many a faulty black and white tube or
equalize gun currents in color tubes. Plug-in
sockets are provided for fast testing and
easy updating. Rugged vinyl -clad steel case
has spacious lead compartment.

trol microphone with a separate microphone input for conference recording.
It records and plays up to an hour and
a half on a single tape cassette.
The record level control is selectable

- automatic or manual. Other features include VU recording level
meter. tone control, cassette ejector.

digital tape counter, all push-button

CRT manufacturers, set manufacturers,
distributors, technicians all recommend the

operation. monitoring while recording.

battery and house current operation
with automatic battery disconnect on
ac. internal storage for two tape
cassettes, servo drive motor with
electronic speed control and Flux field heads. The unit measures I2in.

CR143 CRT tester as the only tester that
does a complete job. Why not check with
them before you buy.

Sencore CR143 - CRT CHAMPION .. $99.50

wide.

high.

41/2 in.

deep

and

weighs 8 lb. Price under $120. Con-

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE, ADDISON. ILLINOIS 60101

cord.

.
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RCA Announces Compatible
Test Jig Program
A semcing program for RCA pails and accessories'
dealers is announced.

Referred to as the ICTJ Program. the term actually
stands for Industry Compatible Test Jig.
Twenty-seven new test adapters for convergence, deflec-

tion and degaussing make it possible to service other
manufacturers' most popular chassis produced from 1962
through 1966 (plus some 1967 chassis) with the RCA Color
Test Jigs No. I 0J102 and No. 10J103.

The television manufacturers covered under the program include: Admiral. Dumont. Emerson. General Electric. Magnavox. Motorola, Packard Bell. Philco. Sears
Silvertone. Sylvania. Westinghouse and Zenith.
The new adapters are small, easily stored and can be used
with the standard RCA extension cables supplied in previous programs.

An ICTJ cross-reference binder will also be supplied
directly to the dealer. This cross reference is in alphabetical

order by manufacturer, the chassis in alpha -numeric sequence and model numbers are also referenced.

Your next

tuner cleaning
job could cost
somebody
15 bucks.
You.

The dealer will receive periodic mailings of updated
cross-reference sheets announcing the addition of new
adapters or the utilization of existing adapters for servicing
chassis subsequently released by other manufacturers.

Dealers enrolled in the ICTJ program will continue to receive these cross-reference sheets, data sheets, etc., on a no

charge basis until June 30, 1969. at which time the dealer
will resubscribe through his local distributor.

Color CRT Sales Increase
While Lietory sales of color television picture tubes were

off 4.5 percent at 2.4 million units during the first five
months of 1968, important gains were shown during the
last two monthly periods, as reported by the Electronic Industries Assn.'s Marketing Services Dept.

Sales during May 1968 amounted to 496,270 units representing a 19 percent increase over sales of 417.046
units during May a year ago. Similarly. sales during April
1968 were up 15 percent to reach 452.178 units.
If this trend continues, according to EIA, sales of color
TV picture tubes during the full year 1968 are expected to
easily surpass their 1967 sales level of 6.1 million units.

You blow about 15 bucks every time you have a
contact cleaning call back. Isn't it worth spend-

ing a few extra minutes to save that $15 and
your customer's good will'iThen do the job right

the first time with ContaCare Kit III. Unlike
sprays that simply push the "gunk" around to
dry and harden, ContaCare does a thorough
cleaning and lubricating job. You just pour the

special liquid cleaner on the lint -free cloth
applicator and wipe away all film, dust and dirt.

Then apply a little of our permanent lubricant
to the contacts.The job's done-right. And you
may have saved yourself $15. ContaCare is
non-flammable, non-conductive, and provides
trouble -free results for both black & white and
color sets. Properly used, ContaCare Kit III will
provide you with over 100 cleanings. Available
at parts distributors. Price $1.98

HELPFUL TUNER SERVICE

TIPS INSIDE
EACH CARTON!

Superscope Inc. Reports
Increase in Net Income
Superscope Inc.. exclusive U.S. distributor of Sony tape
recording equipment, reported an increase of 19 percent

in net income and 36 percent in sales for the first half of
1968 compared with a like period in 1967, it was announced by Joseph S. Tushinsky, president of Superscope.

Net income amounted to $895,677 or 43 cents a share
in the first six months of 1968 compared with $753,587
or 42 cents a share in 1967. These figures are net after adjustments to reflect the 10 percent federal income tax surcharge. Per share figures are based on 2.100,000 shares outstanding on June 30. 1968, and 1.800,000 shares outstand-

ing on June 30, 1967 (as adjusted for a 50 percent stock
dividend declared in March 1968).
Sales for the six-month period were $13,962.295 vs $10.258.076 for the same period last year.

A valuable booklet
on repair and ser-

vicing written by
one of the world's

largest tuner

manufacturers is

packed with each
kit.

sk Standard Component
DIVISION OF STANDARD KOLLSMAN INDUSTRIES, INC.

2085 North Hawthorre Ave. Melrose Park. Illinois 60160
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Wire and Cable Co. and Astrodata.
Inc. In August 1967 it became a

system before the final aperture of the

and increased current density.

Schematic diagrams and service in-

wholly owned subsidiary of Anaconda
Wire and Cable Co.
E. J. F. Regan. president of Anaconda Electronics Co.. announced the
new corporate name and unveiled the

formation on specific radio and TV

company's new logotype today. He

sets are available at a nominal charge.

noted that the changes were made to
emphasize Anaconda's growing commitment to the communications industry.

NEWS
OF THE INDUSTRY
Service Information

SUPREME PUBLICATIONS is offering to

send promptly service material on almost any television, radio, stereo or
changer. It is able to supply such information from its own service manuals, extensive files going back to the
1930s. from manuals of other publishers (some no longer in business) and
from factory released material. The
usual charge is $1 for radio material.

gun. Advantages include longer life,
uniform brightness of spot and line,
uniform spot size across the screen
The basic mechanical design is inherently rugged. according to the company, and the "Monocon" tubes can be
operated under severe vibration. Operating conditions can, to a large extent.
he decided by the customer since the

tubes can he operated over a wide
range of screen potentials while the
gun potentials remain far below the
level at which internal sparking and

Vikoa Introduces New
CATV 59U Cables

cold emission occur.

Widely different final anode potentials can be applied, according to ap-

Robert Baum, vice president marketing. announced a new series of 59U

and $1.50 for TV material covering

coaxial cables. A Mylar tape coated
on both sides with aluminum foil with

a specific set.

a braided shield and an all new alum-

plication. For any potential. brightness is greater than that of a conventional tube and peak cathode loading
is said to be lower than that of other
guns thereby increasing life expectancy. Energy distribution (and therefore brightness) is substantially uni-

inum 59U solid seamless sheath.
These cables are to be used in areas

Anaconda Electronics Co.
New Name in Communications

of high intensity signals and will elim-

A new name has appeared in the
communications industry: Anaconda

signals.

inate direct off the air pickup of TV

form across the spot and across a
scanned line. The beam diameter at
the point of deflection is small so that
deflection distortions are minimized.
The spot size is substantially constant

Electronics Co.

The company manufactures electronic equipment for the CATV industry and markets turnkey cable television systems, coaxial cable and subscriber carrier equipment. It was
formed in 1965 as Anaconda Astroda-

New Electron Gun Developed
For Cathode -Ray Tube

ta Co., a joint venture of Anaconda

A new electron gun developed for
cathode-ray tubes by a British company. is said to be the first to have its

over the whole tube face.
Electron acceleration is provided by

electron beam almost completely col-

which is integral with the electron

limated by an electrostatic focusing

optics. Deflection coils can he placed

a

helix on the inside of the tube

Discriminate Between
Desired Signal
and

FIRST WITH
* Digital Integrated Circuits
* 4 Crystal -Controlled Oscillators
* Battery & AC Operation Standard

Unwanted Noise

The New Pace -Setting CONAR Model 680

COLOR GENERATOR

KIT $83.50

WIRED $114.50

Until now, no commercially available color generator
has offered so many quality features in a single instrument at such a low price. Only the CONAR COLOR

GENERATOR has all these features at any price:
exclusive digital integrated circuits; exclusive 4 crystal -controlled oscillators; exclusive AC or battery
operation standard; completely solid state; color
amplitude control; color phase adjustment; regulated
power supply; stability control; TV station sync and
blanking pulses; nine patterns; red, blue and green
gun killers; compact; lightweight; portable.
For details write Dept. k Sst

CONAR instruments
DIVISION OF NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE
3939 Wisconsin Ave., Washington, D.C. 20016

WRITE FOR FREE CONAR CATALOG

ME
ST

SP ACE

MING

IN HE

Etiti
IC AM
%AGRI
-VHF -FM -COLOR
UHF

Investigate now!

1°84 &await Imo.
Manufacturers of the TARGET ANTENNA

Phone 419-693-0528
204 West Florence Street
.
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NOW-Color-Coded Schematics for 1500 TV
Sets . . . at an Unbelievable 1.35E Per Set!
Yes, now you can speed -repair
1500 popular TV receivers for just

about 10 each

.

.

.

we'll include the 148 -page MASTER INDEX and Cross Reference Replacement Parts Guide which lists all 1500

with the service-

TV sets you can quickly repair with
TV COLORGRAMS. It describes the

man -proved COLOR -CODED TV COLORGRAMS.
If you've heard about TV Color grams, then you know they were a real

black -and -white receivers of Admiral,
Emerson, General Electric, Magnavox,
Motorola, Philco, RCA, and Westing-

bargain at their original total price of
$102.50. Now, at this special price
of only $19.95, they're almost a steal.

referenced ( by IBM data-processing)

to nine replacement parts manufac-

What are TV COLORGRAMS?
They're amazing new color -coded

charts that help you isolate TV receiver difficulties and with less effort
than you ever dreamed possible. Each
COLORGRAM chart is clearly color coded to show signal -flow, continuity,

test points, and voltages. The entire
ground conductor is shown in its own
distinctive color. Every component in
the circuit is clearly identified, and
its relationship to other components
made readily recognizable. COLOR GRAM charts let you concentrate on

that small portion of the set most
likely to be the cause of the trouble.
There's no time wasted working back
and forth between schematic and set
looking for tests points
wading
through superfluous information
.

.

.

.

.

.

identifying components incorrectly.
With COLORGRAMS, everything is
there, before your eyes, and very often

looking just as it does in the set.
What does a TV COLORGRAM
Service -Pak include?

Everything you need to service a
whole series of TV sets!

These receivers are cross-

house.

Aerovox, Centralab, Claroturers
stat, G. C., Merit, Stancor, Thordar.

Easy to read complete master schematic is
color -keyed tc the colors used in the Color gram Charts.

Second, the Pak includes color keyed masler schematic providing an
overall view of the receiver circuit. It
shows the Tuner, IF, Video, Audio,
Vertical and Horizontal sections, color -keyed to the colors used in individ-

.

.

Triad, and TVD, covering over
25.000 parts listings. This INDEX
gives you the newest, fastest, clearsari,

ual COLORGRAM charts. It also shows

test points, waveforms, voltage,

re-

sistance, capacitance, practical alignment data etc.

CONTENTS
(25 CHASSIS, 179 MODELS)
EMERSON (24 CHASSIS, 100 MODELS)
G. E.
(9 CHASSIS, 332 MODELS)
MAGNAVOX (1 CHASSIS, 27 MODELS)
MOTOROLA (8 CHASSIS, 63 MODELS)
PH ILCO
(24 CHASSIS, 122 MODELS)
R. C. A.
(125 CHASSIS, 539 MODELS)
WSTGHSE. (27 CHASSIS, 183 MODELS)

ADMIRAL

Each Colorgram chart is color -coded to show

signal flow and continuity-just like a road
mop!

est, most practical approach to obtaining the correct replacement part

it a hurry.

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE
Third, the Pak includes a Rapid Repair Manual that is an effective guide
to the use of the COLORGRAM System.

It

contains original manufac

turer's service notes, special instructions, circuit modifications parts list,

and parts numbers. Other practical
service Cate in the Guide are a Pictorial Tube and Component Location
Chart, and a Tube Failure Guide.
What do

I

get for my money?

50 complete Service-Paks ... each
Pak containing data on approximately
30 TV sets. PLUS, as an added bonus,

So sure are we that the data

in

will
save you time and money we're offering them on a guaranteed money -back
these

invaluable

Service-Paks

basis.
Order at our risk for FREE
10 -day examination. Put the data in
these schematic -packed guides to

work for you for 10 days.

If they

don't prove to be worth several times

their cost, return them and we'll re'und the full purchase price, or cancel the invoice. Simply fill in and
mail the NO -RISK coupon below, to
obtain these time -saving,
making manuals.

money-

NO RISK COUPON - MAIL TODAY
Typical COLORGRAMS SERVICE-PAK sold for
$1.95. You get 50 such PAKS . . . plus 148 -

page Index

.

.

.

for only $19.95!

TAB Books, Blue Ridge Summit, Pa. 17214

enclose $19.95 for which please send me your complete 50 -Package Colorgrams
Schematic offer postage prepaid.
E Please invoice me for $19.95 plus postage. Same return privileges.
I

First of all, the Pak includes COLORGRAM charts for IF, Video, Audio,
Vertical and Horizontal (showing sync
and sweep circuits),
distribution
and AGC circuits. You use the Video
chart if you have a Video problem,
the Audio chart if you have an Audio
problem, etc.

Name

Company
Address
City

(Pala orders shipped prepaid.

State

Pa. resident add 6% Sales Tax.

Zip

Outside USA 10% extra.)
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RADIO and TV SERVICEMEN
....

1 O00

,--..

,

over the helix to introduce a post deflection acceleration for increased

DISCOUNT

,

sensitivity.

The spot shape on the screen is an
exact image of an aperture of the gun.

and spots of any shape can be produced. Size remains constant despite
increase of drive voltage, and astigma-

on all

STANCOR

tism and coma - distortions of the
spot shape - are minimized. Spot

)

Flybacks and Yokes

-----__

:z_....-.,

--

------__

size can be varied up to 1/2 in. in diameter by adjustment of the gun poten-

'_----

\'

Look for your "10
for 10" coupons in the
mail or go to your nearest STANCOR
Distributor Pro Shop. He can tell you how to get your "10 for
10" coupons worth 10% off on STANCOR replacements until
December 31, 1968. He'll answer any of your questions about
STANCOR'S exact replacements
he's the Pro!
.

.

.

tials without loss of focus or alteration in brightness. The variable spot
size is said to make the gun suitable
for use in date displays where differing line widths are often required.

Philco-Ford Adds Fifty
Training Reps. To Field Force
Philco-Ford Corp. announced the
addition of 50 technical training

ESSEX

representatives to its field force in a
new program designed to sharpen the
skills of technicians who service the
company's home entertainment pro-

ESSEX CONTROLS DIVISION STANCOR PRODUCTS 3501 W. Addison St. Chicago, III. 60618

ducts and appliances.
R. Harris Hesketh, general manager

.

WIRE CORPORATION

... for more details circle 116 on postcard

of parts and service, said the new

technical training personnel will
located at service training centers that
are being established throughout the

Ten More Popular
Color TV Coil Replacements

United States.
"In the past, we have asked our district service managers and supervisors

to handle service technician training
along with their other duties," he said.
"The new technical training representatives will have full-time responsibility for training. Philco-Ford has developed

an

entirely

new

training

approach to insure the continuous
.......-

availability of highly competent service technicians," Mr. Hesketh said.
"This has resulted in the scheduling
of more than 600 service training
meetings in the first five months of

!

this year - an unprecedented effort

Cat. No.

Function
Dynamic Convergence
Chroma Bandpass
Blue Phasing

Manufacturer
Admiral

Part No.

Emerson

Burst Phase

6060
6358
6359

Pin Cushion
Chroma Take -Off

Hoffman
Motorola
Philco

720563
ET36X789
109-033700

Horizontal Linearity
Horiz-Osc. & Waveform

Silvertone

7150
6061

Sound Take -Off
3.58 mHz Osc.

Wells Gardner

6355
6058
6356
6059
6357

GE

RCA

Sylvania

in U.S. industry," Mr. Hesketh said.

94C305-6

24C65127A90
32-4878-2
120794
10-88-5
50-16206-5
9A2660-001

Write for your copy of Cross Reference Bulletin 1068

;WT. J.W. MILLER COMPANY
5917 South Main Street

Los Angeles, California 90003

SEE YOUR LOCAL DISTRIBUTOR FOR THE FULL LINE OF RF AND IF COILS, CHOKES, FILTERS AND TRANSFORMERS

RCA Introduces First Two -Way
Mobile Radio To Use IC's

RCA has introduced the SuperCarfone 500, claimed to be the communications industry's first standard
two-way mobile radio to use integrated circuits.
E. J. Hart. manager. commercial
communications systems, said the advanced circuitry which is employed in
the unit's receiver provides much higher reliability than was available in

earlier designs.
It
.

110

features a speaker and control

for more details circle 136 on postcard
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head combined in one case instead of

15 CRYSTAL MARKERS
3 SWEEP RANGES
ONLY $135

two separate elements for compactness

and ease of installation. Cables are
simply plugged into connectors at the
rear of the unit.

Mr. Hart noted that in addition to
its integrated circuitry radio employs
solid-state

components

extensively.

Temperature compensated crystal os-

cillators, contained in a plug-in module, provide on -frequency operation
over a tempekature range of - 30 to
+ 65C with no heating element.

The unit

is

available with RCA's

"Quiet
Channel."
a
tone -coded
squelch system that enables the operator to mute unwanted messages on
shared channels and to hear only those
directed to him.

Either the transmitter, receiver or
both can be supplied optionally for
operation on one to four channels.
Other options include a telephone type handset, a noise -canceling microphone for use in high noise level
areas and selective call systems for di-

New Heathkit IG-57
Solid -State Color TV
Marker /Sweep Generator

rect communications with a specific
mobile unit or base station.

Tyco Acquires Dynaco

The IG-57 combines the features of both a post marker and a

I sco Laboratories. Inc. has signed
agreements to acquire Dyna and Dyn-

one of these functions.

aco,

Inc.. both of Philadelphia, for

stock and cash with an aggregate value

of over $5 million. Dyna manufactures Dynaco Hi Fi stereo components

and Dynakits for the hobbyist. which
are distributed by Dynaco, Inc. Tyco
research -based manufacturer of
materials, electronics and controls.
is a

Cooperative Electronic
Education Program
A no% cooperatke educational pro-

gram is announced in a joint statement by Clifford L. Larson, president
of the Northwestern Electronics Institute, and Dean Alfred L. Vaughan
of the University of Minnesota General College.

The new program. available this
fall, will make it possible for a student
to earn a two-year college degree and
at the same time receive a technical
education in electronics.
'This program will provide addi-

sweep generator for less than yo.i'd expect to pay for just
Three linear sweep ranges for TV tuned circuits in sound IF, color bandpass, video IF circuits
and proper overall RF /IF response External attenuator provides 1. 3, 6, 10 and 20 dB steps up

to 70 dB maximum Can also be used with external sweep or marker 15 crystal -controlled
markers provided for color bandpass alignment; picture and sound carrier frequencies for
channels 4 and 10; FM tuner, FM IF and discriminator alignment; TV sound IF adjustments
All crystals included Completely isolated 1-15 VDC variable voltage supply for positive or
negative bias Built-in 400 Hz modulation for trap adjustment and checking and adjusting FM
tuners Fhase Control and Trace Reverse Switch so markers will appear from left to right as
in set manufacturer's instructions, regardless of 'scope used Blanking Switch eliminates
return sweep and provides base line Circuit Board Construction - three circuit boards, 27
transistors, 3 silicon diodes, 2 crystal diodes and 2 Zener diodes combine to make assembly
faster with less chance of error Bias and Scope Horiz. leads, Attenuator, Demod In, Scope
Vert., RF and Demodulator cables included in kit.
Kit IG-57, 14 lbs., 8135.00; Assembled IGW-57
$199.00
IG-57 SPEOFICATIONS - Marker frequencies: 100 kHz; 3.08, 3.58, 40.8, 4.50 MHz, t.01'). 10.7, 39.75, 41.2 5 , 42.17
42.50, 42.75. 45.00, 67.25, 193.25 MHz *.005,-,. Modulation frequency: 400 Hz. Input impedances: External Marker,
External Sweep, & Attenuator - 75 ohm. Demod In - 220 k ohm. Output Impedances: Marker Out, Sweep Output & Attenuator - 75 ohm. Scope Vert - 22 k ohm. Bias voltage: Positive or negative 15 volts DC at 10 milliamperes. Type of
marker: Birdie. Controls: Bias control with pull-on/push-off switch; Marker/ Trace - dual concentric; Sweep Width/Sweep
Center - dual concentric; Marker Out - concentric with Sweep Range switch; Phase. Switches: Rocker type - separate
switch for each of the above listed frequencies; Blanking, On/Off; Trace Reverse; Modulation On, OH. Transistor - Diode
Complement: (191-2N3692 transistor. 71.2N3393 transistors. (1 )-2N3416 transistor. (3) -silicon diode rectifiers. (2) -crystal
diodes. (1)-)3.6 volt zener diode (1)-20 volt zener diode. Sweep frequency ranges and output voltage: LO Bond - 2.5
to 5.5 MHz m 1 dB at 0.5 volts RMS fundamentals, and 10.7 MHz on harmonics. IF Band - 38 to 45 MHz m 1 dB, at 0.5 volts
RMS, fundamentals. RF Bond - 64 to 72 MHz m 1 dB at 0.5 volts RMS fundamentals, and 192 to 198 MHz on harmonics. At-

tenuator: Total of 70 dB of attenuation in seven steps - 1, 3, 6, 10, 10, 20 and 20 db. Power requirements: 120 volts, 60
Hz AC at 20 watts. Dimensions: 13,13' W. x 5, ;?' H. a 12,
D.

DON'T NEED THE SWEEP?

The IG-14 has the same features and
specifications - without the sweep.

tional opportunities for our students
who are seeking a practical. wellrounded education." Dean Vaughan

_

-c

Kit IG-14
12 lbs. shpg. wt.

Stiv

(

$99.95

said.

"We are initiating this program because we believe the graduate with a
college degree and a specialized electronics education is better prepared
for job entry and advancement in our
technological society," Mr. Larson
said.

Northwestern Electronics, a non-

profit school founded in 1930 and located at 3800 Minnehaha Ave. in

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 24-10

Free 1969

Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

Heathkit Catalog
kits for test, stereo/hi-fi, color TV,
SWL,
meteor Radio, CB, Marine,

Name

Educatiinal, home and hobby. Sava
up to E0% the easy and enjoyable
Heathk t way. Just mail coupon cr

write:

plus shipping.

Enclosed is $
Pease send model is)
Please send 1969 teathkit Catalog.

Describes these and over 300 othe-

please print)
Address

Heath Company, Benton

State

City

Harbor Michigan 49022.

L

(Prices and specificalons subject to change without notice)
.

OCTOBER 1968

.

Zip
TE-182R

_1
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QUIETROLE
The Original Control
and

jrritti

Switch Lubri-Cleaner
The oldest. most
reliable and efficient
product obtainable for
positive lubrication and
cleaning of TV Tuners.
Controls and Switches.
Harmless to plastics
and metals. Zero effects
Rm.

on resistance and
capacity. Non -inflam-

mable -non -conductive non -corrosive.

The Choice of Better
Servicemen, Everywhere.

144

,

For Color and
Black and White

Available in Aerosol or Bottle
Product of

QUIETROLE
COMPANY
Spartanburg, South Carolina

. for more details circle 138 on postcard

Minneapolis, will administer the elec-

tronics technology portion of the cooperative training program. The general college, a two-year college of the
university, will provide a general education for the student.
The basic program will include

Northwestern's two-year master program in electronics plus 45 credits in
general college.

the

Each student.

however, will be permitted to plan his
program to fit his individual needs
and may elect to take a shorter course

at Northwestern and more credits at
the university. At the end of two to
three years he will receive both a diploma from Northwestern and an associate of arts degree from the uni-

Perma-Power Announces New
Motor and New Guarantee
Permalkmer has announced a new

1/3 hp motor for its deluxe Liftmaster

LOW BAND
BUSINESS

AIRCRAFT

MARINE
CITIZENS
BAND
NO EXTRA CRYSTALS

Lampkin

Frequency Meter Type 10513

GUARANTEED ACCURACY .0010/0

Range. 100 KHz -175 MHz.

$295.00

You can buy separate frequency meters
for mobile -radio transmitters in the sep-

arate bonds - BUT - when you need

ranty policy, The motor and
drive train assembly in the Liftmaster

be guaranteed for three years

against any operating defect.

The new warranty policy is effective retroactively to encompass all
Liftmaster G6100 series openers

shipped since Jan. I. 1968, as the new

motor has been

in

use during that

period.

Amphenol And Bunker-Ramo
Combine Forming New Bunker-

Ramo Corp.
Amphenol Corp. and the BunkerRamo Corp. announced that the two
firms have been combined and will
operate as The Bunker-Ramo Corp.
The new Firm will rank among the
John E. Parker, chairman of the
board of Bunker-Ramo, will fill that
post with the new company. Matthew
L. Devine, who had been chairman of
the board and chief executive officer
of Amphenol, becomes president and

- MAIL

Use this coupon for FREE booklet "How
To Mak* Money in Mobile -Radio Maintenance" and information on Lampkin
meters.

Name
Addres
City

State

Zip-

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC.

Div. II - Bradenton, Fla. 33505
112

STEREO

Eu

3132

E

C

pHo

V

iv°GRApH
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Mr. Ford states that the new motor
so dependable that Perma-Power
is announcing an exclusive new war-

Dial readings for virtually EVERY mobile radio channel (printed by computer) now
complete specifications
COUPON TODAY!

323i

is

500 largest industrial firms in the U.S.
phenol Div.

For

sell,

then sell
again!

Ford, vice president.

just ONE channel outside that band, you
are money ahead with the LAMPKIN.

available at less than 3c per channel.

buy,

garage door openers, says Robert L.

will

MAKE YOU MONEY!

package helps you

versity.

G6I 00 and G6101 series openers
Multi -Band Coverage will

This new E -V
phono needle

chief executive officer of the new firm.

Dr. Milton E. Mohr, president of
Bunker-Ramo, becomes a vice president of the new corporation and president of the Bunker-Ramo Div. William H. Rous, president of Amphenol,
becomes a vice president of the new
corporation and president of the Am -

0

On every new E -V

needle package you'll find
the model number printed three extra
times on pressure sensitive tabs.
Here's why:

The tabs can help you order replacements. Or keep track of sales. Or you
can stick one on a file card in a follow-up
system that tells you what and when a
customer last bought (so that you can
tell him when to buy again)! Or put a tab
on the customer's tone arm to simplify
service on the next call.

But don't be surprised if one of the
tabs is missing. Your E -V distributor may
be using one to keep track of his stock
-so that you always have the needle
you want, when you want it.
Smart ideas in packaging of the
world's finest phono service parts help
make Electro-Voice your best buy.
Available only from the parts distributor
with much more than parts to offer!
Ask for your copy of the latest Electro-Voice
phono needle/cartridge combined catalog.
It's free at your E -V distributor's.

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 1087T
663 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107

014'Z
A SUBSIDIARY OF GULTON INDUSTRIES. INC.

phenol Div.
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Professional installers count on antenna gain
not the numbers game.
If you count elements when you buy antennas, you might
be shortchanging yourself and short-circuiting your customer's reception. It's performance that counts.
And that's where JFD Color Laser and Log Periodic antennas outclass all other all -channel antennas. Only patented
JFD capacitor -coupled perform double duty - respond on
the fundamental and harmonic modes. Actually multiply
gain and signal-to-noise ratios over larger multi -element

(but less efficient) antennas.

That's why professional installers who count on antenna
gain (not the numbers game) prefer JFD Color Lasers and
LPV Log Periodics. Call your JFD distributor and prove it
on your next installation.
Did you know that JFD now markets a great new line of
solid state Snow -Plow and Program Center amplifier distribution systems? Ask your distributor!

FROM JFD - ORIGINATORS OF THE ANTENNA THAT REVOLUTIONIZED RECEPTION

JFEIColor Laser and

LPV Log Periodic TV antennas.
JFD ELECTRONICS CO.

15 Avenue at 62 Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11219
JFD Canada, Ltd., Ontario, Canada
JFD International, 64-14 Woodside Ave., Woodside, N.Y. 11377
JFD de Venezuela, S.A., Avenida Los Haticos 125-97, Maracaibo, Venezuela
tiC[NSED LINDH! ONE OR MORE Of US. PATENTS 2.958,081, 2.985.879, 3.011.168; 3.108.280. 3.150,316. 3.210.767. NI 75.780 AND ADNITIONAL PATENTS PENDMC IN LISA AND CANADA. mom° 8f LED
LEVIN:MKS co uNDER LICENSE (ROM THE UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS FOUNDATION LICENSED UNDER ONE OR MORE CW US PATENTS 2.455.287 AND 3.015 821 AND ADDITIONAL PATENTSPfleDiNG
.
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CRT Rebuilder
CATALOGS Et

BULLETINS
400
Test Equipment
A 16 -page catalog features specification and prices of professional test
equipment for servicing radio, color
and B/W TV, hi-fi, communications
and other types of electronic equip-

ment. B & K.

Electronic Components

401

Three reference guides are available
making zener diodes, capacitors.

Rebuild your own CRT's. Average
cost B/W $1.50-Color $8.50. Easy

thyristors, rectifiers and stacks easier
to locate and select. Listing only the
one or two principal specifications to
enable

most

rapid

scanning,

the

to operate. Requires only 4x8 feet of

colorful guides provide the engineer

space.

with an extensive selection of in -stock,
available electronic components. More
detailed data on each unit is available.
Mullard.

Supplies for your first 50 picture tubes
free!

Color - black and white. Rebuilt while
you are here. See the results for yourself.
Terms Available
Lakeside Industries - Div. Associated Ind.
6338 N. Clark St.
Chicago, III. 60640
Phone: 312-465.2881
Free demonstration appointment

City

.

State

lubricating dynamic spline drive. According to the publication, the DynaRotor turns the largest antenna 360deg
in less then 40s, twice the speed of

.

unit consumes less than one -tenth the

electric power of other rotors. The
control box, according to the brochure, produces no clacking or
whirring. It has potentially no troublesome mechanical switches, solenoids,
relays or motors to cause interference
with reception. Jerrold.
403
Slide Rule
A tree slide rule which gives rise
time plus inductance/capacitance for

a complete range of wire -wound bob-

bin resistors is offered. The guide is
available at no charge to engineers
who write on company letterhead
giving
Dale.

their job title or function.

404
Transistorized Amplifiers
A catalog sheet features the specifications and details on two transis-

torized amplifiers. Both units employ
solid-state technology and although
designed for electronic musical in-

402
Antenna Rotator
!he four -page brochure describes
the first antenna rotator to combine
all -solid-state circuitry with a self-

Send me more information
Name
Address

most rotors. The brochure states the

strument application, these amplifiers
have been employed in many diverse
applications. Allen.
405
Two -Way Radio
A I2 -page booklet describes in de-

tail how a two -radio system can increase efficiency and cut operating

. for more details circle 130 on postcard

midget ratchet offset

Screwdriver Kit
Fastest and Strongest Driver made. Designed

for getting into those difficult places where
other Screw Drivers cannot be used.

33/4 " long, stainless ratchet handle, 33/4" extension,

two slotted & two Phillips bits, 12 hexagonal bits
from 0.050" to 5/16", and one square adaptor for
14 " wrench sockets - all in pocket -sized, plastic covered steel case with molded foam interior.

Complete - $11.00
You may purchase from your local Electronic Distributor, or
directly from us.

For more information write to

THE CHAPMAN MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Manufacturers of Ratchet Offset Screwdrivers For Over 25 Years.

Route 17 at Saw Mill Rd., Durham, Conn. 06422

"Did you bring my solid-state color -bar and
test pattern generator kit?"

... for more details circle 112 on postcard
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costs for the contractor. It tells how
to set up a two-way radio system,

what kind of equipment is needed and
how it works. The booklet answers
typical questions frequently asked

about two-way radio and can help an
individual make an informed decision
on the practicality of a two-way radio
system for his business. E.F. Johnson.

Portable Oscilloscope

406
A lour -page brochure describes a

wideband. triggered. laboratory -quality
oscilloscope.

This portable solid-state unit operates from an optional internal battery
or from 60 or 400Hz power lines. It
features

a

tor, and the position of a coil makes

manufacturer

a tremendous difference in response.

95 percent of all existing MATV

Inspect the unit visually for ob-

systems are obsolete, since they can-

vious and easily repairable damage.
If you spot an open fuse or a defective line cord, replace it. But be care-

not handle UHF on -channel, and

has

estimated

that

color response is poor.

Right now, the demand for systems actually exceeds the supply.

ful not to disturb any wires. And if
the trouble is at all complex, you're
better off to return the unit to its
manufacturer for repair. Inexpensive, passive units, of course, can

grown so big that they refuse to

be discarded.

tem has no place to turn. If you de-

The MATV business is interesting and lucrative. This is an especially good time to get into it. One

cide to help fill this void, it might

Most MATV

contractors

have

handle anything under $2000, and
the customer who wants a small sys-

well be the most profitable decision
you've ever made. is

horizontal bandwidth of

20Mz with a I 7ns rise time. Motorola.

Meet the Pro's Pro!

Clips and Insulators

407
A catalog sheet describes the new
bubble -packed line which contains all

EINENENTAL II

its best-known electric clips and insulators. Mueller.

MU150

MATV Equipment

408
Announced is a I 6 -page master TV
antenna equipment catalog.

Covering many new items in

World's

its

82 -channel Channel Smoothline. the
new catalog includes: broadband and
single channel antennas; broadband

Finest Tube
Analyzer

and single channel head end amplifiers.

active and passive accessories; filters
and traps; tapoffs, matching transformers and wallplates; preamplifiers, amplified couplers. connectors and cable.
JFD.

Sophisticated Circuitry
Plus Advanced
Mechanical Design

For The Ultimate

MATV SYSTEMS

In Performance

.

contintiedji-om page 59

nect the truckline back to the split -

ter and turn the system on. Then
all you have to do is connect the
field strength meter to the output of
each tapoff and read the signal level.
As you approach the defective tap -

off, the signal level will fall. The
signal will be so low at the tapoff
that's causing all the trouble that
there will be no doubt as to the location of the short.

Most shorts are caused by one
or two strands of cable that have
strayed loose.

Use the field strength meter and
a portable TV set to check out the
head end. Check signals into and
out of each device you suspect and
you'll find the trouble rapidly.

When you do find a defective
unit, be careful about trying to repair it. Remember, at VHF and
UHF frequencies, a wire run close
to the chassis often acts as a capaci-

This is

the MU150 Continental II-Sencore's new combination

emission and mutual conductance tube tester. So precisely accurate you'll never have to guess again whether a tube is good or
bad. See why we say it's the professional's professional tester.
Replaceable tube socket chassis

NEW Simplified setup book

Sectioned and reinforced panel and case
Portable high -style attache case

Checks over 3000 tubes-foreign anG domestic.
Mutual conductance test with 5000 Hz square wave truly analyzes the
tube.

Emission tests at near full rated cathode current on power tubes. Not
available on other mutual conductance testers.
100 megohm grid leakage sensitivity check. A must to catch troublesome tubes with arid leakage or gas.

180K short sensitivity check. Compares each element in the tube

against all others for possible shorts.
Regulated for complete accuracy and assurance on marginal tubes.

If you want to go first class-go with the MU150

NO. 1 MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE ADDISON. ILLINOIS 60101
.
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$21950

Only

Continental II.

.
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Argos Products Co.

44

Arrow Fastener Co.
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Borden Chemical Co.
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TUNER CLEANER
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Chemtronics, Inc.
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Clarostat Mfg. Co.
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Cleveland Institute of Electronics

31
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110

Finney Co.
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GC Electronics Co.

30

Gem City Tuner Service

24

MICHIGAN MAGNETICS
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General Electric, Tubes Div.
Greyhound Lines, Inc.
Crystal Mfg.

98

FREE

Inc.

82

CATALOG

Jackson/Mercury

28

IRC,

Co.

82, 91

E.

F.

Johnson Co.

Lakeside

112

20

NO TUNER DRIFT
$1.98
DEALER
NET

For over 18 months CHEMTRONICS

has been formulating and testing
this new cleaner in both the lab
and field. Under the most critical
test, there has been NO DRIFT on
scope patterns. We invite you to try
this test yourself.

HAVE YOU
TRIED THE

AMAZING NEW

NON -CLOGGING

NO -ARC
HI -VOLTAGE
INSULATOR?

20,000 VOLTS
NO. 830

DIELECTRIC STRENGTH

Mercury Electronics

90

Michigan Magnetics

116

Mid -State Tuner Service

102

Miller Co., J. W.

.

116
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42,

SAFE!

v.c..;

FAST!

108

24

Quietrole Co.

112

Radar Devices Mfg. Corp.

23

Radio Corp. of America
RCA Institutes, Inc.

4th Cover
105

RCA Parts & Accessories
RCA Sales Corp.
RCA Semi -Conductor
RCA Test Equipment

39

83
97

32-33

S & A Electronics, Inc.
Sencore, Inc.

108

22, 103, 106, 115

South River Metal Products
Sprague Products

102

Co.

25

Standard Components

104, 107

Sylvania Electric Products

40-41, 81

Triplett Electrical Instrument Co.
Tuner Service Corp.
Weller Electric Corp.
Xcelite,

1260 Ralph Avenue Brooklyn. N.Y. 11236

EFFICIENT!

110

Institute

Quam-Nichols

Winegard
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Mallory Dist. Prod.

Radio

Catalog » 680

95

Industries

Lampkin Laboratories

National

Send for
Your Copy of
Consumer Audio

113

USING NUVISTORS &
TRANSISTORS

in most ordinary TV tuner cleaners.
Drift has been found to cause call
NO. 800 backs and expensive tuner repairs.

Telephone (517) 259-8911

111

International

84

sensitive to drift from ingredients

A DIVISION OF VSI CORPORATION

89

Heath Co.

Lectrotech, Inc.

Nuvistors and Transistors are highly

Tape Recorders From

99

JFD Electronics, Antenna Div.

FOR

You Can Get Same Day
Shipment of Replacement
Heads for Norelco and
Most Import Cassette

Ford Motor Co.

Jerrold Electronics Corp.

FORMULATED
TV-TUNERS

JAPAN?

116

B & K Div., Dynascan Corp.
Belden

SEND TO

85

Co.

Inc.

Zenith Sales Corp.

80
19

38

86-87

AUTOMATIC

STAPLE GUNS
For Fastening Any
`'./ Inside or Outside
Wire Up to 1/2" in Diameter
Telephone wire
Intercom wire
Bell wire

Thermostat wire
Radiant heating wire
Hi-Fi, Radio & TV wires
Tapered striking edge

gets into close corners!
Available in:
Brown, Ivory, Beige,
Monel, Bronze, Natural

84

2nd Cover

Saddle Brook. N J 07663
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TELL ME MORE
This page is provided for your convenience. To obtain additional in-

formation on new products, trade
literature and advertised products
in this issue, simply circle the corresponding number on tie perforated card below, fill in your name,
business address and mai the card.
No postage is required.

FOR MORE INFORMATION FILL OUT AND MAIL TODAY!
Please send more information on items circled.
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Irquiries serviced until December 20,
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Use this convenient card if
you wish to receive further
information on products and
services advertised or described in this issue.

FIRST CLASS

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESSARY IF MAILED IN THE UNITED STATES

postage will be paid by

ELECTRONIC
TECHNICIAN / DEALER
OJIBWAY BUILDING
DULUTH, MINNESOTA 55802

rmiI No. 665
DULUTH MINNESOTA

/ For better TV reception

and better business...
sell Zenith Wavemagnet Indoor TV Antennas!

Make your customers happier ... with
high-performance Wavemagnet antennas.
Zenith -designed for sensitive TV reception
in color or B/W. Telescopic dipoles, fully
adjustable. Six -position selector switch for
optimum reception on each channel.
Handsome base of high -impact molded
styrene. Individually packaged for
attractive sales display.
Order Zenith TV Antennas and Accessories
from your Zenith Distributor.
Deluxe All -Channel
Part No. 973-56

Two full-size UHF loops develop
high front -to -back ratios equal to
many outdoor antennas.

Exciting Surprises

for You-

and Your Family!
Fun for all!
Get the details
at your Zenith
Distributor's
Parts Department.

Economy All -Channel
Part No. 973-55.

00;
El11111

VHF only
Part No. 973-58.

BEST YEAR YET TO SELL THE BEST
IOU g

AllifThe quality goes in before
the name goes on

.

.

.
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Extra Mileage with RCA!
Valuable tires, auto batteries, and shock absorbers from B. F.
Goodrich are available to you in exchange for "Extra Mileage
with RCA" certificates. These certificates are FREE with your
purchases of RCA entertainment receiving tubes from your participating RCA Tube Distributor at the rate of 1 certificate for
every 20 tubes purchased. (Optional with RCA Tube Distributors.)
Certificate values include installation and all applicable taxes.

' ,',40146(166(14(#1(1500611(166ONOVIMIAMMNYOMP'11

Extra
mu

.....
RAIN. LOMPOOleNTI. 14...1011. L

VALUABLE CERTIFICATE

Bell
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\B.F.Goodrich

Silvertown HT -770
Nylon Cord Tubeless 4 ply
Extra performance and greater mileage
for drivers who travel long distances at
sustained high speeds. Black wall in size
7.00/6.50-13 requires 18 certificates. Additional sizes in black and white wall up
to 33 certificates.

Silvertown 660
Rayon Cord Tubeless
New cars come equipped with these tires,
which deliver above average mileage Jnder most driving conditions. Black wall in
size 6.50-13 requires 16 certificates. Additional sizes in black and white wall up
to 31 certificates.

Silvertown Radial 990
Rayon Cord Tubeless
America's most advanced passenger tire

offers up to 15,000 miles longer tread
wear, and up to 10% savings in fuel consumption. White wall only. Size 6.50-13
requires 28 certificates. Additional sizes
up to 45 certificates.

Also available are Silvertown Wide Pro-

0411111W
Auto Batteries

Shock Absorbers

Goodrich Pow -R -Cell auto batteries from
the P53 at 15 certificates to the S27 at 21
certificates. Delco Energizer auto batteries from the 557 at 16 certificates to_the
Y81 at 25 certificates.

B. F. Goodrich standard

38 CERTIFICATES

utor today for complete details and get
extra mileage with RCA!
RCA Electronic Components, Harrison, N.J.

installed

guest stars Bob Hope, Diana Ross & The
Supremes, in color on NBC TV Wednesday, October 23, 10:00-11:00 P.M. EDT,
9:00-10:00 P.M. CDT.

23 CERTIFICATES

B. F. Goodrich Levelift

Miler Nylon Cord Commercial Truck Tires.
See your local participating RCA Distrib-

installed

15 CERTIFICATES

B. F. Goodrich Heavy Duty

file tires, Trailmaker Silvertown Nylon
Cord Snow Tires, and Silvertown Extra

installed

See RCA's Bing Crosby Special with

